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1.0 Introduction
This manual provides programming information applicable to
the Goddard Orbit Determination Program, Phase II. It should be
useful both to the programmer who may wish to modify the program
and to the user who may be interested in details within the varlous
subroutines employed.
Since the progrem is coded entirely in FORTRAN IV, the listings
provide easily decipherable information. This manual supplements
the llsttngs by providing definitions of terms in COMMON and terms
found only within a subroutine as well as detailed flow diagrams
of each subroutine,
Thls manual is organized in the following manner=
In Section 2., a brief general description of the operational
sub-programs which make up the complete Orbit _etermtnatlon and
Trajectory Generation Program is given.
In Section 3., a system description of the over-all program
flow in the minimum variance method is provided. Details of
matrix manipulation are given for cases of particular importance.
A generalized flow diagram showing the interaction of the MAIN,
SUMARY and EXEC subroutines with the STAT subroutine are tncluded
in this section.
In Section 4., a system description of the over-all program
flow tn the Bayes estimation method is provided. Details of tape
formats and methods of matrix manipulation are given for cases of
particular importance. A generalized flow diagram showing the
interaction of the MAIN, SUMARY and the EXEC subroutines with the
BAYES subroutine are Included in this section.
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In Section 5., lists of COMMON symbols and their definitions
are given. These lists apply to each o£ the three sub-programs;
EXECA, EXECB1, and EXECB2.
Section 6. provides descriptions of each o£ the subroutines
in the program along wtth applicable flow diagrams. Because of
the similarity of many of the routines, references to related
routines are used extensively to avoid repttition. When applicable,
the subroutine description refers to the Analytical Manual (Ref. 1)
which describes the equations used in the subroutine. When equa-
tions are not provided by the Analytical Manual, they are supplied
herein.
Finally, Section 7. lists the References used.
This manual was prepared under Contract NAS 5-3509 for the
Theoretical Division (Spectal PrOjects Branch) of the Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
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2.0 General Program Description
The program is divided into four separate sub-programss
1. EXECA -Generates trajectory information only using either
Cowe11's or F.ncke's method.
2. _XECB1 -Generates statistical information using either
Cowe11's or Encke's method for the trajectory and Bayes
Estimation or Minimum Variance for the statistical filter
processing. This program considers only the six variables
describing the vehicle's position and velocity as states
to be statistically determined.
3. EXECB2 (A) -Generates statistical information using either
Cowe11's or Encke's method for the trajectory and minimum
variance for the statistical processing. This program
considers not only the six variables describinq the
vehicle's position and velocity as states but also up
to 20 additional states can be selected from a number
of variables such as station locations, gravitational
parameters, and the velocity of light.
4. EXECB2 (B) - Same as FX_CB2 (A) except that the statistical
formulation is by Bayes Estimation rather than Minimum
Variance. Sub-programs 3 and 4 can be combiJ_ed to be
equivalent to the form of F_XF.CBI. However, storage
limitations of version 9 of IBSYS makes this mode im-
practical. Versions 12 and 13 of IBSYS, with several
hundred fewer locations required by the system, will
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perhaps make t, hts a feasible mode of operation. Similarly,
B2MAIN can be written in subroutine form so that when one
type of statistics is being employed, the part of MAIN
corresponding to the second statistical method can be made
a dummy, thereby making the composite program small enough
to fit into version 9. It is not likely that any great
advantage can be achieved by utilizing this mode of opera-
tion.
The general structure of these programs, thetr operation
under "stand alone N systems and a recommended approach
to their operation under D.C.S. is given in Reference 2.
3.0 Proqram Description1 M_n_mum Variance M_thod
The main flow of statistical filtering using the Minimum
Variance Method ls mechanized in this program by the MAIN and STAT
subroutines. Because of the similarity in the B1 (minimum states)
and B2 (variable states) programs, the use of MA_N and STAT in the
following discussion will imply either the B1 or B2 verstons of the
subroutines. Differences in the two versions wtll be indicated
where they exist.
3.1 Minimum Variance Statistics, General Procedures
3.1.1 lodes
3.1.1.1 Mode Functions
There are six =modes = of operation available selectable by
the user. A description of each mode in the program follows=
L
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1. Process Real Data
The data tape is read, data elimination on the basis of
input criteria is established by the sub-section of MAIN
called Urecord= and the remaining points are processed.
A summary is given, if requested by the user.
2. Process Synthetic Data
A data tape, containing no error, is written by the EXF.CA
(trajectory generation)program. This tape is read as in
Mode 1, but noise from a random noise generator (subroutine
FLORNG) is added.
3. Error Analysis
A data tape is generated in EXECA as described for mode
2. However, when it is read by this mode the program
assumes that the residual is zero; that is, it is assumed
that no measurement error exists. The remaining action
of the program is as in modes 1 and 2, above. The
covariance matrix is propagated between data points. It
is modified to reflect the inclusion of information at a
data point exactly as if real data were being processed,
with the exception that the residual is zero.
4. Data Scan
The data tape is read exactly as in modes 1, 2, and 3 above.
However, no matrix manipulation is involved since the only
desired output is that from the SUMARY routine. The diff-
erence between the measured and estimated (computed) values
of an observation type is the priaary output.
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5. Propaqatton of Frror
Data is not used in this mode. The input state covariance
matrix is propagated to future times, and is printed at
these times, to indicate the growth of the matrix.
6. Miss Coefficients
This mode is similar to mode 5 except that an offset in
the states at the initial time is propaqated to future
times and printed to indicate the qrowth of error.
3. ]. 1.2 Matrix Flow
The matrix flow involved in the above modes will be described
in this sections
A. Input/Output
Either the P matrix (covariance of position and velocity
states) or the Q matrix (covartance of alpha-parameter
states) can be inputted. The program computes in the
alpha-states so conversions may be required. In TNPUT,
if P is the inputted quantity, the following conversion
is made
Citron: s-',%_ P_.., 3 (co) .
B.
In the output, if t,he P matrix is needed, the follo_Jing
conversion is made,
Pz_.j : 3,:,_,I@tt} 5_r':l .
Input/Output (mode 6)
In mode 6, the input/output is the deviation between off-
nominal and nominal states and is in the positton/ve]ec_tv
--6--
iI
C.
Step 1=
Step 2=
Step 3=
Step 4=
Step 5=
coordinate system. The units are the same as the units
selected for the output of the states, themselves.
Program Flow, MAIN and STAT Routines (modes 1, 2, 3, 5)
Matrlx flow for the standard data processing modes is
given by the following steps=
Input Po or Qo and convert, If needed, as described
above.
(ZNPUT) _
Integrate and ftnd that rectification is required at t
r
Compute
Compute
(MAIN)
Compute _U ( Zr, -_o)
Rectify
Let /1 (_rj_',)): _(_r,=o)
(MAIN)
Integrate from tr to data point t d
_Le,,t.l= _{G,_.JA-.,_ol
Translate Qo to O (ta)
OLG)- @(_,_.) Qo 9,*(c_,ej
(STAT)
1'4
Translate Q across a data point e_
(STAT)
** This step is bypassed in Mode 5.
-?-
Seep 6z
Step 7:
Step 8:
+
For print-out purposes, compute F (t d)
tc_,,_ _ _,,,. _<,; _lk,' ) S (£)
(STAT)
Integrate to subsequent point, either data, non-data
rectification, or tma x
Rectify after data are asslmilated in Step 5
Set _v m_trlx to I
Integrate to next point (called t' here to Indicate
any one of the three conditions)
Compute _ lt_t_]
*Compute $6,,/_' ]
Rectify at t'
*Compute S -e (t'_
'Sbr means S matrix before
rectification, i.e., all
coordinates are referenced to
orlginal reference body.
IS a means S matrix after
re_tlflcatlon, i.e., all
coordinates are referenced to
new reference body.
-, , ,) 4, )
(MAIN)
Translate Q (t d) to t'
_',.*.'., . A __'._jJ., (" "('_., ,_ /I "/._.',<_)
Step 9: If tran ;]ation of the 0 at tma x back te q at T e is
requested, switch to mode 5.
PrintStep lOz
*On]y if reason for rectification is reference body chanqe.
Sat and S_ are unit matrices.
Tf not,
-8-
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Step I:
Step 2=
Step 3=
Step 4=
Step 5=
Step 6=
Step 7=
Program Flow: MAIN and STAT Routines, Mode 6
Input _X, deviation from nominal states
(INPU1 )
Compute S_=j
Integrate and find that a rectification is required
at tr
Compute _/(t,,.j_o)
Rectify
Let A_t,,toJ. _ i_,,_o)
(MAIN)
Integrate from tr to print point,-'tp
Compute
Compute
(MAIN)
Convert
Velocity coordlnates, I
Compute S[tp)
Compute £Ltp) _ _tp_6o)
(STAT)
Compute miss coefficients at ttme
(STAT)
Print_ (tp)
_ttp,,++J- _ tip,t_jA ct,,_.)
"_(tp, to) to its equivalent form in Position/
computed in Step 2
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Step 8= Repeat process for next prlnt tLme
Let t o = t P
Let ' ' < ,,, :_i_)
Return to Step 2 and repeat
(MAZN)
3.1.2 Timing
In Minimum Variance statistics, a recursive formu]atton is
employed. Information about the best estimate of the trajectory
is accrued as each data point is processed. This formulation
allows continuous pzocessing of data and requizes no iteration.
The concept of "azc length" or mbatch length* does not exist as
it does in the Bayes statisttcaJ method.
In this program, however, the concept of Niterationm can be
employed, it needed.. This has significance only when the estimate
of the initial portion of the trajectory is needed with high
accuracy. Figure 1 illustrates how faulty tnitta] conditions
can lead to large errbrs during the early part of the trajectory.
;; _.,
1......L....t,--t.......
F._qur e ]
-lO-
The program processes data to TMAX1 (solid line), can integrate
back to TZFRO (dashed line) and terminate at this point. The dashed
line would be the best estimate of the trajectory from all of the
data which had accrued through YMAXl. Since, in general, the
user is Interested in the best estimate of the trajectory at some
time in the future, these tmproved initiai condftlons at TZERO can
be used in reprocesstng the data either to TMAXl or to a later time,
TMAX2.
Also, in some cases, the user might request a different program
mode after the first pass through the data.
As the program time, t, completes a passage from TZERO to TMAX
or from TMAX to TZERO, a counter is incremented by 1. This is
called a "PASS u. The number of passes is compared against an
inpu±ted maximum number of passes. When they are equal, the program
tests to see if the user has requested a second run through the data
with TMAX being defined as TMAX2. If it is found that this condi-
tion exists, the program is re-initialized and continues until all
conditions for termination are met.
The following table illustrates the conditions for each case=
°
=
Program Inputted Value Inputted Value
Definition Symbol for First TMAX for Second TMAX
TMAX TMAX TMAX2Max Time of
Iteration
Max Number PASF PASFX PASS2
of Passes
The internal symbol ITER2 is set to 0 for the first TMAX and
to 1 for the second TMAX.
-11-
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When the p:ro.gxeml;_iS tn mode 4, or when the user requests the
summary prlntIn modes I, 2, or 3, the program returns to the EXF.C
routine which, in turn, cellsSUMARY. The overall flow of the
=.
program is shown in figure 2.
3.2 Minimum Variance Statistics, Detailed Procedures
3.2.1 Matrix Manipulation by Partitioninq
Storage .limitations in the B2 (variable states) mode has made
it necessary to do most of the matrix multiplication by partitioning
of the matrices involved. Illustration of the procedures utilized
will be made for the casess
P = S Q S* and
Qt: AQA,.
3.2. t.]Conversion of Q to P
The equation, P m S Q S_ can be written as=
I
A r ', B_.,_)
I
Therefore,
o
"_'0 e ' S'¢'.ilfl -o-
I
I
S
0 !' t[
-$_ I I 0 i
!
I .
D(..,,! .ii[ C;
c*c_*)' ' (s'c)*I ,
t _'c* I
.. __ ......
; P
Thus, the upper left hand of P is computed by multiplication
of 6 x 6 matrices, the lower right hand (n x n) partition requires
no multiplicstion, the upper right hand partition is found from the
multtplicstion of a (6 x 6) by (6 x n) matrices, and the lower left
hand partition is the tranlpoze of the uppa¢ tiqht hiM,
t
t
!
I
1
l
i I
! i
l
I i
4
1
! !
l
!
I
1
I
I
!
!
I
I
!F._=O. I
IZ,_I_ _t" : _ c_ I a_ •
%;
• :. ..'.iT _ t'.'} _1___" _
1
r- /
I U i
f
) I
i
• . _ _ l'J t," iL " %
I
: _-.,
V '
' ' 1L ............ i _ _ _irA r
!
I
1"- " Tl411k _ '
I
I !
i
• ,_ , I °
.... i
• _\' ;_," !,.
' _ / F3'UMFI_R.V TO _'_
'i I t _ "",_"'-_> rJ
/'- - _ ;_ _I il m_-izc t I "
Fiquz.e 2
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1
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b3.2.},2Conversion Of q (To) to Q {t d)
The equation, Q = A(_,_,,) Qo Jl_j_,) _,n be written ,e
4
I0' i A
I 13
i
I
0 i 1:
l
' ° 'lI
)A
* OI
I
Thus, the updated Q matrix 2s made up of in upper left (6*x 6)
composed of multiplications of seve,rs]' matrices, The upper right
and lower left hand partitions of the Bttrix, which are transposes,
are Identical to ore portion of the matrix wh|ch makes up the upper
-;4-
left (6 x 6). This fact saves recomputing these parts. Fina]ly,
the lower right (n x n ) of the Q matrix remains unchanged by the
translation through the state transition matrix.
3.2.2 Data Rejection
The data rejection process takes place in the STAT routine
and consists of comparing the measured residual against the
statistical estimate of the residual. If the actual residual
falls outside of K sigma times the statistical estimate, it can
be rejected if the input flag, IRDATA, is set to I.
I_ the data errors were truly randomly distributed, this
test would not be necessary. However, it has been found that
in many cases, catastrophic errors in the data are indicated.
These errors are evidently transient in nature and are not
included in estimates of the observation instruments standard
deviation.
This part of STAT has been initialized by priming the arrays,
B (25 x 2) and AREJ (25), which are utilized for printing summary
m
information. The observed data deviations from computed data are
stored in particular rows of Bm. For types other than observed
data, the deviations have been set to O. The ARE3 region contains
BCD information initially equal to blanks.
The M matrix is a rectangular array having dimensions (Nd, n). e
It is computed by reference to the partials subroutine. This routine
can reduce the value of Nd. In such a case, the particular ARF_J voJld
Nd is the number of simultaneously measured data parts
n is the number of states being considered
-15-
°be set to "$". _hus, in SUMARY, the user can readily _dentffy the
reason for the rejection of a point. The main processtnq of the
data point is ignored if this reduction produces a zero value for
Nd. If Nd is not reduced to zero, the routine performs the
following matrix computations.
N =M S
Y =N q N* + _ 2
Data rejection occurs tf
• * r _ _j_. -"_ )
°
t
where
Yk k is the variance of the uncertainty in the K th observation
due to uncertainties in the state
e k,k is the covariance of the uncertainty in the Kth observa-
tion due to uncertainties in the instrumentation.
FSGM in the above equations it an inputted quantity correspond-
ing to the number of _ deviation allowed before a data point is
rejected. On the first pass from T O to TMAX1 or TMAX2, this value
is nominally 10. On subsequent passes, it is 3. These values can
be altered by the user.
If the observation is reJectedt the particular location of
AREJ corresponding to the K th observation is equated to the Hollerith
"*" and the v'alue of Nd ia reduced by unity. The testa for reJec
tion are bypassed if the value of N d becomes tore,
If Nd is not zero, the following matrix modifications must
be performedt
-16-
o1. The K th row and column of the following matrices must be
r•placed by the (K + 1) th row and column.
L,2]
2. The K th row of the following matrices must be replaced by
the (K + 1) row an'd column.
[Y] LF.B vA ]
The latter matrix is derived from an inputted matrix which
s r ed a m ltiplier of the  •trix.
The examinations of all observations terminates the d•ta
rejection tests. The production of a binary summary tape contain-
ing the timer record number, observations, devi•tionst and the Hollerith
indicators which reveal rejection of data is made at this point.
4.0 P_oqra m Descrlptlon z Bayes Statistics
The main flow of statistical filtering by Bayes estimation
t
methods is mechanized in the program by the MAZN and the BAYES
subroutines. Because of the similarity in. the B1 (minimum states)
and B2 (variable states) programs, the use'of MAZN and BAYES in the
following discussions will imply either the B1 or B2 versions of
the two subroutines. Differences in the two versions will be
indicated where they exist.
Because of the compl•xity of this statistical method, a
rather detailed description is presented here.
4.1 mayas Statistics, Timing
B•y•s statistics at• applied to an interval of • trajectory
defined by two values of time. There usually exists one or more
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observed data points within the interval which are eventually
utilized for refinement of the trajectory.
I
t
Figure 3
The Bayes routine establishes a time sequence (Figure 3)
T c TD1 TD2 TD3 TMAX
at which deviations between the nominal trajectory and the observed
data points are accumulated. The accumulated corrections at the
end of the tnterval (also called a "batch') are utilized for
statistical correction of the initial conditions of the batch.
The tnitial conditions may differ from the true quantities so
that assumed ltneartty conditions are not met. If this is the
case, convergence criteria wtll not be met and the procedure is
restarted with the new tnitfa] conditions uttltzed to qenerate
a new nomfnal trajectory. The new trajectory is based upon the
statistically corrected initial conditions.
-18-
°Statistically corrected initial conditions are repeatedly improved
by application of Bayes estimation until the convergence criteria
are met. This condition is known as =convergence=o The entire
procedure outlined in preceding paragraphs is known as the =pre-
convergence = mode.
Each refinement of initial conditions from Bayes modifica-
tions is defined as a =pass N. The program includes a pass counter,
NPASS, which records the number of. passes. After every unsuccess-
ful pass, this counter is compared with a pro-assigned maximum
permtssable value, MXPASS, supplied by the user. An error condi-
tion occurs when'the counter achieves tts maximum value without
havinq achieved convergence.
If convergence is attained, the tpost-convergence" mode ts
entered. The new values for the initial conditions are used to
update the trajectory and the covartance matrix to the end of the
batch, TMAX. The program contains provisions for continuing in
an identical manner with 5 additional batches, their time lengths
being described in INPUT as TSPAN(NT) and their parametric and
statistical initial conditions being the updated values from the
=
preceding batch.
Figure 4 illustrates the time history of the Bayes proqram.
Batch #1 extends from (To) 1 to (TMAX) 1 - TSPAN (])
Batch #2 extends from (TMAX) 1 to (TMAx) 2 - TSPAN (2)
ooeoeeeeooee
Batch #6 extends from (TMAx) 5 to (TMAx) 6 - TSPAN (6_
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where
(to)l (TMAX)I = (TMA _2 - (TMAX) <: (TMAx _ 6
_/ T_f'_U)
_!-" "l
Tl.,1AWK
/.s_ ,m_,x ) ._.,.._..
I'
Figure 4
The absolute maximum time for any given rub is established by
TMAXX. It supersedes all other timing considerations in the program.
That TMAXX has been reached in processing any batch of data is
indicated by the flag, KLAST, which is used to indicate termina-
tion of the program•
One mode of operation of thls program allows the processing
of a preliminary batch before entering the maln Ioglc described
above. In F_Qure 4, the tlme (TMAX)p, called TPRFLM, is the
length of this span. TPRELM is an inputted value which must be
greater than 0 and less than TSPAN (i) in order for the preliminary
batch mode to operate•
The prelimlnary batch is executed in an effort to achieve
initlal conditions at (To) I which will reduce the number of passes
required for convergence when Investlgatlng the longer duration non-
prelJmtnm:y batche|.
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Tests iK MAIN on TPRFLM determine the need for the pre]imtnary
batch mode and the setting of a flag, MBATCH, to indicate the modez
MBATCH _ 0 indicates a preliminary batch
MBATCH = 0 indicates a non-preliminary batch.
4.2 Bayes Statistics, General Program Procedures
Figure 5 is a general flow chart showing the interaction of
the EXEC, MAIN, BAYES, and SUMARY routines. The principal flags
utilized are LSFLAG and 3FLAG.
The convergence indicator, LSFLAG, is utilized to indicate
the mode of operation. It is set in the BAYES subroutine.
LSFLAG = 0 indicates convergence has not be achieved
LSFLAG _ 0 indicates convergence has been achieved
JFLAG is'an indicator which is set within the BAYES subroutine
to indicate which task has Just been performed.
JFLAG = 0 indicates pre-con%ergence execution
3FLAG _ 0 indicates execution of the post-convergence m_ e
The principal steps in the program can be itemized" as followsl
1. Set maximum time of the Nth batch
2. Read the data tape
3. Integrate to the i th data point
4. Test if in pre-convergence er post-convergence mode;if
pre-convergence, write full data se,t on _cratch tape; if
post-convergence, write truncated data Set on tape.
5. Test present time against TMAX=if less, go to 2 and
repeat through 5_if equal or greater, enter BAYES
subroutine.
-21-
Figure 5
-22- -
6. Test if convergence has occurred. If not, read scratch
tape, process and accumulate data, write on summary tape
if requested. If so, read scratch tape, update Q matrix
and intttal conditions and print results.
7. Test present time against TMAX. If less, q o to 6 and
repeat. If equal to or qreater, update initial condi-
tions and qo to 8 if in pre-converaence mode - ]f in
post-convergence mode, go to ]0.
8. Test for convergence. If converqence has occurred, set
LSFLAG to 1 and go to 11. If convergence has not occurred,
set LSFLAG to 0 and increment pass counter.
9. Test pass counter. If less than maximum number inputted,
set JFLAG to 0 and return to 2 using updated values of
the states determined tn 7. If greater than maximum
number, EXTT. -
I0. Set JFLAG to 1.
11. Write out summary tape, if requested.
12. Test termination criteria. If yes, EXIT. If no,
increment batch counter, N, and return to l.
Bayes Statistics, Detailed Procedures
The Satellite Ephemeris Tape
The pre-convergence mode requires that the elements of the
nominal trajectory be stored on a (scratch_ satellite ephemeris
tape. The first logical record on the tape contains a (n x n)
double precision matrix which is the inverse of Oo, the initial
covartance matrix.
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Observed data and parameters of the nominal trajectory are
required at=
1. The beginning of a batch,
2. Each observed data point within the batch,
3. The end of the batch.
A data set is defined as the combtnati'on of observed data and
computed values. More specifically, a "complete" data set contains
the following items=
Record Number
Time, T
Vehicle Position Components, H c
Vehicle Velocity Components, C
State Transition Matrix, RI --Also _A for the B 2 mode
Un-corrected data time, TKRAW
Data Flags, L T
Observed Data
Additional Data Flags, LT1
Planet of Interest Indicator, IPLNT
Working Body Reference Indicator, WRE F
Position and Veloclty Vectors from a Given Planet of Interest
to the Reference Body, CPOS _nd CV_L
These items are defined as follovJs:
Record Numbert Each data point on the data tape is given a number
(program symbol, ICOUNT). A record number equal to =ero
indicates accompanying data which should not be processed.
The record numbers of the complete data sets at the
beginning and end of a batch will equal ze¢o unless an
observed data point is present,
-_4-
Time:
C
T
Rc
TKRAW
L T
Data
LT 1
WREF
Cpos
Program symbol is T. It indicates the pro oram time of
the complete data set.
Position components which have the program symbol RC.
It indicates an array of six locations.
Velocity components which have the program symbol RDC.
It Indicates an array of six locations.
Program symbol ls ALAM1 Indicating a (6 x 6) matrix.
_t contains the state transition matrix.
Program symbol is ALAM2 Indicating a (6 x n) matrix.
It contains the state transition matrix for the dynamic
blases, n is dimensioned to 20, depending upon the
number of dynamlc biases considered as states. (Used
in B2 mode only.)
¢
Un-corrected data time having the program symbol
TK RAW.
A series of packe,d data flags used for interpreting
observed data. Symbol is LTEMP.
Observed data consisting of four (4) slngle precision
words. The program symbol ts DATA.
Additional flags for interpretation of data. Symbol
t s L TEMP 1.
Reference body indicator having program symbol MWREF.
One column of a (6 x 7) array contstntng the position
vector components from a particular body to the ref-
erence body. The particular column is determined by
the variable IPLNT.
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°CVE L Sane as Cpo S ex'cept for velocity vector.
IPLNT Indicates a planet number used tn on-board observation
when a planet is one of the observed bodies.
A "truncated" data set contains all items described in the
complete data set with the exception of=
Record Number
TKRA w
L T
Data
LT l
CpoS
CVEL
The matrices [_,] and l. ,!,.._ are given with respect to lost
print time rather than initial time as in full data set.
A typical tape configuration for the pze-convergence mode is
shown in Figure 6. It applies to a batch having three data potnts
where no data occurs at the beginning or end of the batch.
t
• i
Five (5) complete data sets
[Q-1] batchstartof i
°._
first third
data data
point point
end
of
batch
second
data I
point _
Record _ 0 i
Record _ 0
Figure 6
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A typical tape configuration for the post-convergence mode is
shown in Figure 7.
i I I 1
ftr st second third ]ast
print print print print
point point point point
t = tin t -- TMAX
Figure 7
At. the initial entry into the program, the Q-] matrix is
written on the tape by INPUT. At the start of processing on
subsequent batches, this matrix is written by. BAYES subroutine.
The Q matrix on the post-convergence mode tape is written by
BAYES. All other information is written by the MAIN program.
Reading of the tape is done completely by the BAYES routine.
4.3.2 Initialization Procedures
Initialization procedures include the preservation of posi-
tion and ve]octty components at the beginning of the batch.
C C
R'C : C
The "D" matrix isan ( n x 1] array which serves in an
accumulator capacity in the subsequent computation. Initially,
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A tally of the usable observed data points is required at the
end of the batch, This counter must be equated to zero before
main proces.stng.
NDATA = 0
4.3.3 Pre-Convergence Mode - Loading Data
*e
The record number of the first complete data set will equal
zero. This circumstance must be followed by a reading of the
next complete data set. A non-zero record number Jndicate's
_erved data which must be processed before reading another set.
A data set following the first set may be ignored by equatinq
its record number to zero. A second test of record number guarantec_,_
processing of a subsequent data set only if the record number is not
zero_
]he station number and data type list are obtained from the
packed word, L T. The sub-program "FIX" is referenced for this
purpose. The data type list contains four entries corresponding
to the observations at a particular station. _ach entry of the
]ist. is extracted from the sequence o[ integers (1 t(, 25) _,h_c}_
corresponds to the total number of different types of observations.
The number of observations, ND, is defined 'as the number of rlon-
zero entries in the data type llst. The value of ND may not
exceed four (,).
Under certain conditions indicated by the flag word, LT1, ;t,_d
the station number, it is necessary to modify the "UP" frequency
of the tracking signal (F1). This item is implicitly required
by sub-routines referenced in later sections of the program.
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The YOBS array contains twenty-five double precision locations.
At a data point, the program utilizes only ND of these locations.
The particular locations are determined by the data type list. The
actual information stored in these particular locations is obtained
from the four single precision data words which were loaded via
the nominal tape. The user must observe the requirement o£ four
data words in a complete data set regardless o£ the value of ND.
Zero entries in the data type list correspond to entries of 1010
in the four data wordsl
t._e., if ND - 0 Words 1, 2, 3, 4 are 1010
if ND : 1 Word 1 is data
Words 2, 3, 4 are 1010
if ND = 2 Words 1, 2 are data
Words 3, 4 are 1010
if ND - 3 Words 1, 2, 3 are data
Word 4 is 1010
if ND = 4 Words 1, 2, 3, 4 are data
The data words in a complete data set refer to actual observed
data. The position and velocity vectors of the same refer to
computed values of a theoretical trajectory generated by numerical
integration. Position and veloGity must be transformed into the same
measuring systems u±ilized by the actual observed data. The YCOM
array contains twenty-five locations of which ND particular loca-
tlons are utilized. The particular locations are determined by
the observations sub-program, which also computes deviations
between observed and computed data. The deviations are stored
in a (N D x I) array, [Z_Y] •
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b4.3.4 Pre-Convergence Mode - Data Rejection
The data rejection section Is ver_ similar to the procedures
utilized in Kalmsn Filter statistical processing. This part of the
routine is Initialized by prtmtng the arrays, BM (25 x 2) and ARE 3
(25), which are utilized for printing summary information. The
observed data and deviations from computed data are stored in
particular rows of BM. For types other than observed data, other
deviations have been set to O. The ARE 3 region contains BCD
_,_,formatton initially equal to blanks.
The "M" matrix is a rectangular array having dimensions (ND, n).
It is computed by reference to the partials sub-routine. Thts
routine could reduce the value of ND. In such a case, the
particular AREJ would be set to N$. The main processing of the
data point is ignored if this reduction produces a zero value for
ND. If NDts not reduced to zero, the routine performs the
following matrix computations=
INI = I MI • Isl
IBI - I N I . IAI
IYI = I '_ I • IQol
The matrix "Qo" in the preceding computation is a (6 x 6) double
precision array transmitted from the calling routine to least squares
via core sto_age. It corresponds to the ,Qm matrix transmitted
to the routine via the nominal tape. It is necessary to allot
two areas of storage for this matrix due to the eventual modifica-
tion of the mQm matrix when data points are encountered. In short,
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the data rejection section utilizes a constant "0" matrix, Qo
which is not subjected to modification. In the B2 mode, this Qo
matrix is the upper left hand 6 x 6 portion of the total n x n
inputted covartance matrix.
The =Y" matrix in the preceding equations is an (N D x ND)
array which should be symmetrical. The loss of slmt]artty due
to round-of.f is reduced by referencing the subroutine, mSYMMAT=,
which averages opposing elements.
Let (k), represent the particular observation under examtna-
tion.
" NDk . 1," . • :.,
Data rejection occurs if
( ,__-y) 2 =
k
whez:e
kki
-r 9
[_2ek,k]
2 _2
FSGM '_ (Yk,k + ek,k )
_s the variance of the uncertainty in the K th
observation due to the uncertainty in the state
is the variance of the uncertainty in the K th
observation due to the uncertainties in the
instrumentation.
FSGM is an inputted quantity quantity corresponding to the
allowable deviation in o"5 allowed before a data point is rejected
because it falls ,outside of reasonable statistical limits. FSGM : 10
is a typical value.
If the observation is rejected, the particular l_ation of
ARE J corresponding to the k-th observation is equated to the
Hollerith "*', and the value of ND is reduced by unity. The tests
for rejection are by-passed if the value of ND becomes zero.
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• °
If N D Js not zero, the fo]lowinQ matrix modifications must be
performed •
1. The k-%h row and column of the following matrices must
be replaced by the (k + 1) row and co]umn.
fyt _ ;2
2. The k-th rnw of th_ fo]]owinq matrices must be rep]acnd
by the (k + 1) row.
[Y. [B]
The examinations of a11 observations terminates the data
rejection Lests. The production of a binary summary tape contain-
ing the time, record number, observations, deviations, and _he
Hollerith indicators which reveal rejection of data is made at
thi_ point.
4.3.5 Pre-Convergence Mode -Data Accumulation
After processing each data point, the _nverse of the "Q"
_atrix i_ up-dated by addingz
. I --]
I B i _ _2i B I• I . ', a'nd
ll-_ "i)" matri× _s up-dated by addinq_"
i B , . !e2 l -I •
I
I{efore testinq for an "end-o[-balch" cor,d_ii_:,:, it ]s
,1,,(:essary to up-date the ta]]y of the usab]e oi_.s_rv_(] d,,l.,,
puints, N
DATA "
4.3.6 Pre-Oonvergence _ode - End of Batch
The "end-of-batch" condition is indlcated by observinq an
equallty between time, T, and the time indicating Nend-of-batch",
TMA X. If "end-of-batch" is not indicated, the routine repeats the
preceding logic by reading the next complete data _et from the
nnmlnel tape. -3_-
A reading of zero in the tally of the usable observed data points
indicates a total rejection of every point within the batch. The
entire batch is disregarded when this circumstance occurs. The
convergence indicator is set to the position which indicates con-
vergence (LS FLAG = 1).
and
_f NDATA is not zero, the end-of-batch equations are
[0.] - [o-1 j-,
The six values Of [A c_]
• [o]
are utilized for statistically
modifying the initial position and velocity components
x ( = Rcl) is modt§ted by Z_ c_ 1
y ( = Rc2) ls mod_fLfted by _ o_ 2
z (=Rc3) is modified by Z_ _'3
( = Rcl) is modified by _ 0( 4
y ( : Rc2) is modified by /_ 0( 5
( - Rc3_ is modtfted by Z_ o( 6
A reference to the subroutine, DALFA, accomplishes these
modifications as well as computing _)E , the deviation of the
initial conditions from those originally found.
The pass counter, NPASS, is tested if convergence fails. The
pass counter is incremented after convergence fails until it achieves
its maximum permtssable value, MXPASS. Failure to achieve convergence
within the maximum number of passes through the BAYES routine indicates
an error condition.
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If the pass counter has not achieved its maximum value, the
routine re-positions the nominal tape to the end of the inverse of
the .Q,, matrix. The next execution of the nominal trajectory can
wriie new complete data sets on tape without any subsequent re-
positioning.
The convergence indicator is set to Indicate convergence
if both tests are successful. If the routine is operating on
a preliminary batch, it must reposltion the tape by reading a
..... ngle logical record. The inverse of "Q" is not replaced when
processing a prellmlnary batch. A baich other than a prellminary
batch requires overwriting the first record on tape by the "Q"
matrix updated to TMAX.
4.3.7 Post Convergenc_ Mode
The MAIN program computes a refined trajectory after con-
vergence has been achieved (LS FLAG = I). During the computation
of the refined trajectory, the MAIN program qenerates a nomina]
tape containing the "Q" matrix (n x n) as the first logical record.
This "Q" matri'x is written on tape by the final section of the
pre-convergence mode.
The computation of the refined trajectory requires the MAIN
program to write a truncated data set at pro-selected print times
and at the terminal points of the batch.
The BAYES routine in the post-convergence mode reads the "Q"
matrix and one truncated data set. An error condition occurs if
the time, (T), of the first data set does not agree with the time
of the beginning of the batch, (To).
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The post-convergence mode up-dates the "Q" matr_ at ea(:h
pc_]nt within the batch.
of the batch. At the (t)-th data point
[0 l, - [ali[0 I,-,
The F matrix is computed from the equation
It is printed, if reque_tnd.
No process_nq ].s required n" !,hm .',_c-qi,_i ,,'
At T = T_4AX the "q" matr_ v has been propaaat_d tn fb_ _nd ,_f
the }_afch. The fi_rst (6 x 6) e]ements must be-nroqn_vr_d it) , ,r_
st_-zaap for the data rejection computation (;f thp npYt ._t_l-;,',..
t t I ii:... 6x6 = Q 6x6"* _* upper ief_ e, _ f .,, t;,_
B2 modp,
Th_ propaqated "Q" matrix inverse i_ _,r_tt_rt "r_ _h": q,"",!_)_]
tap._ _ tho firs+ loQica] record. The proclram ]q r,,,,,<rp_,_' _,
_: _,_I fh_ abnvp flow for the second and subsequ_nl hal (:ho_ ,')F
• -3_-
5.0 Common DeftnStion!
5.1 EX_;, A Ind Exec. BI Blank Common
_.1.1 _)_V_ le P:ectllon
Vaz'LabZe Name
AUERAD
BETA
CDS(3)
C KMER
CKSERH
COMB( Z )
CONST_ 2_)
CPR'_ _,_ ;
CRAD
CT
CVEL(6a?)
CZ
D
DELTP
" DIN
DPADD(=5).
DSPL
DTI
DYN(60)
DZ
E
EF2
EF6
|MIN
EO
EPSSQ
EQ
ERAD
GAM(3,3)
GAMM
GHA(3a3)
HMU
OBSPLS(9)
OLDT
OLEL
posczlotig_
CONVERSION FACTOR-AU TO ER
DIFFERENTIAL ECCENTRIC ANOMALY
REFERENCE FREQUENCIES USED IN DSIF SYSTEM
CONVERSION FACTOR-ER TO KM =[,.56?84906D-4
CONVERSION FACTOR-ER/HR TO KM/SBC =,05644256616D0
VELOCITY OF LIGHT
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR PRINTING OUT OBSERVATIONS
BLOCK OF REFERENCE BODY POSITIONS'
CONSTANTS USED IN DSZF SYSTEM
CONVERSION FACTOR- DEO TO RAD :,017453292519943D0
NUMBER OF JULIAN CENTURIES FROM O-HRI 1/1/50 TO PRESENT
BLOCK OF REFERENCE BODY'VELOCZTZES
VALUE OF C AT RECTIFICATION POINT
NUMBER OF DAYS FROM O-HRI 1/1/S0 TO PRESENT
CURRENT PRINT INTERVAL WHEN NOT PROGEIIZNO DATA
NUMBER OF DAYS FROM O-HRS 1/1/S0 TO O-HRI OF LAUNCH YEAR
ARRAY OF DOUBLE PRECZIZON VARZABLEI
SPECIAL ZNTEORATZON INTERVAL ZN A4 MODE TO OET
ACQUISITION TIME
NUMBER OF JULIAN CENTURIES FROM PRIIENT TO BASE DATE
RUNOE-KUTTA ZNTEORATZON %NTERVALI FOR NEARI MEDIUM
AND FAR REFERENCE
CURRENT INTEGRATION INTERVAL
ARRAY OF DYNAMIC STATES
VALUE OF O AT RECTIFICATION POINT
NUTATZON IN OBLIQUITY
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLIR
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FRON:;KIPLER
MINIMUM ELEVATION ANOLE (RADIANI)
NOT PRESENTLY USED
SQUARE OF EARTH'S ELLIPTZCITY 86,693422D-3
MEAN OBLIQUITY
EARTH°S RADIUS IN KM • 6378,165D0
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM ROTATING GEOCENTRIC
SYSTEM TO INERTIAL SYSTEM
GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE
ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
GRAVIIATIONAL CONSTANT OF REFERENCE BODY
UNIT VECTORS DESCRIBING STATION-VEHICLE RELATIONSHIP
PREVIOUS DTI
SAVED ELEVATION ANGLE
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OVB(3)
• PEROBL(3)
PFPAR(3_9)
PI
PRENUT(3_3)
PRNT3(3)
PROPNL(3_3)
PSI
RZ(7)
R2(7)
RA
RATEV(3.2)
RC(6)
RCIN(3)
RCINT(6)
RCMSC(3)
RDC(6)
RDCIN(3)
RDCINT(6)
RDDOT(3)
RDDOTS(3)
RDI(6)
RDTB(6)
RI(6)
RRATE(4,26)
RT1
RT2
RTB(6)
SAVD
SCALE(3)
SEC
SQTMU
STAC(3)
STAHT(26)
STALN(26)
STALT(26)
STAOR(442)
SVL
SVM
T
TAQ
TB
TBF
TBFD
TBG
TBGD
TD
TH
MAGNITUDE OF THE POSITION VECTOR RCMSC
VELOCITY VECTOR BETWEEN STATION AND VEHICLF
OBLATENESS PERTURBATION
VALUES OF SPECIFIED SETS OF POWERED FLIGHT PARAME!IERS
180 DEGREES IN RADIANS =3.1415926535B9793DO
PRECESSION-NUTATION MATRIX
PRINT INTERVALS FOR NEAR, MEDIUM AND FAR REFERENCI
PRECESSION-NUTATION-LIBRATION MA_IX
NUTATION IN LONGITUDE
DISTANCES IN ER FOR EACH OF 7 BODIES FOR SWITCHING
FROM NEAR TO MEDIUM INTEGRATION INTERVALS
DISTANCES IN ER FOR EACH OF 7 BODIES FOR SWITCHING
FROM MEDIUM TO FAR INTEGRATION INTERVALS
RECIPROCAL OF SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF ORBIT
ROTATION VECTORS USED IN MARS AND VENUS DRAG
COMPUTATIONS
INSTANTANEOUS POSITION VECTOR
INITIAL POSITION VECTOR
SAVED VALUE OF RC
POSITION VECTOR BETWEEN STATION AND VEHICLE
INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY VECTOR
INITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR
SAVED VALUE OF RDC
PERTURBATIONS OF COWELL INTEGRATION
SAVED VALUE OF RDDOT
VELOCITY VECTOR AT LAST RECTIFICATION
TWO-BODY VELOCITY VECTOR
POSTTION VECTOR AT LAST RECTIFICATION
REPETITION RATES OF STATIONS OBSERVATIONS
VALUE USED AS TOLERANCE IN RECTIFICATION CRITERIA
VALUE USED AS TOLERANCE IN RECTIFICATION CRITERIA
TWO-BODY POSITION VECTOR
SAVED VALUE OF DTI
ARRAY OF SCALE FACTORS FOR PRINTING TRAJECTORY
INFORMATION
SECONDS OF LAUNCH MINUTE
SQUARE ROOT OF HMU
CURRENT STATION COORDINATES
ARRAY OF STATION ALTITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION LONGITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION LATITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION-ORIENTED STATES
SAVED VALUE OF L DIRECTION COSINE
SAVED VALUE OF M DIRECTION COSINE
CURRENT TIME (HRS)
ACQUISITION TI_E
NUMBER OF JULIAN CENTURIES FROM O-HRS i/I/50 TO
BASE DATE
F COEFFICIENT IN TWO BODY COMPUTATION
F DOT COEFFICIENT IN TWO BODY COMPUTATION
G COEFFICIENT IN TWO BODY COMPUTATION
G DOT COEFFICIENT IN TWO BODY COMPUTATION
NEXT ACTIVITY TIME
DIFFERENTIAL ECCENTRIC ANOMALY (ESTIMATE)
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TI
TINT
TKEP
TL
TMAX
TPMAT(3_3)
TPMATI(3_3)
TPMAT2(3a3)
TPMAT4(6)
TPMA?5(6)
TPMAT6(6)
TPMATT(6)
TPMATS(2 )
TPMAT9(21)
TPMTIO(6j6)
TPMTII(6j6)
TSSA
TSUBN
TSVT(6)
TTMATI(3j3)
TTMAT3(3j3)
TWOPI
TZEPH
TZHRS
WE
XC
XF_C
XM(3,3)
XO
YCOM(25)
TIME OF LAST RECTIFICATION
SAVED VALUE OF T
TIME OF KEPLER REFERENCE
INTERMEDIATE TIME OF EXIT FROM COWELL INTEGRATOR
CURRENT MAXIMUM TIME
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
ARRAY OF NEXT OBSERVATION TIMES FOR EACH STATION
SAVED VALUE OF T
EARLIEST OBSERVATION TIME
ARRAY OF SAVED TIMES ,FOR TEST PURPOSES
NUTATION MATRIX
PRECESSION MATRIX
360 DEGREES IN RADIANS =6.283185307179586D0
NUMBER OF HRS FROM BEGINNING OF LAUNCH YEAR TO
LAUNCH TIME
NUMBER OF HOURS FROM O-HRS 1/1/60 TO LAUNCH TIME
EARTH ROTATION RATE
MEAN LONGITUDE OF DESCENDING NODE OF MOON'S MEAN
EQUATOR
ARGUMENT OF SERIES EXPANSION IN TWO-BODY SOLUTION
LIBRATION MATRIX
MEAN LONGITUDE OF THE MOON
ARRAY OF COMPUTED VALUES OF OBSERVATIONS
5.1.2 $lnq_e precision
Variable Name
AMUD
CDT(40)
CEPID
CNT
CWLIN(9)
CWLINT(9)
DAREA
DAREAS
DAYS
DELTA
DH1
INDICATOR WHOSE VALUE REPRESENTS A CERTAIN ERROR
CONDITION
TABLE OF DRAG COEFFICIENTS
INDICATOR FOR CONELL OR ENCKE INTEGRATION
INTEGRATION FLAG
PERTURBATION VALUES AND THEIR IST AND 2nD DERIVATIVES
SAVED VALUES OF CWLIN ARRAY'
EFFECTIVE SURFACE AREA OF VEHICLE PERTAINING TO DRAG
SAVED VALUE OF DAREA
DAYS OF LAUNCH YEAR
ELEVATION ANGLE ERROR IN REFRACTION
REFRACTION INCREMENT IN TROPOSPHERE (KM)
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DH2
DTPI
• FI
F2
FDOWN (26 )
FKPR
FPK
FUP(26)
H2
H4
HACC
HMIN
HRS
I365
IBP
IBSTAT
ICOUNT
ID
IDER
INPERR
IOBLAT(26)
IP
IPFT
IPLNT
IPINT
IPS
IPSEC(IO)
IRT ..
ISTAR
IXADD(25)
KECLPS
KLIBR
KM(4)
KOBLAT
KOMP
KRF
KS2BY
KSDRG
KSDRGM
KSDRGV
KS MNOB
REFRACTION INCREMENT IN IONOSPHERE (KM)
PRINT PORTION (HRS) OF TOTAL PRINT PERIOD
UP FREQUENCY OF TRACKING SIGNAL
DOWN FREQUENCY OF TRACKING SIGNAL
ARRAY OF STATION RECEIVER FREQUENCIES
FLOATING POINT PRINT INDICATOR
INDICATOR FOR TIME DIRECTION
:/I - FORWARD IN TIME
:-I - BACKWARD IN TIME
ARRAY OF STATION TRANSMITTER FREQUENCIES
LOWER LIMIT OF IONOSPHERE (KM)
UPPER LIMIT OF IONOSPHERE (KM)
ACCUMULATED ALTITUDE OF ITERATION IN REFRACTION
MINUTES OF LAUNCH HOUR
HOURS OF LAUNCH DAY
INTEGER =365
INDICATOR FOR INITIALIZATION OF BURN PERIOD
NOT PRESENTLY USED
COUNT NUMBER OF DATA POINT
TIME DIRECTION INDICATOR
=0 - TMAX_ 0
-i - TWAX< 0
INTEGRATION INDICATOR
INPUT ERROR INDICATOR
INDICATORS OF DESIRED OBLATENESS COEFFICIENTS (1ON/M)
INDICATOR OF NUMBER OF RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS
NUMBER OF THE POWERED FLIGHT SET BEING USED
NUMBER OF PLANET TO BE USED FOR COMPUTING ONBOARD
OBSERVATIONS
SAVED VALUE OF IP
TIME DIRECTION INDICATOR
=O - TOWARD TNAX
-1 - TOWARD 0
INDICATORS FOR PRINTING TRAJECTORY INFORMATION
INDICATOR FOR BYPASSING INTEGRATION
NUMBER OF STAR TO BE USED FOR COMPUTING ONBOARD
OBSERVATIONS
INTEGER ARRAY
INDICATOR FOR PRINTING ECLIPSE INFORMATION
INDICATOR FOR LIBRATION OF VECTORS
A MODE-INDICATOR FOR WHICH OBSERVABLES ARE TO BE
PROCESSED
B1 MODE-UNPACKED STATYP ARRAY FOR CURRENT STATION
NUMBER OF OBLATENESS COEFFICIENTS
INDICATOR FOR CRITERION LEADING TO RECTIFICATION
INDICATOR FOR REFRACTION COMPUTATIONS
INDICATOR FOR TWO-BODY INTEGRATION ONLY
INDICATOR FOR EARTH DRAG PERTURBATION
INDICATOR FOR MARS DRAG PERTURBATION
INDICATOR FOR VENUS DRAG PERTURBATION
INDICATOR FOR MOON OBLATENESS PERTURBATION ""
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KSNAP
KS OB L
KSPLT
KSRAP
KSTA
KSTDRD
KWBMU('r)
LEVEL
LFL
LML
M6
MAXLUN
MAXSTA
MBMAX
MDE
MFLAG
,k
MPLUSI
MPLUS2
MPLU83
MPLU$4
MRREF
MWRSF
NA(4,26)
NCDST
NIL
NPPSET
NUMDAT
NUMT
NUT
NY|ARP
OLDYR
ONE
PAREA
PAREA$
PAOF
PASFX
PASS
PC(a)
PFON
POSLUN(2.10)
PRATE
PRECIS
PURP
PVA LPH ( 3 )
RADII(7)
RTO
INDICATOR FOR PRECESSION-NUTATION
INDICATOR FOR OBLATENESS PERTURBATIONS - *
INDICATOR FOR PLANETARY PERTURBATIONS
INDICATOR FOR RADIATION PRESSURE PERTURBATION
CURRENT STATION NUMBER
INPUT INDICATOR FOR STANDARD VALUES
ARRAY OF WORKING BODIES
NOT PRESENTLY USED
MODE INDICATOR
MODE INDICATOR FOR INTEGRATION
INTEGER. 6
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LUNAR LANDMARKS
TOTAL NUMBER OF STATIONS CONSIDERED
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORKING BODIES CONSIDERED
MODE
INDICATOR FOR COMPLETION OF A PASS
INTEGER --I
INTEGER I-2
INTEGER • 1
INTEGER • 2
INTEGER • 3
INTEGER • 4
SAVED VALUE OF INITIAL REFERENCE BODY
CURRENT REFERENCE BODY
A MODE-ARRAY OF COUNTS FOR TIMING IN A2_A3_A4 MODES
BI MODE-CTR USED IN DETERMININO ACCEPTANCE TIMES FOR
DATA TYPE8
INDEX FOR STATION BEING PROCESSED
INDICATOR FOR A4 MODE
NUMBER OF POWERED PLIOHT lETS
CURRENT NUMBER OF:OBSERVABLES AT STATION
COUNTER UIED IN PRINTA AND PBIA
A MODE- COUNTER FOR AI MODE
BI MODE- CONTROL FOR INITIAL TIME OF Pkl$
YEAR OF LAUNCH
NOT PRESENTLY USED
FLOATINO POINT•I.0
EFFECTIVE SURFACE AREA OF VEHICLE PERTAINZNO TO
RADIATION PRESSURE
SAVED VALUE OF PAREA
TOTAL NUMBER OF PASSES FOR FIRST TIME ARC
lAVED VALUE OF PAIF
CURRENT PASS NUMBER
NOT PRESENTLY USED
INDICATOR FOR POWERED FLIGHT
LUNAR POSITION TABLE NEEDED BY SUBROUTINE ONBRD
PRINT INTERVAL WITHIN DTPI INTERVAL
INDICATOR FOR PRECISION LEVEL
INTEGRATION INDICATOR FOR WHETHER A OR B1 MODE
BCD ARRAY FOR PRINTING OUT PROPER UNITS
RADIUS OF EACH OF 7 WORKING BODIES (ER)
RATIO OF NORDSIECK INTEGRATION INTERVAL TO THAT IN
RUNGE-KUTTA
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SIXTY
S PADD ( 2._ )
STANM(26)
STAR(2jIO)
SUMCOM(I 3)
TAg
TDELAY ( 26 )
THREE
TSTRO
TWO
TWT4
TYPE (26)-INTEGER
TZERO
FLOATING POINT =60.0
SINGLE PRECISION ARRAY
ARRAY OF STATION NAMES
STAR TABLE NEEDED BY SUBROUTINE ONBRD
ARRAY OF CONSTANTS
PRINT INDICATOR
TIME (HRS) BEFORE WHICH OBSERVATION IS NOT TO BE
COMPUTED
FLOATING POINT -3°0
INDICATOR FOR SAVING INTEGRATION VALUES
FLOATING POINT = 2.0
FLOATING POINT =24.0
ARRAY OF OBSERVATION TYPES DESIRED - PACKED
LAUNCH TIME IN HOURS
USETYP(4)-INTEGER UNPACKED TYPE ARRAY FOR CURRENT STATION
VMASS
XLST
XKN
XMACH(40)
XNNEW
YEAR
MASS OF VEHICLE
LOCAL SOLAR TIME USED IN DRAG COMPUTATION
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS IN THE LAUNCH YEAR
TABLE OF MACH NUMBERS
CURRENT INDEX OF REFRACTION
FLOATING POINT NYEARP
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• ;> EXECA AND EXECB1 LABELLED COMMON
/CPF/"
U(62)6)
IMA×PF
-,, .
POWERED FLIGHT SUBROU'_INES PFLGHT, PFINIT
-D,P.- ARRAY OF CHEBYSHEV COEFFIrIE_T$
--b. Po-. RELATIVE TIME AT END OF BURN P:'_.; .:.
--L.P,-- STARTING rl_F OF E!}RN PF_,-L_b
-S,F.- ,_UMBER OF CHEBYSHE',.' "LOE_F_C]E_i;S
/ r PH M,_,/ INPUTA) EXECA) EPHEM) INPTB1) EXE_Di
-SOP,- PtANTETARY POSITIONS FROM ePHEMeRIS TAPE
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5.3 EXECB1 L@bel_e d Common
/C1B1/ All EXEC B1 Subroutines Except Trajectory
5.3.1 Double Precision
Variable Ngme
ALAM1 (6,6)
ALMAT(6,6)
DELALP (6)
DELX(6)
DELY(4)
DTK
DTL
DTP
FBAR(4,4)
FRQ
OVSB (3)
PREVTN
QSAVE (6,6)
SAVELI(6,6)
SMAT(6,6)
STAT(6,6)
TIN
TK.
TKRAW
TMAXX
TMAX2
TOLSQ
TP
TPRELM
TSPAN (6)
TSUBM
TX
TY
XNCY
YOBS ( 25 )
YOBSNU
YRTEMP (6)
YTEMP (2)
Desc:tpt!gn
STATI TRANSITION MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
VARIATION IN ALPHA PARAMETERS
VARIATION IN STATE VARIABLES
ERROR IN OBSERVATIONS
TIME INCREMF.NT USED FOR TIME CORRFCTION
INCREMENT USED TO COMPUTE TL
INCREMENT US__D TO COMPUTE TP
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF OBSERVATIONS
REFERENCE FREQUENCY IN DSIF SYSTEM
VELOCITY VECTOR OF STATION
PREVIOUS VALUE OF TD
INITIAL O MATRIX
TEMPORARY MATRIX
S OR S-INVERSE MATRIX - ALSO TEMPORARY ?._ATR.IX
CURRENT O MATRIX
INITIAL TIME OF PASS
DATA POINT TIME MODIFIED BY TIME CORRF.CTION
DATA POINT TIME OFF DATA TAPE
UPPER TIME LIMIT FOR RUN
MAXIMUM TIME OF SECOND TIME ARC
SQUARE OF TOLERANCE OF CONVERGENCP_ IN LFAST SQUARES
PRINT TIME
MAXIMUM TIMF. OF PRELIMINARY BATCH IN "LEAST SQUARES
ARRAY OF TIME SPANS FOR EACH BATCH IN LEAST SQUARES
NEXT PRINT TIME
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF INITIAL TIME
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF FINAL TIME
NUMBER OF CYCLES
OBSERVED VALU_.S OF OBSERVATIONS
CONSTANT = I.DIO FOR OBSERVATION TESTS
TEMPORARY STORAGE IN OBSERVATION COMPUTATIONS
TEMPORARY STORAGE IN OBSERVATION COMPUTATIONS
5.3.2 Single Precision
Variable N_me
ARE:(2 )
BMAT (25,2)
CLUE
C1TAB(3)
Description
OBSERVATION RF-3ECTION INDICATORS FOR SUMMARY TAP=.
SINGLE PRECISION OBSERVATIONS FOR SUMMARY TAP_
INDICATOR IN TIMI_ CORRECTION
CONSTANTS ASSOCIATHD WITH RANGE-RANGE RATE SYSTEM
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C2TAB(4,2)
C3TAB (4)
DATA(4)
DATTYP (4)-INTEGER
EBRMLT (4,26)
EBRVAL(4)
FIRST
FPIP
IPMAT
IGUESS .
IMODE
IMODES
IPSS
IQZERO
IRDATA
ISTAT
ISUMRY
ITERS
ITER:2
JFLAG
3R NG
KFLAG
KLAST
KOMPS
KOPT
KPR INI I
KSECPR(4,IT) "
KTAB
KTC
LSFLAG
LTEMP
LTEMP]
MBATCH
MXPASS
NO ISE
NOFT
NPASS
NT
NUM (26)
PASS2
PAST
PCOUNT
PFLAG
FSP A ';E
R EJCT ]
RE 3CT 2
ARRAY OF CYCLE COUNTS ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE-RANGE
RATE SYSTEM
ARRAY OF UP FREQUENCII_ ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE-RANGE
RATE SYSTEM
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF OBSERVATION DATA
THE OBSERVATION TYPES FROM THE DATA TAPE
MODIFIERS FOR DATA COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR STATIONS
EBRMLT FOR THE CURRENT STATION
INDICATOR FOR FIRST TIME THROUGH MAIN
FLOATING PT IPS
INPUT INDICATOR FOR READING P OR Q MATRIX
CURRENT VALUE OF RANDOM NUMBER
MODE
SAVFD VALUE OF IMODE
SAVFD VALUF OF IPS
INDICATOR FOR GROWN OR INPUT Q _4ATRIX
INDICATOR LFOR DATA REJECTION
INDICATOR FOR MINIMUM VARIANCE OR LEAST SQUARES
INDICATOR FOR SUMMARY TAPE
INDICATOR FOR READING IN DATA TAPE
ITERATION INDICATOR
EXIT INDICATOR FROM LEAST SQUARES
NOT PRESENTLY USED
INDICATOR FOR BATCH TYPE IN LEAST SQUARES
INDICATOR FOR FINAL LEAST SQUARES BATCH
SAVED VALUE OF KOMP
•PRINT OPTION INDICATOR FOR STATISTICS
FLAG FOR INDICATING PRINT FROM PB1A TO PRNTBI
ARRAY OF STATISTICS SECTION FOR PRINTING
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ON SUMMARY TAPE
INDICATOR FOR INCLUSION OF TIME CORRECTION
CONVERGENCE INDICATOR IN LEAST SQUARES
PACKED WORD OF STATION NUMBER AND DATA TYPES
QUALITY BITS FOR OBSERVATION DATA - PACKED
INDICATOR FOR PRELIMINARY SECTION OF LEAST SQUARFS
MAXIMUM VALUE OF PASS COUNTER IN LEAST SQUARFS
NOT PRESENTLY USED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIMES TO "IRY CONVER6ENCE
IN LEAST SQUARES
PASS COUNTER IN LF.AST SQUARES
COUNTER FOR TRYING CONVERGENCE IN 'LEAST SQUARES
NUMBER OF DATA PTS TO SKIP BEFORE PROCESSING TYPE
TOTAL NUMBER OF PASSES FOR SECOND TIME ARC
BCD WORD - ASTERISK - FOR AREJ ARRAY
PRINT COUNTER IN LF.AST SQUARES
INDICATOR FOR WHETHER A PRINT TIME
BCD WORD -BLANK - FOR ARE,,; ARRAY
SCALE FACTOR FOR STATISTICAL DATA REJECTION
SCALE FACTOR FOR STATISTICAL DATA REJECTION
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RMFAN
RNGFIq
R S TG_A
'qI.ll_:
STATISTICAL ME.AN OF DISTRIBUTION - FOR gl.ORNG
NOT PRFSg_NTLY US_.D
FLOATING POINT VALUE OF IGUFSS
NOT PRESENTLY US'_D
INDICATOR FOR FIRST TIME INTO Rg.CORD PORTION
OF MA INB I
STA'IYF(26)-!NTFGPR PACKED WORDS,FOR FACH STAT!ONaOF OBSERVATION
IYPES STATION CAN MEASURE
TFBAR (4,4, 26) COVARIANCF MATRIX FOR FACH STATION
TEMP(A) TEMPORARY VALUES FOR OBS_.RVATIONS
-4_;-
EXEC, B_ BLANK COMMON
DOUBLE PRECISION
Variable Name
ALAMI(6,6)
ALAM2(6,20)
ALMAT (26,6 )
AUERAD
BETA
CDS(3)
CKMER
CKSERH
COMB(5)
CONST (25)
ceos(6,7)
CPRT ( 3 )
GRAD
CVEL(6,7)
CZ
D
DELALP (26)
DELTP
DELX(26)
DELY (4)
DIN
DPADD (25)
DT3(3,7)
DTI
DTK
DTL
DTP
DYN(60)
DZ
E
EBAR(4,4)
EFI
EF2
EF6
EF?
EMIN
EPSSQ
EQ
ERAD
FRQ
CAM(3,3)
GAMN
GHA(3,3)
HMU
oBspLs(9)
OLDT
Description
UPPER LEFT OF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
UPPER RIGHT OF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX (LOWER 20X26=0,I)
TEMPORARY MATRIX USED IN STATISTICS AND INTEGRATION
CONVERSION FACTOR-AU TO ER =23455.D0
DIFFERENTIAL ECCENTRIC ANOMALY
REFERENCE FREQUENCIES USED IN DSIF SYST_
CONVERSION FACTOR-ER TO KM =1.56784906D-4
CONVERSION FACTOR-ER/HR TO KM/SEC =.05644256616D0
VELOCITY OF LIGHT PLUS 4 OPEN
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR PRINTING OUT OBSERVATIONS
BLOCK OF REFERENCE BODY POSITIONS
CONSTANTS USED IN DSIF SYSTEM
CONVERSION FACTOR- DEC TO RAD =.017453292519943D0
BLOCK OF REFERENCE BODY ,VELOCITIES
VALUE OF C AT RECTIFICATION POINT
NUMBER OF DAYS FROM O-HRS 1/1/50 TO PRESENT
VARIATION IN ALPHA PARAMETERS
CURRENT PRINT INTERVAL WHEN NOT PROCESSING DATA
VARIATION IN STATE VARIABLES
ERROR IN OBSERVATIONS
NUMBER OF DAYS FROM O-HRS 1/1/50 TO O-HRS OF LAUNCH YEAR
ARRAY OF DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES
RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION INTERVALS FOR NEAR,MEDIUM AND FAR
REFERENCE
CURRENT INTEGRATION INTERVAL
TIME INCR_F_ENT USED FOR TIME CORRECTION
INCP_ENT USED TO COF_UTE TL
INCP_ENT USED TO COMPUTE TP
ARRAY OF DYNAMIC STATES
VALUE OF D AT RECTIFICATION POINT
NUTATION IN OBLIQUITY
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF OBSERVATIONS
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT FROM KEPLER
MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE (RADIANS)
SQUARE OF EARTH,S ELLIPTICITY =6.693422D-3
MEAN OBLIQUITY
EARTH,S RADIUS IN KM= 6378.165D0
REFERENCE FREQUENCY IN DSIF SYSTEM
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM ROTATING GEOCENTRIC SYST_ TO
INERTIAL SYSTem4
GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE
ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT OF REFERENCE BODY
UNIT VECTORS DESCRIBING STATION-VEHICLE RELATIONSHIP
PREVIOUS DTI
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ORM
• .OVB(3)
cv3B(3)
PZROBL(3)
PI
PREVTN
PRNT3 (3)
PROPNL(3,3)
PSI
QSAVE(6,6)
RI(V)
l (v)
RA
RADII(7)
RATEV(3,2)
RC(6)
RCIN (3)
ROMSC(3)
RDC(6)
RDCIN (3)
RDDOT(3)
 i(6)
RDTB(6)
RI(6)
RTI
RT2
RTB(6)
SAVD
SAVELI(6,6)
SAVEL2 (6,26)
SCALE(3)
SEC
SMAT(6,6)
SQTMU
STAC(3)
STAHT(26)
STALN(26)
STALT(26)
STAOR(442)
STATE(20)
T
TB
TBF
TBFD
TBG
TBGD
TD
TH
TI
TIN
MAGNITUDE OF THE POSITION VECTOR RCMSC
VELOCITY VECTOR BETWEEN STATION AND VEHICLE
VELOCITY VECTOR OF STATION
OBLATENESS PERTURBATION
180 DEGREES IN RADIANS =3.141592653589793D0
PRECESSION-NUTATION MATRIX
PREVIOUS VALUE OF TD
PRINT INTERVALS FOR NEAR,MEDIUM AND FAR REFERENCE
PREGESSION-NUTATI ON-LI BRATI ON MATRIX
NUTATION IN LONGITUDE
SAVED PORTION OF UPPER LEFT OF Q MATRIX FOR LEAST SQUARES
DISTANCES IN ER FOR EACH OF 7 BODIES FOR SWITCHING FROM NEAR
TO MEDIUM INTEGRATION INTERVALS
DISTANCES IN ER FOR EACH OF 7 BODIES FOR SWITCHING FROM
MEDIUM TO FAR INTEGRATION INTERVALS
RECIPROCAL OF S_MI-MAJOR AXIS OF ORBIT
RADIUS OF EACH OF 7 WORKING BODIES (ER)
ROTATION VECTORS USED IN MARS AND VENUS DRAG COMPUTATIONS
INSTANTANEOUS POSITION VECTOR
INITIAL POSITION VECTOR
POSITION VECTOR CF _'_,'HItr1_WiTh" ];"_B?ECTTC STATION
INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY VECTOR
INITIAL VELOCITY VECTOR
PERTURBATIONS OF COWELL INTEGRATION
VELOCITY VECTOR AT LAST RECTIFICATION
TWO-BODY VELOCITY VECTOR
POSITION VECTOR AT LAST RECTIFICATION
VALUE USED AS TOLERANCE IN RECTIFICATION CRITERIA
VALUE USED AS TOLERANCE IN RECTIFICATION CRITERIA
TWO-BODY POSITION VECTOR
SAVED VALUE OF DTI
T_4PORARY MATRIX USED IN STATISTICS
T_iPORARY MATRIX USED IN STATISTICS
ARRAY OF SCALE FACTORS FOR PRINTING TRAJECTORY INFORMATION
SECONDS OF LAUNCH MINUTE
S OR S-INVERSE MATRIX - ALSO T_4PORARY MATRIX
SQUARE ROOT OF HMU
CURRENT STATION COORDINATES
ARRAY OF STATION ALTITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION LONGITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION LATITUDES
ARRAY OF STATION-ORIENTFD STATES
VALUES OF NOMINAL STATES OF BIASES (NDSVB OF THEM)
CURRENT TIME (HRS)
NUMBER OF JULIAN CENTUP_[ES FROM O-HRS i/I/50 TC BASE DATE
F COEFFICIENT IN ENCKE COMPUTATION
F DOT COEFFICIENT IN ENCKE CC_IPUTATION
G COEFFICIENT IN ENCKE COMPVfATION
G DOT COEFFICIENT IN _CKE CO_iPUTATION
NEXT ACTIVITY TIME
DIFFERF_TIAL ECCENTRIC ANOMALY (FST[NATE)
TIME OF LAST RECTIFICATION
_N_TIAL T_ 0Y YA_
Variable Name Desqription
TK
TKEP
XKRAW
TL
TMAX
TMAX2
TMAXX
TOLSQ
TP
TPMAT (3,3)
TPMATI(3,3)
TPI  AT2(3,3)
TPMAT4(6)
IP :ATS(6)
TPb_AT6(6)
TPkAT7(6)
TPMAT8(25)
TPMAT9(21)
TPREI_
TSPAN(6)
TSUBM
TSUBN
TSVT(6)
TTM.ATI(3,3)
TT_qAT3(3,3)
TWOPI
TX
TY
TZEPH
TZHP_
WE
XC
XFAC
XNCY
XO
YCOM(25)
YOBS(a )
YOBSNU
YRTEMP(6)
YT_LF(2)
DATA POINT TIME MODIFIED BY TIME CORRECTION
TIME OF KEPLER REFERENCE
DATA POINT TIME OFF DATA TAPE
INTERMEDIATE TIME OF EXIT FROM CO'_ELL INTEGRATOR
CURRENT MAXIMUM TIME
_,_XIMI_I TIME OF SECOND TIME ARC
UPPER TIME LIMIT FOR RUN
S_UARE OF TOLERANCE OF CONVERGENCE IN LEAST SQUARES
PRINT TIM_
TEMPORARY blATRIX
TE_._PORARY MATRIX
TI_[PORARY MATRIX
TE_IPO_& RY I_ATRIX
TF_PCRARYMATRIX
T_4POI_RY blATRIX
T_IPC_ARY _ATR[X
T_[POI_P_ _:ATRIX
TE_ ORARY MATRIX
MAXIMUM TIME OF PRELIMINARY BATCH IN LEAST SQUARES
ARRAY CF TiME SPANS FOR EACH BATCH IN LEAST SQUARES
NEXT PRINT TIME
EARLIEST OBSERVATION TIME
ARRAY OF TEST TIMES
MUTATION MATRIX
PRECESSION MATRIX
360 DEGP_ES IN RADIANS =6.283185307179586DO
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF INITIAL TIME
TEAPORARY STORAGE OF FINAL TIME
NUMBER OF HRS FROM BEGINNING OF LAUNCH YEAR TO LAUNCH TIME
NUMBER OF HOURS FROM O-HRS 1/1/60 TO LAUNCH TIF_
EARTH ROTATION RATE
MEAN LONGITUDE OF DESCENDING NODE OF MOON'S MEAN E_UATOR
ARGUMENT OF SERIES EXPANSION IN TWO-BODY SOLUTION
L!BRATION MATRIX
NUMBER OF CYCLES
MEAN LONGITUDE OF TH_ MOON
ARRAY OF COMPUT_ VALUES OF Q_RVAT_ONS
O_J_V_ VALUF_ OF 02_VAT_ONS
CONSTANT = I.DIO FOR OBSERVATION TESTS
T_PORARY STORAGE IN OBSERVATION CCMPUTATIONS
TEMPORARY STORAGE IN OBSERVATION COMPUTATIONS
5.4.2 S_NOLE PREC;SION
AMUD
AREJ(25)
]_4AT(25,2)
CITAB(3)
C2TAB(4,2)
C3TAB(4)
CDT(40)
CEPID
INDICATOR WHOSE VALUE REPRESENTS A CERTAIN ERROR
CONDITION
OBSERVATION REJECTION INDICATORS FOR SUMMARY TAPE
SINGLE PRECISION OBSERVATIONS FOR SUMMARY TAPE
CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE-RANGE RATE SYSTEM
CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE-RANGE RATE SYSTem4
CONSTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH RANGE-RANGE RATE SYSTEM
TABLE OF DRAG COEFFICIENTS
INDICATOR FOR COWELL OR ENCKE INTEGRATION
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CLUE
CNT
DAREA
DAREAS
DATA(4)
DATTYP (4)-INT_R
DAYS
DELP(6)
DELTA
DHI
DH2
DTPI
EBRMLT (4, 26)
EBRVAL(4)
F1
F2
FDOWN(26)
FIRST
FKPR
FPK
FPI%
H2
HAOC
m4ZN
_OOU_T
ID
ZDEN
_OUESS
IMODE
L'4ODD
INP_
IOSmT( )
IP
IPINT
IPMAT
IPS
n ssc(1o)
IPSS
IQ2ZRO
I_ATA
IRT
ISTAB
INDICATOR IN TIME CORRECTION
INTEGRATION FLAG
EFFECTIVE SURFACE AREA OF VEHICLE PERTAINING TO DRAG
SAVED VALUE OF DAREA
TD4PORABY STORAGE OF OBSERVATION DATA
THE OBSERVATION TYPES FRCR THE DATA TAPE
DAYS OF LAUNCH YEAR
ARRAY OF VALt_S OF REFRACTION BIAS OFFSETS
ELEVATION ANGLE ERROR IN REFRACTION
REFRACTION INCR_4ENT IN TROPOSPHERE (KM)
REFRACTION INCR_4ENT IN IONOSPHERE (KM)
PRINT PORTION (HRS) OF TOTAL PRINT PERIOD
MODIFIERS FOR DATA COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR STATIONS
EBRMLT FOR THE CURRENT STATION
UP FREQUENCY OF TRACKING SIGNAL
DOWN FREQUENCY OF TRACKING SIGNAL
ARRAY OF STATION RECEIVER FREQUENCIES
INDICATOR FOR FIRST TIME THROUGH F_IN
FLOATING POINT PRINT INDICATOR
IND_AT0_ FOR TIME DIRECTION
_-*I - FORWA_ IN TD4_
:YLOATrNG PT _
AMA¥ 0, STATION TPaNm4ZTTSR __0_S_q
LOWrdt LIMZT O, ION_ t_tt_P_ LIMIT 0T :ONO_P_
AC_NULkTI_ ALTXTUDE OF ITERATION :N P_TXON
MIMD_ 0T LA_ MOUlt
H0t_W 01' LA_CH DAY
COUNT N_R 0T DATA FOXNT
TIME DXI_TX0_ XNDXCATOR
=0 - _>0
=1 - 'I_AX < C
ZNT_RATICN ZNDXCATOR
CURR_T VAL_ OF RANDOM _
MODE
_AVE_ VAL_ OF ;XOX)E
T_NJT 3RROR I_X_TOR
XNDXCATOEffi OF DESIRED OBLATENESS COEFFICIENTS (ION_44)
,INDICATOR OF NIRBER OF RUNGE-KUTTA STEPS
NIRBER OF PLANET TO BE USED FOR COMPUTING ONROARD OBSERVA-
TIONS
INPUT INDICATOR FOR READING P OR Q MATRIX
TIME DIRECTION INDICATOR
=0 - TOWA_ T_
=I - TOWAI_ O
INDICATORS FOR PRINTING TRAJECTOBY INFORMATION
SAVED VALUE OF IPS
INDICATOR FOR GROWN OR INPUT Q MATRIX
INDICATOR FOR DATA REJECTION
INDICATOR FOR BYPASSING INTEGRATION
_ OF STAR TO _ U_D FOR C_UTXNG OHOA_ O_HRVATXOB
'Jar[atle Name .D.escription - '
ISTAT
[SI_RY
ITER2
ITERS
IXADD (25 )
JFLAG
KCOM
KECLPS
KFLAG
KLAST
£ L,I BR
KOBLAT
KOI,IP
KO_tPS
KOPT
KPRINT
K_2
KS2BY
KSD RG
KSD RGM
KZD_.GV
K ;ECPR(4,1?I
KSNAP
KSC BL
KSPLT
KSRAP
KSTA
KSTDRD
KTAB
KTC
KW iU(7)
LEVEL
[_FLAG
LTENP
LT 'I_P1
M6
E20
},'t6
MAALUN
MAXSTA
M_AX
MCOL(20)
MFLAG
MINUS1
MINUS2
MPLUSI
MPLUS2
MPLUS3
MPLUS4
MRREF
INDICATOR FOR MINIMUM VARIANCE OR LEAST SQUARES
INDICATOR FOR SUMMARY TAPE
ITERATION INDICATOR
INDICATOR FOR READING IN DATA TAPE
INTEGER ARRAY
L".A_T S_UAKESEXIT INI)ICATCR FROM "_ "
IrC _" "_ , ;,' :]Utt_NT BIAS ...." ''_'
INDICATtR FOR PRINTING ECLIPSE INFORMATION
INDI_ATC.R _R BATCH TYPR IN LEAST-S_UAIKES
ll"iO[CATo[,:_<)k FINAL LEAST SQUARES BATCH
iNDICATuR FOR LIBRATION OF VECTORS
UNPACKED STATYP ARRAY FOR CURRENT STATION
NUMBER OF OBLATENESS COEFFICIENTS
IL'L.ICATOH FOR CRITERION LEADING TO RECTIFICATION "
SAVED VALUE OF KOMP
PRINT CFTICN INDICATOR FOR STATISTICS
FLAG FoR INDICATING PRINT FRON BPRA2 TO BPRB
[!,IDi:SATCRFOR REFRACTION COMPUTATIONS
.[NL[CATOR FOR TWC-SEDY INTEGRATION ONLY
IUDICA'!OR FCR EARTH DRAG PERTURBATION
i"iD[CA'IOR DOR MARS DRAG PERTURBATION
[_;DicA'rOR FOR VENUS DRAG PERTURBATION
ARRAY OF STATISTICS SECTION _R PRINTING
INDICATOR FOR MOON OBLATFX_ESS PERTURBATION
iNDICATOR FOR PREGESSION-NUTATION
IND ICATO R FC R C BLATENESS PERTURBATIONS
INDICATOR FOR PLANETARY PERTURBATIONS
INDICATOR FOR RADIATION PRESSU_; PERTURBATION
CUR]qF_NT STATION N_,_4BER
INi'UT [NI:ICATO.i_FOR STANDARD V/_LUES
N[.%IEER OF DATA POINT:!] CN S!J,_qlARY TAFE
INDICATOR FOR INCLUSION OF TIME CORRECTION
ARRAY OF WORKING BODIES
NOT PRESENTLY USED
CONVERGENCE INDICATOR IN LEAST SQUARES
PACKED WORD OF STATION NUMBER AND DATA TYPES
QUALITY BITS FOR OBSERVATION DATA-PACKED
INTEGER =5
INTEGER =6
INTEGER =20
INTEGER =26
NAXIMU_, NUMBER CF LUNAR LANDMARKS
7tTAL NUMBER OF STATIONS CONSIDERED
TOTAL NUkBER OF WORKING BODIES CONSIDERED
ARRAY OF CODE WORDS FOR BIASES
INDICATOR FOR COMPLETION OF A PASS
INTEGER =-i
INTEGER =-2
INTEGER = I
INTEGER = 2
INTEGER : 3
INTEGER : 4
SAVED VALUE OF INITIAL REFERENCE BODY
Variable Name
EWPJ_F
hXP_
NE3T
NCDST
NCOkB
NCODE
NDB1
NCEBI
NCSB
NCSB]
NDS-_B
NOFT
XFASS
NSB
NT
NIP,<DAT
N[_<T
NYEARP
OFFSET(20)
OLDYR
ONE
PAREA
PAREAS
PART_(6)
PARTR(6)
PARTRR(6)
PASF
PA S FK
}ASS
PASS2
PAST
PCOUNT
PFLAG
POSLmq(2, i0)
PRATE
PPJ_CIS
PSPACE
PVALPH(3)
REJCTI
REJCT2
R_LEAN
RNGFLG
RSI C_v_
Description
CURRF_NT REFEP_NCE BODY
MAXIMI_ VALUE OF PASS COUNTER IN LEAST SQUARES
CTR USED IN DETERMINING ACCEPTANCE TIMES FOR DATA TYPES
TOTAL NUkBER OF BIASES + 6
INDEX FOR STATION BEING PROCESSED
TOTAL NUMBF_R OF COMBINATION-TYPE BIASES
TE_PORARY CODE WORD FOR BIAS TYPES
TOTAL NL_BER OF DYNAMIC BIASES
NDB + I
NCOMB + I
NCOMB * NSB
NCSB + i
NDB + NSB + NCOMB
FAXIML%i NUMBER OF TIMES TO TRY CONVERGENCE IN LEAST
S_UARES
NOT PRESENTLY USED
PASS COUNTER IN LEAST S_UAR_
TOTAL NU_IRER OF STATION-ORIENTED BIASES
COUNTER FOR TRYING CONVERGENCE IN LEAST SQUARES
NUMBER OF DATA PTS TO SKIP BEFORE PRDCESSING TYPE
CURRENT NUMBER OF OBSERVABLES AT STATION
COUNTER USED IN BPRB
INDICATOR FOR INITIAL TII¢_EOF PASS
YEAR OF LAUNCH
ARRAY OF VALUES OF DYNAMIC BIAS OFFSETS
NOT PRESENTLY USED
FLOATING POINT:I. 0
EFFECTIVE SURFACE AREA OF VE_IOLE PERTAINING TO RADIATION
PRESSURE
SAVED VALUE OF PAREA
ARRAY 6F PARTIALS OF ELEVATION WITH RESPECT TO THE 6 RE-
FRACTION PARAMETERS
ARRAY OF PARTIALS OF RANGE WITH RESPECT TO THE 6 RE-
FRACTION PA RA_F.TERS
ARRAY OF PARTIALS OF RANGE RATE WITH RESPECT TO THE 6 RE-
FRACTION PARAN_TERS
TOTAL NUMBER OF PASSES FOR FIRST TIME ARC
SAVED VALVE OF PASF
CURRENT PASS NL_BER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PASSES FOR SECOND TIME ARC
BCD WORD - ASTERISK - FOR AREJ ARRAY
PRINT COUNTER IN LEAST SQUARES
INDICATOR FOR WHETHER A PRINT TIME
LUNAR POSITION TABLE NEEDED BY SUBROUTINE ONBRD
INDICATOR FOR PRINT PERIOD
INDICATOR FOR PRECISION LEVEL
BOD WORD- BLANK- FOR AREJ ARRAY
BCD ARRAY FOR PRINTING OUT PROPER UNITS
SCALE FACTOR FOR STATISTICAL DATA REJECTION
SCALE FACTOR FOR STATISTICAL DATA REJECTION
STATISTICAL _JEAN OF DISTRIBUTION - FOR FLORNG
FLOATING POINT VALUE OF IGUESS
NOT PRESENTLY USED
Variabl 9 Name
RT0
SIXTY
SLUE
SPADD(25)
STANM(26)
STAR(2,10)
STATYP(26)-INTEGER
suMcov,O)
TI(6)
TAU
TEBAR(4,4,26)
TDELAY (4,26)
TEMP (4)
THREE
TWO
TWT4
TYPE (26)-INTEGER
TZERO
USETYP(4)-INTEGER
VMASS
XLST
XKN
  .ACH(40).
XNNEW
YEAR
RATIO OF NORDSIECK INTEGRATION INTERVAL TO THAT IN RUNGE-
KUTTA
FLOATING POINT =60.0
INDICATOR FOR FIRST TIME INT0 RECORD PORTION OF B2MAIN
SINGLE PRECISION ARRAY
ARRAY OF STATION NAMES
STAR TABLE NEEDED BY SUBROUTINE ONBRD
PACKED WORDS FOR EACH STATION OF OBSERVATION TYPES
STATION CAN MEASURE
ARRAY OF CONSTANTS
THE 6 REFRACTION PARAMETERS
PRINT INDICATOR
COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR EACH STATION
TIME (HRS) BEFORE WHICH OBSERVATION IS NOT TO RE COMPUTED
T_I_PORARY VALUES FOR OBSERVATIONS
FLOATING POINT =3.0
FLOATING POINT =2.0
FLOATING POINT =24.0
ARRAY OF OBSERVATION TYPES DESIRED - PACKED
LAUNCH TIME IN HOURS
UNPACKED TYPE ARRAY FOR CURRENT STATION
MASS OF VEHICLE
LOCAL SOLAR TIME USED IN DRAG CC_UTATION
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS IN THE LAUNCH YEAR
TABLE OF MACH NUMBERS
CURRENT INDEX OF REFRACTION
FLOATING POINT NYEARP
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5.5 EXECB_ 1,1_911ed Common
o
ICSTATI
STAT(26,26) -D oP. -
SUBROUTINES BYSB2t STTB2, B2TNPT, BPRB
COMPLETE Q MATRIX (STATISTICS)
/D Z/
CWLIN (9,21) -S.P. -
ENCKE SUBROUTINES-EB2DER, EBITG, EBNT
PERTURBATIONS AND 1ST AND 2ND DERIVATIVES
FOR NOMINAL AND BIASES - (ENCKE INTEGRATIONS)
/CBD/
RAT(3,21) -D. P. -
COWELL SUBROUT INES-CB2DER, CBNT
2ND DERIVATIVE OF PERTURBATION FOR NOMINAL
AND BIASES
(COWELL INTEGRATIONS)
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6.0 Subroutine Descriptions
The subroutine descriptions which fol]o_, provide details ef
the individual subroutines. The descriptions are oroanJzed accord-
ing te the following outline.
X. Subroutine DUMMY (ARGI, ARG2)
X. 1 Purpose
X. 2 Method
X.3 Program References
X.3.1 DUMMY is called by:
X.3.2 DUM_ Y calls:
×.4 5/0 Data*
X.4.i Inputs from COMMON
X.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
X.4.3 Other Tnputs
X.4.4 Other Outputs
X.5 Symbol s Used*
X.5. 1 COMMON Symbols
X.5.2 Other Symbols (Including Deflnitlons_
X.6 Equetton9 Used
X.7 Flow Diagram
* Varieb]es are llsted in two groups, aJphmbet_1, c_lly,
first group Is double precision, the =econd group is
single precision.
The subroutines which are described and the sub-proqrams
which use subroutines are as follows=
The
X Subroutine _ x Subroutine
sz .2 A .Z LZ
I. ATZM X 24. EXECA X - -
2. CCHREF X X 25, FI'X X X X
3. CDER _V X X 26. ZNPUTA X
4. CZNT X X 27. KEPLER X X
5. CZNTRP X X 28. MAZNA X
o#
6, C_TGRA X X 29. MODELA X X
?, CMNOBP X X 30. NUTPRE X X
B. CMVDRO X X 3 ! • OBD X
9. COBDRO X X 32. OBB_RA X
10. *CRSTRH X X 33. FFZNZT X X
11. DDOT X X X 34. PIfLOHT X X
12, DMTML X X X 35, PR ZNTA X
13. DOMUD X X 36. RECT X X
14. ECHR_.F X X 37, SERVCE X X X
] ._. =nor TV X X 38, STA CUL X X
16. F.INT X X 39, STAPOS X X
] 7. E ZNTRP X X 40. T ZMNGA X
18. E ITGRA X X 41. XFORM X X
19. EMNCBP X X 42, BAYSB1 X
20. EMVDRG X X 43. DALFA X
21. EOBDRG X X 44. EXE.CB1 X
22. EPHEM X X 45. F LOR NG X X X
23. *ERSTRE X X 46. INPTB 1 X
*The function of storing and re-storing provided by these routines
is not used in EXECB1. Thereforep they can be replaced by dummies
or removed. They Ire presently retained Is dummLes to mo[ntltn
elmIZe= integration peekegee In the A end ll eub.-progroms.
X Subroutine
47. MAINB1
48. MATINV
49. OBSRB1
50. ONOBS
51. ONPTL
52. PASMB1
53. PB1A
54. PRNTBI
55. PTB 1
56. PTLSBI
57. RWWIN
_8. SBSRBI
59. SNOBS
60. SNPTL
61. STATB1
62. STLSB1
63. SUMARY
64, SYMMAT
65. B2BOB
66. B2BZT_
67. B2EPHM
68. B2EXEC
69. B2ZNPT
A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
n..;
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
__ $ubzoutLne
'70, B2KEP
.71.A B2MAIN
.71.B B2MA ZN
.72. B2NUT
.73. B2OBOS
.774.. B2OCOL
.75. B2ONPL
.76. B2PASM
.7.7. B2PLST
.78. B2RHCT
.79. B2STOB
80. BPRA2
81. BPRB
82. BFTA2
83, BPTL5
84. BYSB2
85, CB2DER
86. CBCHRF
8.7. CBTTO
88. CBM NOB
09. CBMVDG
90. CBNT
91. CBOBDG
A
EXEC
n2
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X Subroutine EXEC X Subroutine EXE____CC
A_ B....22 B__! B_.22
92. DLFB2 X 9_. EBNT X
93. DMUDB2 X I00. EBOBDG X
94. EB2DER X I01. MDL92 X
95. EBCHRF X 102. OBBSR X
96. EBITG X 103. STPSB2 X
97. EBMNOB X I04. STTB2 X
98. EBMVDG " X 105. XFRMB2 X
Many of the subroutines tn the EXECB2 sub-program are
equivalent to the cozresponding subroutines in the A and B1 sub
programs. New names were assigned to equivalent subroutines for
two reasons=
1. COMMON ts different between EXECB1 and EXECB2.
2. Subroutines called by a B2 subroutine may have different
names then those tn the equivalent B1 subroutine.
7.0 Rg_gTences
Ref. 1. Analytical Manual for Goddard Orbit Determination Program,
Sperry Gyroscope Report No. AB-1210-0038, April 1965.
Ref. 2. Users Manual for Goddard Orbit Determina¢ton Program,
Sperry Gyroscope Report No. AB-1210-0038-2, April 1955.
J
I. Subroutine ATIM
1.1 Purpose
This subroutine is used in the prediction mode A4. It will determine the
exact time the vehicle comes within sight of a given station. The time of
polar base line and meridian crossings are also calculated.
When NEL _- O, the vehicle im in sight and only the I and m direction
cosines are to be tested to determime the time ef polar and meridian crossings.
When NEL _ O, the a_uisitimm time is to be determined. This is the exact
time the vehicle comes over the horizon with respect to a T_rticular ground
station. The vehicle is considered in sight when the elevation angle is gre_ter
than some inputted value (EMIN). The time is exact to within an inputted de]re
1.3 Program References
1.3.1 ATIM is called by:
ORSERA
1.3.2 ATIM calls:
CI_, CR_TRE, EINT, ERSTRE, KEPLER
I/0 Dat 
.4.! Inp1_ts from cC_._{C.N
DSFI., DTI, h%_IN, CLEL, RDTB, RTB, S_.VD, Ev]. -,_.,;,. i', _.-_',:-.'_, -:',"_,!
CEP!D, KS2BY, MFLI_I, MPIUS2, _I., IT_EVYP
I-I
1.4.2
1.4.3
I_.A
1.5
Output to CC_
I_TI,RC, RDCp TI6_
HEL
Other Inputa
N_e
Other Outputm
TPEL - %ime of _rldlan aroami_g
TPEM- %tan of l:_lm.r base line ez'oening
Swabn_lm um_ other _ CC_4DN
OL -, alEL - EMIN
1.6 _atians used
Interpolation £oruu.ls "todetermine time of eroeaings
_Presen_ dir_e_lon oosine - saved direction o_ine
1-2
1,7 1,1_.;_.'r_.._l.}I. XT_)I
YCO :O
H|L= !
o
• NEL: 0 >'%
YCO :0 "
°.
2.1
This subroutine tests criteria for changing of the reference body when
the Cowell integrator is used. Even though a change of reference body in
the Cowell method is not necessary, it is utilized in the program in the same
manner as in the Encke integrator.
2.2 Method
The criteria for reference body change depends upon the location of the
vehicle with respect to the planetary bodies. If w_thin 12 E.R. of the mocn,
the program computes the effective radius of activity for the earth-moon
system in the region where the vehicle lies. If not _thin 12 E.R. of the moon
but within the sphere of influence cf any one of the planets, it tests the vehicle'
distance from the reference body center against the radius of ar_vity of the
particular planet. '_en in sun reference, it tests to determine if the vehicle
has entered the region cf influence of any one of the planets. Upon determining
that a transfer is indicated, flags are set so that the position and velocity
vecters of the vehicle are translated to be with respect to the new reference
body.
2.3 progra_ References
2.3.1 _C_q_EF is called by:
CITGRA
2.3.2 CCHREF calls:
D_OT, EPIC, SEPVCE
2o4 I/O Dat_
2o4.1 Inputs from COMMON
CPOS, CVEL, DPADD(1), DPADD(IO), DT3, RC, RDC
KWBMU, MBMAX, MPLVSI, MPIUS2, MPIUS3, M%'_REF,ONE
2.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
DPADD(I-7), DT3, RC, RDC, T
KOMP, M_EF
2 - I
2.5
2.5.1
TI_tT4, TPMAT5, TPM_T6p TPMATTp _T8
2.5.2 Other r_bols
RACT(7) - radius of activity far each of 7 bodies
RMIQF - open function to caapute -_gnitude of a veetar
I_X - i_ex denoting reference body
]_W- index used in earth-m_ reference
- saved _gREF
SWT - switch used in earth-m_ reference
2.6 Eauati--- _ed
_ee Ref. Iw Section 3.5.
2 - 2
=o
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3. Subroutine CDERIV
3.I Purpose
This subroutine evaluates the acceleration terms for the Cowell integrator.
There are two versions to this routine. The maximum version includes radiation
pressure acceleration terms and can print eclipse information. In the minimum
version, these computations are eliminated.
3.2 Method
The subroutine computes the planetary perturbations, powered flight accelexa-
t_ons, and the solar radiation pressure perturbations. Earth oblateness and drag
are computed in the subsidiary subroutine COBDRG, lunar oblateness accelerations
in CMNOBP, and the drag of Mars and Venus atmosphere in CMVDRG.
3.3 .Program R_f_rences
3.3.1 CDERIV is called by:
CINT
3.3.2 CDERIV calls:
CMNOBP, CMVDRG, COBDRG, DDOT, DOMUD, EPH_4, SERVCE
3.4 I/O Data
3.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
3.4.1.1 CPOS, DYN, P_OBL, PFPAR, RC, RDC,
IPFT, KSDRG, KSPLT, KWHMU, MHMAX, MPLUS2, MPLUS3,
M_REF, PFON, T_I_EE, TWO
3.4.1.2 Radiation pressure portion only
DPADD(II-15), DYN, T, TWOPI
IXADD(I-4), KECLPS, KSRAP, MPLUSI, ONE, RADII
3.4.2 Outputs to CO_@K)N
3.4.2.1 RDDOT
3-1
3.4.2.2 Radiation Pressure p_rtion only
DPADD(II-15), DYN
IXADD(1-4)
3.5 Symbols U_ed
3.5.1 COMMON Symbols - used only in Radiation Pressure Portion.
PPMAT2, TPMA_4, TPMAT5, TPMAT6, TPMAT7, TPMAT8, IPMAT9
3.5._ _ther Symbols
3.5.2.1 DU - temporary solution used in computing planetary acceleration
ENEEF- open function to compute planetary accelerations
SDDXI(3) - temporary storage of planetary (and pressure) acceleration
SRVB(3) - vector from vehicle to perturbing body.
U(3) - temporary solutions used in computing planetary accelerations.
N - index for current working body
PLANTI - BCD word = PLANET
3.5.2.2 Radiation Pressure Portion only
TC - time of crossing into moon umbra, umbra, sunlight or penumbra.
3.6
IEC, ILUM, IPEN, IREF, ITWICE, JIM, JOAN - flags
XK - factor describing foreshortening of umbral cone due to bending
of light rays traveling through the atmosphere.
Equations Us_
See Ref. I, Section 4.
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3.'7 FLOW D_A_ - _V
i
I
I
;. s,,_oott, n cr_ (xx_s')
X_ = I, a n_ ixtagratisn s_ep uslng the _ieeM _ is
ladcen. _ m_h_ is not self-_rtlng. A _able of six l_om _ime s_epg
-,_t be f_¢_. _ ialt__ion is done by taking Rw_-KwCta _eps.
_rhea X_ = 2p e_ a Rxmge-KuCCa integration seep is taMeR.
_ = 3, the delta of in_e_ion is C_o k_ in J_c_lieck
In_egrati_ tJ_e s_ _imB table amrt be adJ_ste_.
_ouble p_eeisi_ solution e¢ aceele_aCiom is _sed ¢hr_ughest.
4.3.I C]]B is e, lled by,
ACZ.. CZ_A
AJ.2 c_ e¢11,,
c_itlqr
o
4.5
Other Inputs
_NT
Other Outputs
N_e
Symbols Used Other Than CO_N
HRG(5,6) - Adjusted values of velocity and acceleration of the last six
integration steps
CON(5,6) -_at_ matrix of c_stants for Nordsieck Integrator
DIFFY - Difference between the prediction and e_et value of variablu
to be integrated
H- Del_a of integration
QT (6) - R_e-Kutta Integration maltipller
RKA(4) - (Data) R_mge-Kutta constants
RKB (4) - (Data)R_a_ge-Kutta constants
P_C (4) - (Data) R_s_ge-Kutta constants
RKFT - Temp storage for Runge Kutta Integratar
REY(4)- (Data) Runge-Kutta constant
RPY(6) - Temporary matrix of velocity and accelera_ vectors for Runge-
Kutta integrat ica
RPYN(6) - Predicted velocity and acceleratlm vectors for _leek integratic_
RY(6) - Temporary matrix cf position and velocity veetorm for Rm_ge-Ku_ta
integration
TQU - R_mge-Kutta integration _mltiplier
zx(6) - Oata) ga_,i_k c_.umt
•n_ _ Not 'aeed
Y(6) - Temporary mtrix of position and vel_ity f@_ Ceuell _t@r
4-2
4_
Y'_(6) - Tenporea7 ,-_rlx of velocity and ao_tio, far Covell _*Aem
YP(6,6) - Saved veloei_ and aoceleration _ of six Rm_.Kwt_a s_
_R - Tenporary variable
B_ -Ratio 14++14c Yjieok and j++__++.--__+_+_'--+--_-++_llon ,_t_p size
BZTf - Te_ 8_oz_ge
coI_O_) - (_a) ooast+m_eZor Nm_ele_ _a_tlon
CTI - Tenpc_x7 starsKo
I_f - FIaS
u_ _ Teupamry oe_ter
KI - Tempos_m7 comber
F_ua%_fm- Ue_I
Runge-Ku%ta Gill method of integration
aezealeek me_bod of iategratio_
See Bef. (1), Sec_ioa 3.2.3
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5,. Subroutine-CINTRP (XI, X2, X3, GV, DRAGHI)
5.1
This subroutine evaluates the density of air as obtained from high atmosphere
drag tables.
l
Drag tables are stored in this routine along with a routine for interpo_i_g
5.2_
within the tables. A separate subroutine (COBDRG) calls thisroutlue.
rout_ am n_ c_ comoN ,_ the 1_hy _ta pl_ CO_ ov_l_
certain cmmpilatiom limitati_ set by FCRTRAN IV.
5.3 Prozram References
/
CO_DRG
5.4 I/0 Data
5.4.1 Inputs
X1 - Altitude of vehicle
x2 -solar nuxi
X3 - local solar time
5.4.2
5.5
'_of air density interpolated from table. It is com_xted byGV
_.inear interpolation from the drag table (TDENHI) corresp_
to twilight.
DRAGHI - Interpolated value of density from Harris-Priester high
altitude drag tables (DENHI)
_xmM_a__um_
AL{3 ) - the 3 inputs in array farm
• 5-1
5.6
H(1) - altitude of vehicle normalized to values in log tables
H(2) - solar flux at input normalized to values in log tablw
H(3 ) - local solar time at input normalized to values in log tables
DENHI(16,4,3) - Harris-Priester density tables (Data)
*IAL(1) - temporary _trix
IALT - equivalence IAL (I)
*IJ(1) - (Uata) set of indices used for interpolating
*IK(1) - (Data) set of indices used for interpolating
I[ST - equivalence IAL(3 )
_F - equivalence YAL(2 )
TDENHI(16,4) - table of densities at twilight (Data)
TABLE (33) -general table used to control interpolation (Data)
HI = I, altitude
= 2, solar flux
: 3, local solar time
E_ati_ U_ed
Linear interpolation in tables. See Ref. I, Section 4.
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6. Subroutine C_TG_A
6.1
This subroutine serves as the sub_ program goveraiDg calls to _e
In%egra%ion subroutines in the Cowell rathe.
6.2
The program first cheeks %0 see if in powered flight. If not, it cheeks
%o see whether 'to ehamge referenoe. Depending on poBiti_ s %he del_ of inte-
gration and printing are deterained and integration is performed up %o TD. Zf
the TD is z_ a normal integration step, the t_ position and velocity veetorm
of the las% integration step are saved and im%egration is perfezmed _p %0 %he
time, TD.
6.3.2
6.A.I
6_.2
_ r_ c_w
I_T3, PFPAR, I_3, RI, ]I_, T, TD, TL
FI_, IDa, IP, ZI_T, KO_P, _ MPL_, _2, I_I_S3, _,
PI_N, PN_P, ETO, THR_
Outlm_ to COMMON
D_TP, _TI, Cg_T, SAVD, T
C_T, IDa, IP, K_MP, TSTR0
6-I
6.5°2
COM_N Syabols
_A_ -- _V_ DYI
Other Symbols
_T - special integration step size
TS_I_.__,ai[ference in time between next integratio_ time (TTEMP)a_A
the time of interest (TD)°
TTEMP - next integration time
TRF- distance indicator, determining when to check for r_lerence change
6.6
6.7
_ua_ions Used
Ncae
See EITGRA (18.7) with no test for rectification.
.
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7. Subroutine CMNOBP (K)
7.1 Purpose
Thls subroutine computes the acceleration due to lunar oblate-
neSSo
!
Optionally, tt can compute the ltbratton and the effect of
for Cowell integration.the earthts 320 term, ,.
7.2 Method
When K = 1, the ltbratton matrix is computed and then
precessed and nutated.
When K - 2, the earth's J20 oblateness term is calculated.
When K = 3, both lunar and earth oblateness (J20 term)
are computed.
7.3.2
Proqram References
CMNOBP is called by=
A - CDERIV, OBD
B1 - CDERIV
CMNOBP calls=
DDOT, DMTML, NUTPRE, SERVCE
i.
7.4.2
7.4.3
4.4.4
I/O Data
Inputs from COMMON
CKMER, CPOS, CR&D, D, DYN, E, EQ, PRF.NUT, PSI, RC, T,
TSVT, TWOPI, XC, XO
IOBLAT, KLIBR, KSMNOB, KSOBL, MPLUSI, MPLUS3, ONe, TWO
Outputs to COMMON
PEROBL, PROPNL, XM
Other Inputs
K
Other Outputs
None 7-I
7.5 Symbols Used
7.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT, TPMATI, TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT6
.
7.5.2 Other Symbols
7.5.2.1 Ltbratton Matrix
AIOTA, CDEL, CEE, CT, CO, COSP, CV, DEL, DOSY, E_, G,
GP, GW2, G2W2, OSP, SDEL, SEE, SG, SI, SYR, SO, S02,
SOSP, SOY, '_/, W, W2
AU, R
See Ref. 1, Appendix A
7.5.2.2 J20 Oblatenes_ Term
PARC, PARU - temporary components.
ZDRSQ - (Z/R)2
7.5.2.3 Lunar Oblateness Terms
REPR - temporary term.
7.6 Equations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 4 for Earth and Moon Oblateness
See Ref. I, Appendix A for Libration.
7_2
7.7 FLO_ DI_G___ - C_0BP
T
K:I
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8,, 8'ubroutine C],fi_l_
8.1
This subroutine oc_ztee the ]_r_hetions due to drag in the Ma_s
Venus atmospheres in the Couell in_Zrat_.
8.2
The coefficient of drag is de_ed by interpolation i_om given drag
_ables as a funetion of relative vehicle velocity and altitude.
8.3 _ References
8.3.1 CH_DRG is ce/led by,
CD_IV
8.3_ CM_DRG cells:
_.VCE, DDOT
8.4
8.4.1 I._s from COMNDN
CZS_Hp _AD, RATEr. RC, RDC
C_T, DAREA, I_DR_ E_DRGY, MPL_I, MPL_S3, MMREF, RADII, VMA_, XMEH
8.4.2 _Itputs to ¢01@!_]1
_(50), PmoBT.
8.4.3 Other Inputs
None
8.4.4 Other _puts
None
8.5
8-1
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.6
CO_@_N Symbols
TPM_T5
Other Symbols
ALT - height above planet surface
- ratio of relative vehicle velocity to speed of sounl at altitude
C_ - drag coefficient
DRAG.- temporary solution used in drag oemputation
PL- air density
VA(3) - components of relative velocity between vehicle and air _em
at altitude
VAMAG - magnitude of VA(1)
XLOQPL - log of air density as interpolated fr_ table, DE_
*AIDTD(15, I) - table of reference altitudes (Data)
_DE_(15pI) - table of densities at reference altitudes (Data)
uSPS_(15,1) - table of speed of sound at reference altitudes (Data)
*I = 1 for Mars atmosphere
I = 2 far Venus atmosphere
Esuatio_ Used
See Referenoe Ip Section 4.
8-2
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9. Subroutine COBDRG
" 9.1 Purpose
This subroutine computes the oblateness and air drag
perturbations due to earth for the Cowell integrator.
9.2 Method
Oblateness is computed in a flexible algorithm which can
be used for zonal and tesseral harmonics of any order. The drag
perturbation is computed in conjunction with Harris-Priester draq
tables (high altitudes) or the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (low
altitudes).
9o3_2
9°4
9o4.1
9°4.2
9°4°3
Proqram References
COBDRG is called by[
CDERIV
COBDRG calls:
!
CINTRP, DDOT, DMT_L, DOMUD, NUTPR_, S_RVCF
5/0 Data
Inputs from COMMON
CKSERH, CRAD, DYN, F.PSSQ, ERAD, GAM, HMU, PRFNDT, RC, RDC
CDT, DAREA, IOBLAT, KOBLAT_ KSDRG, KSOBL_ M6, MPLUSl;
MPLUS2, MPLUS3, ONE, THRER, TWO, VMASS, XMACH
Outputs to COMMON
DYN, PEROBL
XLST
Other Inputs and Outputs
None
9-1
9.5 Symbols Used
9.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT, TPMAT4, TPMAT5
9.5.2 Other Symbol s
9.5.2.1 Drag Portion
ALT - height above earth
CLAT - cosine of latitude of vehicle
DRAGE -density computed from tables
DRAGHI - temporary storage of DRAGE
GV - density from twilight tables and low altitude tables
VA (3) - components of velocity of vehicle with respect
to air mass
VAMAG -magnitude of VA vector
XLQT- local solar time
ALTLO (32) - Fable of reference altitudes
DENLO (32) - table of reference air densities
SPSDLO (32) c table of reference speeds of sound
9.5.2.2 Oblateness Portion
ACOEFF, ATEMP, BCOEFF, BTEMP, COEFF, CTEMP, DG (3),
DOEFF, GXY - temporary computed coefficients
HC (21) - factorials from i through 21
RTEMP (4) - components and magnitude of vehicle position
vector transformed to geocentric system with
X-axis through Greenwich
SAVE (3) - temporary storage for oblateness acceleration
VALUEB - temporary computed coefficient
X2, X2Y2, X33XY2, XYX2, Y33YX2, Y2, ZDR, ZDR2 -
temporary values derived from X, Y, and Z
9-_2
9.6
DR (3) - the 3 partials in eq. (3.0), Ref. 1, Sect. 4.3.2
rCMN -tndex of c coefficient desired (DYN array)
rNDX - index
ISMN - index of S coefficient destred (DYN array)
LOBLAT, M, MP, "N, NOFP, NM, XK, XM, XN, XNM, XNMK,
XNMKM, XNOFP - temporary variables
Equations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 4.3.2 for Oblateness
See Re£. 1, Section 4.4 for Drag
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IO. Subroutine CP_E (_)
I0.I
This subroutine eaves or rest_i es time, position, velocity and accelera-
tion of the vehicle at any d _ time - for the Cowell integra _..
10.2
_'nen _R <- 1 the inforr_ • _s saved
When I_R > I the saved information is restored
10.3 Pro_ram References
CRSTRE is called by:
A - ATIM, CITGRA, MAINA
BI - CITGRA
10.4.1 Inputs from COMMDN
RE, P_IRT, F_C, EDCINT, RDDOT, RDDOTS, T, TINT
IP, IPLVr
10.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
RC, RCINT, EDC, RDCINT, RDDOT, EDDOTS, T, TINT
IP, IPINr
I0.A.3 Other Inputs
_DR
10.4.4 Other 0uputs
None
10.5 Symbols Used other than COMMDN
Neme
10.6 F_uation_ Used
None
I0 - I
10.7 FLOW DIAGRAM - CRSTRE
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II. Function DDOT (A,B)
11.1 _mm_m
This function c_ %he dot product of 2 vectors.
31.2 Math_
Ccmlxmem%s of the vectors are in the calling sequence.
11,3 Prouram Raferaa_
_0T is called by most routlues in A, B]. A_8 B_pr(,_ _'_
ll.i
ll.A.l Inputs
A - the first input vectar
B - %he se_m_d luput vector
II,A.2 0utputs
the DD_
11,5
None
11.6 Eauations Used
_ = A1 B1 + A2 B2 + _ B_
I] - I
o_.
o.
|
$
12. Subroutine D_EML (A_BpC_I_J,KpI_,IAC_JAB_KBC_IFLAG)
12.1 Puru_e
This subroutine multiplies _ double-precisic_ matrices of any size up
%0 26 x 26 normal_7, cr two matrices in which the second is transposed. The _
result is ntored either in a third matrix or in one of the two input matricee.
12.2
When IFLAfi = 0,I mnltiplication is dane by rc_s of A so that A can be
ove_tten if desired.
When _IAG m 2p B is tx_nsposed and then prnceeds a_ for IFLAG = 3.
!_o_: Care must be taken that the prodl1_ _T w_]1 fit with the dimensionsof B.
Whe_ IFIAG = 3, multiplication is done by coltmem of B and the rem_!t is
eto_ in B.
12.3
D_EML Is called by many subroutines in A, BI and B2.
A - the first inF_t matrix
B -the neemd inpet m_
I - number of rowe A is ae_ dlmeulaned by
J - mmber of col_ • is aerially dimwmicmed by
K - number of rows B is act_ally dime_mion3d by
L - n_ber of col_ B is aet_ally dismnmice_d by
M - n_mber of rmm C i_ ae_ dimnaleNd by
- ..tuberof e_ C is *et,_117 &i,,,_Ionea I_
12.A.2
12.5
12.6
lAG - _ of rows of • and C to be _ed
JAB - n_bwr of eol_s of A and rows of B (_. BT) to be us_ d
-nw_r of colwms of B (or BT) and C to be used
IF£AG - flag for type of nmltlpllatlon and where stored
=o A.S (orA)
=] A.S _,,C (orA)
=2 A .B T inB
=3 A .B :LuB
outputs
C - reeultan_ matrix - oither A, .B or • third C
$AVRO (26) - the saved row of • or ool_ of B
Z- temporary s_orage
IFI_I - flag word
IYI_2 - _ v_d
tn.,sm_]r.,,. Nma_I
¢(;Jr_J)., _, •_I,K) . B_I[,J)
C(I,j) = _ A(I,K) . B(J,tr)
feet ._
for A . BT
12 - 2
DEPitubzu4 _ _c,_1
._: Ath.TziPi.*Cit_r pe_
Till $hvt6 rz atoe "e_
13. Subroutine DOMUD (TEST)
13.1 Purpose
This subroutine decides whether an error has occurred.
13o2 Method
The program checks the Overflow and Dlvide check indicators.
If either is on, AMUD is set equal to TEST and an error printout
is written, unless TEST - O.
13o3 Proqram References
13o3ol DOMUD Is called by=
A - CDERIV, COBDRG, EDERIV, EOBDRG, KEPLER, NUTPRF-,
OBSERA, PRINTA, RECT, 'STAPOS, XFORM
B1 - DALFA, "INPTBI, PASMBI, PTBI, STATBI
13.3o2 DOMUD calls=
DVCHK, OVERFL
13.4 I/O Data
13.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
None
13o402 Outputs to COMMON
AMUD
13o4o3 Other Inputs
TEST
13o4.4 Other Outputs
"Error in (TEST_" - when either Indication ts on
13o5
13.6
Symbols Used Other Than COMMON
J- flag for divide check and overflow Indicators = 1, on
= 2, _ff
E(]uattons _$ed
None 13 --I
13.7
'i
I
L
13 - 2
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14. Subroutine _
14.1
" _-..This subroutine de1_Id_m _ to o_ the referenoe bo_rp f_ Eae_e
integratim.
_r** _i_, _(2.)
14.3 Prn_am P_erences
14.3.1 ]_ is called bys
EI2_A
14.3.2 _EF calls :
_, EPHEH, IEPLG_, SERVCE
_.5.1 cO_W S_2s
TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT6, TPMATT, TPMAT8
14.5.2 Other Symbols
R_(7) - radius of activity fur each of 7 bodies
RMAGF - open functic_ to c_pute magnitude of a vector
'14-1
14.6
14.7
- index denoting referenoe body
_N_- index used in earth-moon reference
- saved MMREF
S_T - switch used in earth-mooD referenoe
_uati_mm Ummd
See Ref. I, Section 3.5.
See CCHREF (2.7)
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15. Subroutine EDERIV
15.1 PurDo@e
This subroutine evaluates the perturbation terms for the Encke integrator.
There are two versions of this routine. The maximum version includes radiation
pressure acceleration terms and eclipse information. In the minimum version,
these computations are eliminated.
15.2 Method
This subroutine computes the Encke terms, the planetary perturbations,
and the radiation pressure perturbations. The effect of thrust is included by
assuming that the powered flight trajectory can be computed from a Chebyshev
polynom_a! expansion based on the initial thrust conditions, vehicle mass and
maL_ x'ate. Earth oblateness and drag are computed in the subsidiary subroutine
EOBDRG, lunar oblateness perturbations in EMNOBP, and the drag of Mars and Venus
atmosphere in EMVDRG.
15.3 Program References
15.3.1 EDERIV is called by:
E3 NT
15.3.2 EDERIV calls:
DDOT, DOMED, D4NOBP, _VDRG, EOBDRG, EPH_4, KEPLER, P_+G_J_ SERVCE
15.4 I/O Data
15.4.1 Inputs from CO_t40N
15.4.1.1
CPOS, DYN, PEROSL, RDTB, RTB
CWLIN, KSDRG, KSPLT, KWh, MB_AX, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, M_,
PFON, THREE, TWO
15.4.1.2 Radiation Pressure portion only
DPADD(II-15), DYN, T, TWOPI
IXADD(I-4), KECLPS, KSRAP, MPLUSI, ONE, RADII
15 - I
15.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
15.4.2.1 RC, RDC
15.4.2 Radiation Pressure portion only
DPADD(II-15), DYN
]XADD(i-4)
15.5.1 COMMON Symbols-used only in Radiation Pressure portion
TPMAT2, TPMAT4, TPMAT5, TPMAT6, TPMAT7, _PMAT8, TPMAT9
15.5.2 Other Symbols
See CDERIV(3.5.2) with the exception that DU and SLDXI are single
precision variables.
15.6 Equa%ions Used
See Ref. i, Section 4.
15 - 2
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16. Subroutine _ (IENT)
16.1 _ose
The subroutine is the Encke integrator. Runge-Kutta integration is used
for short time iutegration and to start the Nordsieck long time integratian.
16.2
Single precision solution of accelerations are used throughout. Rectifica-
tion occurs at frequent intervals so that rotu_doff in the single precision inte-
grator does not _nduly affect the precision of the Encke Method.
16.3 Pro_m Referen_
16.3.1 EIF is called •by:
16.3.2 EINT calls:
16.4.1 luputsfrom C0_N
16._.2 Outputs to CO_4_N
See CINT
16.A.A
Other Inputs
Other outputs
X6_I
16.5
See CY_r
16.6 Eauations Uaed
See CI_f
16.7
See c_rr (4.7)
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17. Subroutine EINTRP (Xl, X2, X3, GV, DRAGHT_
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine
CINTRP (5.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program Iink, ares
a) EINTRP is called by
EOBDRG
b) the'variables AL, H, GV, Xl, X2, X3 are
slngle precision.
17-1
18. Subroutine EZTGRA
18.1
This subroutine serves as the s_ progr,_ govermlng _ to the
in_ratio_ subroutines in the Encke method.
18.2
s..C=mA
ze.A
18.4.1 Zaputs from CO_IDN
18.4.2
DT, DT3, OIDT, PFPAR, PRNT3, El, R2, RC, RDTB, RT1, RT2, RTB, T, _, _OM
CNT, CWLTN, FPK, _D_, IF, IPFT, IXADD(14), IADD(16), KOMP, E_BY,
EB'PX_, M, _TA,_XEI, MPLII_2, MPL_3, _, M, PFON, P_P, ]_O,
STADD(9),Tm_E
Outputs to COMNDJ
DELTP, DTI, Gnrf, E, _C, SAVD, T, r_
C_Tt IDa, XP, EOMP,_TA, SPWD_;), TST_
Other Input,
N_me
Other Outputs
None
18 - I
18.5
18.6
18 - 2
I4
i_.7 FLOWpLAGP_H - EI_
TsrrM.: o +
• +
koMf' : 0
>
PU_P : o
+
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19. Subroutine EffNOBP (K_
This subroutine is an exact duplicate of subroutine CMNOBP (7.).
Its usage differs in that it is called by EDERIV rather than CDERIV.
19-1
20. Subroutine _')RG
20.1
This subroutine computes the drag accelerations due to the atmospheres
of Mars and Venus in the Encke integrator.
20.2 Meth_
The coefficient of drag is determined by interpolation from given drag
tables as a function of relative vehicle velocity and s/titude.
20.3 ProFram References
20.3.1 D4VDRG is called by:
EDERIV
20.3.2 EMg_RG calls:
DDOT, SERVCE
20.4 An_ut/Out_ut Data
See CMVDRQ (8_
20.5 Symbols Use,}
See CMVDI_
20.6 Equations Used
See Reference I, Section A.
20.? £193#.._.1_;:t_
See CMVDRQ (_.?)
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21. Subroutine EOBDRG
21.1 Purpose
This subroutine computes the oblateness and alr drag
perturbations due to earth for the Encke integrator.
o._
21.2 Method
See COBDRG (9)
21.3
21.3.1
21.3.2
21.4
Proqram References
EOBDRG ts called by=
EDERIV
EOBDRG calls=
EINTRP, DDOT, DMTNL, DOMUD, NUTPRE, SERVCE
o_
I/O Data
See COBDREI
21.5 Symbols Used
See COBDRG with the following exceptions=
a) XLQT ls omitted
b) Most of the variables used are single precision.
21.6 Equations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 4.3.2 for Oblateness
See Ref. 2, Section 4.4 for Drag
21.7 Flow Diaqram
See COBDRG
21-1
22. Subroutine EPHEM
22.1 Purpose
This subroutine evaluates the position and velocity vectors
of each of the 7 bodies with respect to the reference body.
22.2 Method
Tabular planetary positions are read from an ephemeris tape
and interpolated to give values for current time. An Everett's
Interpolation Formula for equal tabular intervals ts used.
22.3 Proqram References
22.3.1 EPHEM is called by=
CCHREF, CDERIV, ECHREF, EDERIV, STACUL
22.3.2 EPHEM calls=
SERVCE
22.4 I/O Data
22.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
AUERAD, DPADD (16) DPADD (17)
IXADD (19), MPLUS2_ .WREF, ONE, THREE, TWO
22.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
CPOS, CVEL, DPADD (16), DPADD (I?)
IXAnD (19)
22.4.3 Other Inputs - from logical tape 8
WASTE, TABLE (210)
22.4.4 Other Outputs
None
22-1
22.5 Svmbols Used
22.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMATi, TPMAT6, TPMAT7, TPMTll
22.5.2 Other Symbols
HOUR - current time, from beginning of launch year
AEPH (6) - (Data) - array of intervals, in hours, for
'-six planetary ephem_rides.
I2 - Index used in interpolation .
IEPH (7) - (Data) - array indicating correspondence
between sequence of planets on tape and in
CPOS array.
IR - Index used in properly positioning ephemeris tape.
JEPH (6) - Array generated for use in choosing correct
tabular values.
K - index used in interpolation '
K2 -index used in interpolation
KEPM (6) - (Data) - Array indicating number of tabular
values for each coordinate of the six planetary
bodies.
TEST - Val'ue usedto determine if ephemeris tape must be
read at current time.
22.6 Eauations Us4d
Given tabular" values f-2, f-l, fo, fl, f2, and f3 corresponding
to times Y-2, T_ 1 , T 0, T1, T 2 and T3. It is desired to find f (T)
for T O _ T < T1. Everett's formula yteldss
+ S.'E:++ +S,'E,'
22-2
where,
E % - m(_-,)(--_)I _,
• 0
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E, : (n+ ,1 _ (,,-,'_ / _,
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23. S.br_ti.e _ (_)
23.1
This subroutine saves or resCoree tile, position, velocity and the perturbs.
riots of the vehicle at any designated time - for the Encke integrator.
23.2
_ :D_.<-",
k'hen ::]:_> 1
the inf_tion is saved
the saved infnrmation J_ restored
23.3 Program References
_RE is called by:
A - ATIM, EIT_IA, MAINA
BI - EITGRA
23.4
23.4.1 Inputs
23.4.2
23.4.3
23.4.4
23.5_
23.64
_3.7
f'rtm_
RC, RCINT, RDC, RDCI_T, T, TINT
CWLXN, C_, IP,
Outputs to C0_4DN
Same as In_.
T_
Other Outputs
None
%r,_,m,u,M
None
_huati--. Um_
None
See CRSTRE (!0.g) usiag IER rather than ICR.
23 - 1
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24.1
24. EXtrA
This is the e_cutive routine for the A ms)e.
24.2
The program simply alternates between calling INPDTA and MAIn until all
cases have been exhausted.
24.3 Pro_m References
EXE_A calls:
_A, _LINA
. No CO_FN or internal variables used.
24.5 FLOW D_IAGRAM - EXECA
24 - 2
25.1
25.2
25.3
25.4.2
25.5
25.6
25. Subroutine FIX (KTEHP, ITEMP, KI_I_)
This subroutine _packs a word into 5 separate words.
See "Equati_as Used m section.
__ ReferenoM
FIX is called by many subroutines in A, BI and B2 programs.
_pm_
- the packed word
Out.re
ITD4P(4) - the 4 low order portions of KTEMP
KNA_ - the high order portion of KT_4P
L- temporary locations
K-
N-
F_ti_ Uied
zrmz,Cz)+ _mz,(2)• zoo+ :z_(3") • ",oo2 + z'm_('4)o zoo_
25 - I
+J
+
• '25.? _,OW DIAQR_. F.I'X
i
.. .. •
.11kwa_,t- _'_L__- ,,I• " I0o i_ ' I
:.. Ltr_ p, l<r_me- k_,_+x+- l|
<, >
_=G4
L _ H - "Ir.
k = ioo i"
14/= t.Ttm$
L_rql. _ P -- _.Tf. m ? - IJ .k
:l:t_mP(L+m)• _I
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26. Subroutine INPUTA
26n
This subroutine reads in all data necessary for one run.
26.2 Me%h_
The subroutine initializes neeessary da%a and reads in sections desired
Depending on the input quantity _TDRD, certain variables are either read in
or set up within the program to nominal values.
26.3 .Program References
26.3.1 INPVIA is called by:
EXECA
26.3.2 IRPUTA calls:
XFORM
26.4 I/0 Data
26.4.1
26.4.2
26.4.3
Inputs from COMMDN
None
Outputs to COMMON
plus all initialized and inputted data
Other Inputs
For a complete listing of data deck, see Ref. 2, Section 2.1
26 - I
26.4.4 Other Outputs
A printout is made of all input quantities
26.5
26.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT8, TPMAT9
26.5.2 Other Symbols
DYNAHR(60) - (Data) - nominal values of dynamic states
SCAL(3,7) - (Data) - the matrix from which the array SCAI,E is
chosen, depending on IUNIT
TZ - time from start of launch day
ALPHA(3,7) - (Data) - matrix from which the array PVALPH is
chosen#depending on IUNIT
CDN(40) - (Data) - standard coefficient of drag table from which
which CDT is set up
DAYN - number of days from January I, 1960 to start of launch
year
ICMN - index for correct coefficient C_n in the DYN array
IPR(2) - (Data) - BCD information of int_gration methods
IR - index to tell how many records to skip to bring Ephemeris
tape up to current time
IR2 - the BCD word indicating the specified integration method
IS_ - index for correct Smn in the DYN array
ITITLE:12) - array read in for tit_e (I :_
XMACHN(40) - (Data) - standard Mach number tables from which
XMACH is set up
26.6 EQuations Used
None ,_6 --,_.
Z6 .S _.," _IAC.-P,AI.:f - :I:I_I._'_A.
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27. _out_e
27.1
This subroutine computes the two-body position and velocity vectors.
2'7.2
A Newton Rapheson scheme is used to determine the differential eccentric
anomaly (BETA). After convergence, the two-body position su_ velocity vectGrs
are evaluated.
27.3 Prn_ram Referemaes
27.3.1 KE_ is called by=
ATD_ _HREF, _IV, EIT_A, _SERA, STAC_L
27.3.2 KE_ calls_
_)MOD, S_RVCE
27,J.,..2
2'7.4.3
I/O D_ta
Inputs fro= C_N
CZ, DZ, RA, RDI, RI, SQT_, T, TH, TI, TKEP
MPL_Sl, MPI/]S2, MP_, ORE
Outputs to ClmlqDN
KO_
Other Inputs and Outputs
None
27.5
27.5,I COD_4DN Symbols
TPM&T4, T PMAT5
27 - I
27,5,_
c = See_mtion (5)
.B=-,o-aos-ooc
_= "_ {t-t I)
DIFF = error term in _on-Rapheson iteration
R = equatlo.(9)
Sr = eqmtloa (8)
U = equation(4)
X- saved value of TH
C_N(14,2) - (Data) coefficients used in developing the Kepler series
KEP - counter on iterations in Newton-_phes_n method
KEFI - BCD word = KEPH
where
= gravitational constant of the reference body
(I)
M = n(t,-tI) (2)
where t = current tim
tI = time of last rectifi_tion
X is c_ted b7 solution of the transcendental equation:
M=r o X+ doC + co U=n(t-t I)
r° = mgnitude of position vee_or at last reotificatloa
eo9 do = initial values for seriee expe_slons
(3)
27 - 2
az_
- 5_ + -_+'''" _)
_rQ
a = s_Jor axis of two-body orbit.
After solving for an X that satisfies equations (3) through (5), R(t) and
R(_) are found using the follow_ eq_tions:
Qf=l---
ro
s = x- .u (8)
r=ro _d S*c C
O O
f-
rT o
g=l-
R(t) _o + _o
• oe
_(t)= _o + Oo
(9)
(I0)
(ZZ)
(_.)
(Z3)
2? - 3
, 27.7 FLOW DIAGRAM - KEPLE_
T : TT-
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28. Subroutine MAINA
28.1
This subroutine handles the main flew of the r_n.
28.2
MAINA calls subroutines which (a) g_ern the integration progra_ (b_
determine the time of next activity time (TD), (c) compute the observatiI_
(d) _rrln_,_..- It also modifiee certain .parameters used in the power_
portion of the program.
28.3 _ouram Referen_
28.3.1 _INA is called by:
EX_A
28.3,2 MAINA calls:
CIT_IA, CRSTRE, EIT_IA, ERSTRE, CBS_A, PDUMP, PFINYT, PRINTA, P_3T,
S_CE, STACUL, TI_aA
2S. I/O Da%a
28.4.1 Inputs _ CO_@_N
28,,4.2
28.4.3
PFPAR, RCIN, RDCIN, T
CEPID, CIgLIN, IPFT, XR_, lET, IXADD(5), KM, IFL, MAI_TA, MDE, MPL_B_i,
MPI_B2, _, _4, OIE, PANF, PASS, PRI_3, SPADD(9)
O,tp_ts to COMMDN
DELTP, OXEL, RC, P_C, _ _ T, TAQ, TD, TKEP, TL, TSSA, TSI_N
AMID, C_T, IDOI_T, _, IP_T, KOMP, _TA, MFLAG, NA, _L, NOT, PASS,
PFON, P_RP, TS'fRO,
Other Inputs
None
28 - i
28.4.4 Other Outputs
28.4.4.1 DUMOBS- logical tape 9 - first word on last record of data
tape for MDE= 3.
28./+.4.2 T - for "STARTCF BURN"and "ENDOF BURN"
None
28.6 Equatio_ Used
None
28 - 2
28.7
k
FLOWDIAGaAM -
28-_
HA_A
OF
Bu_
e
c
el
>LFL: 3
>
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29. Subroutir, e _¢;_;_ (E)
This subroutin_ -_o_:,:-t.:r the imdex of refraction far troposphev_ or
ionosphere.
When K = I, compute troposphere model
then K = 2, compute ionosphere model
29.3 pr_rmm References
M_ELA is called by:
A - C_S_A
BI - OBSRBI, SBSRBI
29.4
29.4.1 Inputs frsm CO_DN
STACR
F2, HACC, ONE, TWO
29.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
XNN_M
29.4.3 Other Inputs
K
29.4_ Other Outputs
Wcne
29.5 CO_N Symbols Used
TPMAT4
29.6 Euuaticns Used
See Re£. I, Appendix C .2.2.
29 - I
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30. Subroutine NUTPRE (K]
30.1 Purpose
This subroutine computes the expressions used for determining
Greenwich hour ang!e, nutatton and ltbratton; the gamma matrix! and
J_
the precesston-nutatton matrix.
30.2 Method
When K = 1, the expressions are evaluated
When K = 2, the gamma matrix is computed
When K = 3, the precession-nutatton matrix is computed.
30.3 Proqram References
30.3.1 NUTPRE is called byz
., ,
A - CMNOBP, COBDRG, EMNOBP, EOBDRG, STAPOS
BI - MAINBI plus A programs above
30.3.2 NUTPRE callss
DMTML, DOMUD
30.4 I/O Data
30.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
CRAD, DIN, S_C, T, TB, TSVT, TWOPI
HMIN, HRS, KSNAP, MPLUSI, MPLUS3, ONE, SIXTY, SUMCOM,
THREE, TWO, TWT4
30.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
CT, D, DT, E, EQ, GAM, GAMM, PRENUT, PSI, TSVT, TTMAT[,
TTMAT3, WE, XC, XO
30.4.3 Other Inputs
K
30 - I
30.4.4 Other Inputs
None
3005 Symbols Used
30.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4
30.5.2 Other Symbols
30.5.2.1
XNUTI - BCD-_ord - NUTPRE
Expression Portion
G, GP, XL - temporary storage
C (21), S(21), X2C, X2GP, X2L, X3C - temporary storage
30.5.2.2 Gamma Matrix Portion
DI - integer value of D
X3- time in seconds since launch
DELAPH - contribution to
nutationo
30.5.2.3 Precessi6n-Nutatlon Portion
CONV - conversion factor
TPR, TZP - time parameters
due to precession and
30.6 Equations Used
See Refo i, Appendix A for equations used for ,,utation.
The equations given there for
precession have been replaced by
the following set.
3C - 2
where
_o " (230_-250n ÷ l-3_°"To ) T + .302n T2 + .018" T3
_ _o + .791" ?2
_: (2004.6_" - .853" To) T - ._ _ - .0_ T3
The times To a_d T ar_ related to program times by the following expressions:
To = ._017330 + 1.000021358 TB
T :I.OO0021358 DT
q_
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31. Subroutine O_
31.1 PurD_e
This subroutine computes observations from on_ b_xd instrumat_ti_.
31.2
The subroutine uses present position of vehicle with respect to reference
bodies, land_:ks, or grom_ stations to determine observations.
31_3 Pro_ Refere_cem
31.3.1 _BD is called by:
O_A
31.3.2 08D calls:
C_P, DDOT, EMNaBP, _VCE, STAP0_
31.4.2
31_4.3
lupats from C0_N
CPOS, PT, PROPEL, RC, STAC
_EPID, IPLNT, _TAR, _XLUN, I_TA, MPL_I, MPL_2, MPL_3, M_REF, ORE,
PCSLUN, RADII, STAR, TWO
Outputs to CO_N
0_SPLS, STAC, STAI_, STALT, _
IXADD(13), KSTA, SPADD(8), SPADD(IO)
Other Inputs and Outp0_s
None
31.5
31;5.1 CO_DN Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT9, TPMTED
31 - I
31.5.2 Other Symbols
RTEMP - temporary storage
RTEMPI - temporary storage
YRTEMP(6) - temporary storage
YT_P(2) - temporary storage
ILUNE - index for l_mar landmrk indication
IST.- flag
KJ - flag
KI_BRS - saved KLXBR
KP - flag
31.6 _u_tions Used
_ee Ref. I., Section 6.2.
31 - 2
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32. Subroutine OBSFRA
32.1 Purpose
Thls subroutine computes the observables as seen from a glven
ground station. Corrections to the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through a refractive medium can be made, tf deslred. In the
A4 mode, it also computes the time of passage, which is the total
time the vehlcle ls in slght of the statlon on each pass.
32.2 Method
Glven present vehicle location and ground station location,
both referenced to !nerttal space, the observed values are computed.
When specified, refraction corrections are included.
32.2 Proqram Reference s
32.3.1 OBSERA is called by=
MAINA
32.3.2 OBSERA callss
ATIM, CINT,"CRSTRE, DDOT, DMTML, DOMUD, EINT, ERSTRF,
FIX, K_PL_R, MODELA, OBD, SERVCE, STAPOS
32.4 I/O Data
32.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
DOMB, CPOS, CVEL, DTI, EMIN, F_PSSQ, F.RAD, OVB, PRFNUT,
RC, RDC, RDTB, RTB STAC, STAHT, STALT, STAOR, T, TAQ,
TPMATI (f-tom STAPOS), TNOPI, TZHRS, YCOM
CEPID, DH1, DH2, FDOWN, FUP, H2, H4, IXADD (13_, KM,
KRF, KS2BY, KSTA, MDE, MINUS1, MPLUS1, MPLUS2, MPLUS3,
MPLUS4, NEL, ONE, SPADD (8), SPADD (10), TSTRO, TWO,
TYPE
32-1
32.4.2
32.4.3
32.4.4
32.4.4.1
32.4.4.2
32.5.2
Outputs to COMMON
DTI, OBSPLS, OLEL, ORM, OVB, RC, RCMSC, RDC, SAVD, SVL,
SVM, T, TSSA, ¥COM
AMUD, DELTA, FI, F2. ICOUNT, KN, KSTA, LFL. LML, NCDST,
NEL, NUMDAT, USETYP
Other Inputs
None
Other Outputs
TOTP - total time of passage
Logical talo_e 9 - observabie information-binsry
ANS - double' precision time
LTEMP -:'packed word of data types
(TEMP (I), I = 1, 4) - values of the 4 observables
LTEMP1 - packed word for quality bits = 0
1COUNT - count number of data pt on th_ tape.
Symbols Used
COMMON Symbols
HACC, TPMAT1, TPMAT2, TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT9, TPIITIO,
XNNEW
Symbols used in Refraction Portion-all single precision
YDOT - component of vehicle velocity vector projected
tnto-_the plane formed by vehicle, station and
earth center.
CD - cosine of DELTA
CTNEW- cosine _¢" , _ = the current elevation angle
during iterations
CTPREV - cosine _-I during iterations
DzscR.- I -cos2 (sin2 )
'_/t'_ ,."
32-2
t
DRACC - accumulated range correction
DTEMP - in'_'ermedtate DRACC's
ER - error angle at the center of the earth
F22 - square of the down frequency
GMACC - accumulated bending angle of the refracted ray
HLAST - final _ h, if increment not exact in troposphere
or ionosphere
HT - altitude of vehicle above sea level
HTEMP - current span of tncrementation for a specific
layer
ICODE - flag for exact or non-exact tncrementation
: l, non-exact
: 2, exact, or HLAST has been used
IFG - flag word for model
ILAYER - flag for which of 4 atmospheric layers vehicle is in
= 1, troposphere
= 2, lower vacuum
= 3, ionosphere
= 4, upper vacuum
JLAYER - f.lag for which layer is currently being computed
= 1, troposphere
= 2, ionosphere
NCORR - flag for which errors are to be computed
- i, a11
= 2, Range only
= 3, skip Range
- 4, none
m
NDH - number of times to increment within a layer
RATIO - round trip frequency ratio
RDOTER - refraction error in range rate
RFR1 - BCD work : RFRCT1
SAVF2 - saved value of F2
SD - sine of DELTA (corrected elevation angle)
32-3
SNNEW- index of refraction, h_ , during Iterations
SNPREV - index of refraction, _-i ,. during iterations
STNEV_- sine _Z during iterations
STPREV - sine _'-I during iterations
TEST1 - BCD word = RFR2
TEST2 - BCD work = RFR3
TTNEW- tan _ during iterations
TTORIG -tan _= , initial elevation angle
TTPRF.V - tan _'-i during iterations
XDH - current altitude increment ( _ h)
XN -floating point NDH
XNORIG - refractivity at the station
XNPREV - refractivity, J_'-I during iterations
32.5.3 Other Symbols
ALPNM (3,3) - transformation matrix from station topocentric
coordinates to true topocentric coordinates
CA - cosine VCOM (l)
CE - cosine YCOM(2)
DEN -magnitude of the component of ORM projected onto
the horizontal plane
OREBD - east component of ORM in topocentrtc system
ORHSD - up component of ORM in topocentric system
ORM2- square of ORM
ORNSD - north component of ORM in topocentrtc system
SA - sine YCOM (i)
S_ - sine YCOM (2)
SYC- saved value of YCOM (2)
TEMAL (8) - temporary allocations
VCMSC (6) - vector between reference body center and vehicle
YTEMP (2) - temporary YCOM'=,
32-4
DATTYP (4) - array of indices for data types used
FLAG5 - flaq word
INDEX - index for observables in STAOR array
ISTS - saved value of KSTA
KTEMP - saved value of KSTA
KSTAT(S) - (data) - station numbers of paired DSN stations
N - index for number of data types
32.6 Nquations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 6.2
See Ref. 1, Appendix C for Refraction Correction
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33_ Subroutine PFINIT
" 33.1 Puroose
This subroutine performs initialization procedures at the entry of a
burn period.
33.2 Method
The subroutine determines coefficients of six Ghebyshev polynomials which
are valid for the first burn period.
33.3 Program References
33.3.1 PFI_T is called by:
A - MAINA
B1 - MAINB1
33.3.2 PFINIT calls:
OVERFL
33.4 I/O Data
33.4.1 Inputs from CON_ON
HMU', PFPAR, RC, RDC
FPK, IPFT, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, ONE, THREE _JO
33.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
RDTB, RTB, TMAXPF, TSTART, U
AMUD, LIMIT2
33.4.3 Other Inputs
None
33.4.4 Other Outputs
Various intermediate calculations.
33.5 SYmbols Used
33.5.1 CO_ON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT5
33-1
33.5.2 Other Symbols
AVTMX - Aosolute value of total length of burn.
CK(30) - Array of Ck values (K _ O)
CK2ERO(30) - Array of C k valnes (K = O)
C!.C:.,'EIq- Flo;:_t_nc point integer for evaluating CK
CUI_i_ - _'lo_ing point integer for evaluating CX
,r,,_r'_ "_ ._zoorary variable
- Float_nf point integer
_" - :C,al.e factor = i. x 10 6
SFSQU - i_caie facto.- = i. x 10 12
SUM, SU_.A, SUMB, SUMC -Summations
TF2_P - Temporary variable
TMAXM - Tma x to current power.
TMAXSQ - Square of total length of burn.
V(62,3) - Array of thrust coefficients
INDEX, INDEXP, INDEXQ, JL, KPLUSI, LIMI_I, LIMIN2, LIMIT1, _<iN1,
LPLUS2, M, NT, NT1, NT2, NTZ - variable used as indices and !imits
PFERR1 - BCD word = PFERR1
VOFI, VOFJ, VOFK, VOFM - floating point intege:
W(61,5) - Array of position polynomials
33.6 Eauations Used
See Reference i, Appendix B and Section 3.4
I.
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34. Subroutine PFLGHT
34.1 P_rpose
This subroutine computes the effect of a thrust perturbation. It is used
only _n the Encke method. The for_Jlation used was developed because it has, as
an extension, an analytic state transition matrix which can housed in statistical-
ly determining powered flight parameters.
34.2 Metho_
The thrust acceleration vector at the initial burn time, the vehicle mass
and mass rate are converted to a set of coefficients for 6 Che_y shev polynomials.
These coefficients are determined in _m.._ .... The sub_c_++._e, PFLGI_, uses
these coefficients to describe the powered fli?ht tra._ec_ory as a function of
time, Effectively, the subroutine replaces IQ_PLER in Encke's method. Integration
of the equations of motion continues exactly as if powered _+.._.....was not involved.
34.3 Program Reference_
34.3.1 PFLGHT is called by:
EITGRA
34.3.2 PFLGHT calls:
SERVCE
34.4 I/O Data
34.4.1 Inputs from BL_2_K COMMON
T
FPK, MPLUS2, ONE, T_C
34.4.2 Inputs from BLOCK CO_0N - /CPF/
U, TMAXFF, TSTART
LIM/T2
34 - I
RDTB,RTB
34.4-4 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
34.5 Symbols Used
TEN2 - Saved value of TSTAR
TN - Time from start of burn
TPRIME -Relative time factor
TSTAR -Relative time factor
TSTARP -Relative time factor
34.6 Equations Us_
See Ref i, Section 3.4
34 - 2
34.7 FLOW DIAGRAM - PFLGHT
I I
[ comeor_.RT#, ; _re).,.
35- S._r_,.t_..e r._._
35.1 Purpohe
This subroutine prints out current trajectory information.
35.2 i'_thod
Depending on whether the time entered c°rresponds to a print time, the
program checks each of the I0 elements in the IPSEC array. If the value is
7 O, the corresponding section is printed.
To determine whether it is a print time, the subroutine first checks
to see whether the present time is within th_ print portion (ETPI) of a total
print period (TAU). If not, no prir_u_ js done. If so,it next checks the
value of the print interval within DTFI (PRATZ). _f it is negative, it always
prints. If it is positive, and it is the first time into th present print
period, it prints, otherwise no printing is done. When FDE = 1 or 4, printing
occurs at each entry to the routine.
35.3 ProFr.am R_ferences
35.3.1 PRINTA is called by:
MAINA
35.3.2 PRIhmfA calls:
DDOT, DOMUD, SERVCE
t
35.4 I/0 Data
35.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
CONST, CPOS, CRAD, CVEL, EPSSQ, GAMM, PRENUT, RC, RDC, SCALE, STAC, T,
T_IAX, _OPi, YCOM
C'_7_IN,DTPI, IXADD(IO), KSTA, MDE, MINUSI, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS4, _?_,_IEF,
,,_._, NUMT, NYF_%RP, ONE,PRATE, PVALPH, SIXTY, STA_, TAU, T_, TWO
Tk_f4, TZERO, USETYP
_5- _
ID?J,SQTMU
_MUD,IXADD(IO), FY_PR
35-4.3 Other Inputs
None
35.4.4 Other Outputs
See Ref. 2, Section 3.1
35.5 Symbols Used
35.5.1 CO,v24ONSymbols
35.5.2
TPMAT4, TPMATi, TPMAT6, .._,....., _.;,_u, TPMAT9
Other Symbols
DATYPE(4) - Stoi-_ BCD wo:-ds of _ch_ o'_,servation types used.
ESPAL(4,7,2) - (_ata) - BCD words for use in prin_in__ :ecti_,t _i.
4'_FTAU - Fractional part of print period (TAU)
IDAYS - Integer number of days from beginning of launch year
IDT - Fractional portion of current time in integer -o._m.
IHRS - Integer number of hours from 5eginn .n_ of launch year.
IMIN - Integer number of zinutes from Beginning of launch year.
/
IPNT -Current print section
IT - Current time in integer form_ also 9sod _ ter_jorary e_ega
K - Current data type
KJP - Indicator for type of off*board observation.
KPR - Indicator to determine next print time.
NCODE - Index for CPOS and CVEL for printing section 9.
NPI Star number of on-board observation . '"'"
"'_,Q,_,_,
NP2 - Station number of on-board observation.
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NUMTAU - Number of the print period being processed
OBTYPE (25) - (_ata) - BCD types, for printing Sections 2 and i0
OBUNIT (25) - (Data) - BCD units, for printing Section I0
03CULl - BCD word = 0SCULl
OSCUL2 - BCD word - 0SCUL2
POST - Positive value of T
PVAL(4,7) - (nata) - BCD words for printing Section 5
REFBOD(7) - (Data) - BCD words for printing Section 1
35.6 Equations Used
Equations used for the osculatin_ elements and subsatellite point computations
follow standard equations.
35 - 3
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36. _ubroutine I_T
36.1
This subroutine cmmputes the paraeters pertlnent to a rectification in
Encke's method.
36.2 N,
The two-body position and velocity vectors are equated to the true position
and velocity vectors. In addition, these components are saved. Perturbations
in position and velocity are set equal to zero, and elements used by the KEPLER
subroutine are computed.
36.3 _O,Tam Rsferencem
36.3.1 RECT is called by:
A - _, MAIn
BI - EITGRA, NIDEI
36.3.2 P_T calls:
DDOT, DOMSD
36-1
36.5 S,vmbols U_ed. other thap COMMON
RECTI - BCD word - RECT
RECTT - saved time
36.6 Equations Used
SQTMU =
Do = RI • RI //CA
Co:I -l_ll_
&
36 - 2
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37. Subroutine S_E (A,B,C,I)
37.1
To compute the cross product of 2 vectors A and B stored in C and/or the
magnitude, magnitude squared and c_bed of C in C(4-6).
37.2
_en I = I, the cross product of A and B is stared in C (1-3) a_ ccmtixmes
as when I= 2.
_en I = 2, the magnitude cnbedp magnitude, and magnitude squared is stored
in C (4-6)p respectively.
37.3 P_c_ram References
S_VCE is called by most subroutines in A_ BI and B2 programs.
37% Data
37.4.1 Inputs
A - first matrix (not used when I = 2)
B - second matrix (not used when I = 2 )
C(I-3) - X,Y,Z courdinates (input when I = I)
I - flag word (see above)
N.B. when I = 2, the input vector C must be in the third arEmaen_
37.4.20_t_s
C(I-3) -X,Y,Z coordinates (when I = I)
C(4-6) -See "Equations Used"
37.5
X-te_rarystc_age
37 - I .
i"
37.6 Equations Used
C(1) = A(2) . B(3) - B(2) . A(3)
C(2) = A(3) . BCI) - B(3) . A(1)
C(3) = A(1) . B(2) - B(1) . A(2)
c(4.) = [c(:]_)2 + c(2)2 + c(3)2] 3/2
c (5) = [c (1)2 + c (2)2 + c(_)2] ½
0(6) = C(1) 2 + C(2) 2 + C(3) 2
37 - 2
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38. Subroutine STACUL
38.1
This subroutine determines the time of occultation (YCOM(23)). One
of two types of occultation may be considered, vehicle or star occultation.
38.2
A Newton-Raphson iteration is used on the two-body solution to determine
the time of occultation. When considering star occultation, the occulting
body is the reference body, except in the earth-moon system, in which either
the moon or the earth can do the occulting. Vehicle occultation occurs only
in moon reference. Up to three different ground stations may be considered
for o_cultation.
38.3 Program References
38.3 .I STACUL is called by:
A - MAINA
BI - MAINBI
38.3.2 STACUL calls :
DDOT, D_?fML, EPHEM, KEPLER, SERVCE, STAPOS
38.4.1 Inputs fr_ COMMDN
CPOS, CVEL, DPADD(18), EMIR, O_PLS, OVB, PRENUT, RC, KOC, RDTB, RTB,
STAC, T, TH, TPMATI (from STAPOS), YCOM
FPK, IBTAR, IXADD(15), IXADD(16), IXADD(20). KOMP, IS'TA,MPLU_I,
MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MWREF, ONE, PURP, RADII, SP._DD(7), STAR, TWO
38 - 1
38 °4.2 Outputs to C0_4ON
DPADD(18), T, TH, YCOM
IXADD(14), roMP, KSTA, SPADD(8}, SPADD(IO), 8PADD(II)
38.4.3 Other Inputs and Output|
None
3B.5
38.5.1 CO_N 5_ymbols
TPMAT2, TPMAT6, TPMATT, TPMATSp TPMAT9
38.5.2 Other Symbols
TSTT- saved T
ICT - c_unt on number of stations being processed
IFLG- flag
m Ip Star ocaultati_ap referenoe body is the occ_l%img _x_7
= 2p Star occ_Itationp non-reference body is the oceulting
B 3_ Yehicle occultation
ISEgTA - saved station n_mher
C
1T_- saved value of referenee
38.6 Es-ati-ms Ussd
See Ref. I_ Section 6.2.
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38.7 FIZ_DIAGRAM - _TACI_
®
STACUL - Contlt_ued
38 - 4
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39. Subroutine STAP_
39.1 Psr_e
This subroutine cu_putes the station position and velocity vectors.
39.2 Method
The subroutine computes the location and velocity of statimm an the surfaoe
of the earth in inertial coat, inares.
39.3 Program References
39.3_ STAPOS is called by:
A - 08S_A
BI - _SRBI
39.3.2 STAPOS calls:
DI_qL, DOI,aD, NWPRS
39_ z/o _ta
39.4.1 Inputs from CO_
EP_, GAM, _, STAHT, STALN, STALT, STAOR
39.4.2 Outputs to COMM_
GHA, STAC
39 .4.3 Other Inputs
None
39.4.4 Other Outputs
None
39.5
39.5.1 C0_R_N Symbols
TPMAT, TPMATI, TPMAT4
39-1
39.5.2
39.6
Other Symbols
STPOSI -BCD word = STAR3S
Esuations Used
See Ref. I, Section 6.
39-2
39.V FLOW DIAGRAM
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40. Subrc: fine TI_
40.1
This subroutine determines the time at which the program is to compute
the observation and printing for the A _c_]e.
40.2
Logi_ is set up for establishing an array of times of interest from which
the earliest time is selected. Flags are set whe_ the time selected is T_MX a_d
when a time is repeated.
40.3 Program References
T_A is called by:
_INA
40. 
40.4.1 Xnpats from CO_@gSN
DELTP, PFPAR, HI'ATE, T, TMAX
_D, IPFT, YPS, KM, K_TA, MA_A, _OE, MINUBI, MINUB2, MPL_I, MPL_2, _,
, NUT, PFON, TDEIAY
40.4.2 Outputs to C0_N
TD, T_AN, TSIBN
FPK, IRT, IXADD(5), KM, ESTA,
40_.3 Other Inputs
None
40.4.4 Other Outputs
Nolle
40.5 S_ols U.sed other thaq COM_DN
F£_/TN - .1_t ti:_:e _.rocesned
TX - time 0 or T _3X, depending ca directiom of integration
TY - assigned the ti_,e opposed to TX
40-1
FPIP- floating point IPS, 0 or I depending on direction of integrati_on
FPN - floating point NUT, 0 or I
ISTI- flag for selecting powered flight parameters
IST2 - flag_' for selecting powered flight parameters
K- indicates directio_ of integration
VNA- floating point NA element
40°6 Fauatians Used
K=(2 r2s- l) (2 m - I)
]_ is 0 ifTMAX> 0
]D is _I if TMAX _ 0
I_ is 0 if integration is to proceed away from TO
YPS is I if integration is to proceed toward
oPFo_ : o
.o
41. Subroutine XFORM
41.1
This subroutine eooepte input informetion concerninq the
vehicle's initial conditions, in ony one of eeverel coordtnoto
sy|tems and units, then convert! them to the tnternml unite. In
addition, if desired, the coordinates san be transformed into
the base date system treneformmtton through precession, nutstton
and/or ltbrstton.
41.2
gee "Zquattens Used"
41.3 p_Qormm_Raftrin_tS
41.3.1 XFORM is called by!
A - INPUTA
B1 - INPTB 1
41.3.2 XFORM calls=
DMTML, DOMUD
41.4 I/O Data
41.4.1
41.4.2
Inputs from COMMON
CRAD, DIN, EPSSQ, SEC, T, TB, TWOPZ
HMIN, HRS, M6, MPLUSI, MPLUS3, ONEISIXTY, SUMCOM, THREE, TWO
Outputs to COMMON
CT, D, DT, E, EQ, GAM, GAMM, GHA, PRF-NUT, PROPNL, PSI,
RCIN, RDCIN, .TPMAT9 (I-6), TTMATI, TTMAT3, WE, XC,
XM, XO
IXADD (6-9), KLIBR, KSNAP, MRREF
41-1
41.4.3
41.4.4
Other Inputs
KLM, KLMI, KLM2, KLM3 - See Ref. 2, Input Section 2
Other Outputs
None
Symbols Used
COMMON Symbols
TPMAT, TP_AT1, TPMAT4, TPMAT5, TPMAT6, TPMAT7
41.5.2 Other Symbols
XNUT1 - BCD word : XFORM
41.5.2.1 For computing expressions for nutatton and ltbratton
GP, XL
G(21), S (21), X2C, X2GP, X2L, X3C
See write'up for NUTPRE (30.5)
41.5.2.2 For computing precession, nutatton
CONV, TPR, TZP - See NUTPRE (30.5)
41.5.2 For computing libration
AIOTA, CDEL, CEE, CI, CO, COSP, CV, DEL, DOSI, _E, G, GW2,
G_W2, GP, OSP, SDEL, SE_, SG, SI, SIR, SO, S02, SOSP, SV,
V, W, W2
AU, R
See write-up for CMNOBP (7.5)
41.5.2.4 For computing _ matrix
X3 / - See NUTPRE (30.5)
DELAPH J
41.5.2.5 Transformation Portion
SCAL (3, 7_ - table of conversion factors
X, X3, X4, X6 - scale factors
41-2
DI - integer value of D
IGFLG_ KLM.M_ KMOON- flag words
41.6 Equations Used
See Re£. 1, Appendix A
41-3
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42. Subroutine BAYSBI
42. ] Purpose
This subroutine provides the major loqlc for solutlon of the
orbit determination problem by the use of Bayes estimation methods.
42.2 Method
This subroutine utilizes information from the satellite ephemeris
tape and from its own internal subroutines. In the Bayes method,
a Newton-Raphson iteration technique ts employed until certain
input converqence criteria are met. Upon converqence, the
estimates of the input states and thetr uncertainties are updated
from the initial ttme to the final time wlth intermediate prints,
if needed. See Sectlon 2 of this manual for a complete descrip-
tion of the interplay among the MAINBI=BAYSB1, F XECB] and SUMARY
routines.
42.3 Proqram References
42.3.1 BAYSB] is called byz
MA I NB 1
42.3.2 BAYSB1 calls=
DALFA, DDOT, DMTML, DOMUD, FIX, MAT]NV, PASMB], FB1A,
PRNTB1, SBSRB1, SERVCE, SNOBS, SNPTL, STLSB1, SYMMAT
42.4
42.4.1
I/O Data ""
Inputs from COMMON
DELY, RC, RDC, T, TIN, TMAX
AMUD, CSTAB, DATTYP, FDOWN, FUP, IRDATA, TSUMRY, LSFLAG,
M6, MBATCH, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MPLUS4, MWRF_F, MXPASS,
ONF, PAST, PSPACF, R_JCTI
42-1
42.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
CPOS, OSAVE, RC, RDC, STAT, YOBS
AMUD, ARF.J, DATTYP, FI, F2, YCOUNT, IPLNT JFLAG, KTAB,
LSFLAG, NPASS, NUMDAT, SPADD (8), SPADD IlO)
42.4.3 Other Inputs
42.4.3.1 Preconvergence Mode - LSFLAG=O
42.4.3.1.I First record of nominal tape - ]oglca] tape II.
a) ((STAT (1, J), 3 = i, 6), I = 1, 3}
b) ((STAT (I, J), J = I, 6), I : 4, 6)
Q-I
42.4.3.1.2 Complete data set - two or more sets.
a) ICOUNT, T, RC, RDC, IPLNT, TKRAW, LTEMP, DATA, LTEMPI,
MWREF, (CPOS (I, IPLNT), I- 1, 6)
b) ((ALAMI (I, J), 3 = i, 6), I = i, 2), (CV_L (I, IPLNT),
I - i, 6)
c) ((ALAMI (I, 3), J - I, 6), I - 3, 6)
where ALAM1 is state transiti'on matrix and others
as per COMMON descriptions
42.4.3.2 Post Conv ezgence Mode - LSFLAG : 1
42.4.3.2.1 First record of nomlnal tape - logical tape 11.
Same as 42.4.3.1.1 - Q matrix
42.4.3.2.2 Truncated data set - two or more sets
a) T, RC, RDC, MWREF, ((ALAMI (I, 3), J : i, 6), I - i, 2)
b) ((ALAMI (I, J), 3 = I, 6), Y = 3, 6)
42.4.4 Other Output_
42.4.4.1 Preconvergence Mode - LSFLAG - 0
Same as 42.4.3.1 with the exception that STAT array is
written where ALAM1 is read in.
42-2
42.4.4.2 Rejection information - BCD
If, BMAT (II, I), YCOM (I]), DFLY (N)
where II is the index for the observation type
BMAT (II, 1) - observed values of observation
YCOM (II) - computed value of observation
DELY (N) - residual
42.4.4.3 Summary information - logical tape 10
T, KSTA, ICOUNT, (BMAT (I, 2), I = I, 25), (BMAT
(I, l), I-i, 25), AREJ
42.4.4.4 Convergence information
"Convergence has fai]ed in (NPASS) passes"
"Convergence not attained =
"Convergence has occurred"
42.5 Symbols Used
42.5. I COMMON Symbols
ALAMI, ATMAT, DF.LALP, _.BAR, SAVELI, SMAT
BMAT, KP, INT, TEMP (1)
42.5.3 Other Symbols
RCPRI (6) - saved initial position vector
I RDCPRI (6) - saved initial velocity vector
TMMP - end-of-batch criterion! duimy read-in
BAYF_R1, BAYF.S2, BAYES3, BAYES4 - BCD words = (same
variable name)
--used for error conditions
II - temporary storaqe
IRTEMP (4) - unpacked LTEMPI
K - temporary storage
KTEMP - argument in calling FIX
LL - index
42-3
NDATA - number of good data points in a batch
NUMDTT - saved NUMDAT for packing matrices
42.6 Equations Used
See Ref. 1 , Section 5.3
42-4
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43. Subroutine DALFA
43°1 __
This subroutine transforms the variatioms in the m( parameters (DELALP)
to variations in the state variables (DELX).
_ .2 The finite rotation method is used.
_3.3 __ _Reference_
43.3.1 DALFA _s called by:
BAYSB_, STATBI
4_.3.? DALFA calls:
BOOT, DOMUD, S_VUE
z:._ i_.o_m _!_t
._,.3.i.] lnpu-hs from COM_K)N
DE[$1i, U_._T,RA, RC, RDC
_fPLL[:_,;}LIB2, ONE_ TWO
"_ " _:_tputs to COMMON
±3.4.3 0the-- Invats or Outputs
Ncne
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44. EX_I
This routine is the e_cutive program for the BI mode.
44.2
This routine calls the luput routine, the Bi main routine and the
routine.
44.3 Prozram References
calls:
INPT_I, MAI_BI, SU_U_Y
44.4.1 Inputs fr_ COMMON
AJ_, FIRST, INPERR, ISTAT, ISUMRY, KIAST, KTAB, MPLUBI, N_T, NT
44e4.2 OUtputs to CO_I_N
FIRST, NT
44.5 Symbols _ed other than C0_@_
NO _ _ 1
44.6 Ea_ti_A _e_
None
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44.7 FLOW D,_GP_ , EXECBI
45. Functiom FIERNG (RMEAN, RSIGMA, IG[)ESII,
45.1
This subroutine generates random noise in the _
simulated __-_
B2 modes for
The subroutine computes the pseudo-random number _ ,i:.ying the
density function in the interval (0,I) sad frm, that generates the C_ussian
pseudo-randum number with a mean of X and standard deviatlcm of _".
The sequence is cyclic fur 235 numbers generated.
45.3  ferenc 
FIERRG is called by:
B1 - OSSI_I, ONOBS, SK%'I_I, S_(_S
B2 - B2B(B, B20B_, B2STOB_ (]8BSR
45_ I/O _ata
45 .I Iaputs
IGUESS - current value of the pseudo-random n_mber satisi_ the
rectanguisr density function
RMEAN - statistical meanp X
RSIGM_ - standard deviation_
45.4.2 Outputs
FIERNG- the Gaussian random number
IGUESS - same as above
RNGFm -the floating point value of IGUESS
45 - I
A5.5
OO1W - mealing faetorp 235
- constant used for generating reetangular deneity_ oe_al .788
X(2) - %he 2 l_e_o-ra_om n_ere satisfying the rectangular densi%y
funotien
45.6 Esuatinas Used
Psnd@ - random numbers satisi_ring the ree_r density f_nc%icn
_I =(27+'l)% + ._8
_sian _o-m_om number
+ _" _-_ Io_. ,i) ½oo. 2 Tr _+1
45 - 2
o1
1
smm.e.meu_.mu_m _m_mmu_e.mmm
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46. Subroutine INPTBI
46. I Purpose
This subroutine reads in all data necessary for one run.
46.2 Method
The subroutine initializes necessary data and reads _n sections desired.
Depending on the input quantity KST-DRD, certain variables are either read in or
set up within the program to nominal values.
46.3 Program References
46.3.1 INFTBI is called by:
EXECBI
46.3.2 INPTBI calls:
DDOT, DMTML, DOMUD, FIX, MATI _, PASMEI, SERVCE, XFCRM
46.4
46.4.1 For a complete listing of data deck see Ref. 2, Section 2.2
A printout is made of all input quantities.
46.4.2 In Bayes statistics, Q-I is written on logical tape ii on two records.
((STAT(I,J), J=l,6), I=1,3)
((STAT(I,J), J=l,6), I=4,6)
46.5 Symbols Used
DYNARR(60) - (Data)- nominal values of dynamic states.
SCAL(3,7) - (Data) - the matrix for which the array SCALE is chosen,
depending on IUNIT.
TZ - time from start of launch day
ALPHA(3,7) - (Data) - Matrix from which the array PVALPH is chosen,
depending on IUNIT.
CDN(40) - (Data) - Standard coefficient of drag table.from which CDT _s set
DAYN - number of days from Jan. i, 1960 to launch year
DTSUP -Print suppression portion of print interval (TAU)
IGGSD - initial guess for random number generator
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ii'_(_) - (1)ata) - array of alphamerlc titles
ITi'Pi,g(12) - array read in for title of run
IN - index for IPR array
NN _ndex o[ first ST_OR variable to be read in
NN2 .. index of last STAQ)R variable to be read in
PASIIJ - data word for _etting PAST
PSPACD - data word /'or setting PSPACE
RECTI - BCD word = RF._TI
XMACHN(40)-(Data) - standard Math number tables from which XMACH is s_t up
46,(, Equations Used
When P matrix read in, transformation to q matrix is as follows:
Q s-lp(s -1)
S_e 1NPUTA(26.7)
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47. Subroutine MAINB]
t
47.1 Purpose
The purpose of the MAINBI program is to control the program
through its major phases. The prlncipal functions of this sub-
routine are=
. Read the data tape and select points to be processed
. Provide logical controls for the Bayes and the Minimum
Variance Statistics sub-programs
. Provide logical controls for the Encke and The Cowell
Integration sub-programs
. Time correct data when requested by the user
47.2 Method
The routine has been divided into 7 principal sub-sections.
These sub-sections are illustrated in the qeneral flow diagram
which follows. Their names and functions ares
47.2.1 Minimum Variance Initialization
Provides inltial values for many variables common to the
minimum variance statistics program. Initialization of these
variables cannot be made in INPUT because of the ability of the
program to iterate through the data without returning to the
INPUT routine.
47.2.2 Bayes Initializatlon
Provides the controls for starting the Bayes process upon
first entry from EXHCB1 as well as controlling the iteration
process when convergence does not occur on the first pass through
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the data. It also controls a preliminary mode which may have
usefulness in cases where the _ priori initial conditions are
poor.
47.2.3 Timing Control Section
Provides the controls for selection of mtimes o£ interest N
(program symbol TD). These "times" are discrete values to whtch
the program is always referenced. Examples o£ these "times of
interest N ares
. Initial Time
• Final Time
. Data Point Times
. Print Times
. Burn Start and Burn Completlon Times
Included in this se'ction is the "RECORD" sub-section whose
purpose is to read the data tape, to select data points of interest
to the user (based on inputted information), to resolve ambiguities
in Range and Range Rate data from certain systems, and to convert
certain types of data to units acceptable to the program.
47.2.4 Integration Control Section
Provides proper ca1.1s to the Encke or Cowe11 integrator and,
when returning from these integrators, provides the flow of the
subsequent operations depending upon the reason for returning
from the integrators.
Encke integration returns when=
a. A rectification is indicated
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(MAINB1 tests the rectification Criteria indicator
(KOMP). If the reason for rectification ts because of a change
of reference planet, the integration control section transforms
the state transition matrix into values appropriate to the new
reference body). _'"
b, T = TD, TD belng the present "tlme of !nterest N.
Cowell Integration returns when=
a. T = TD, as above for Encke
b. Reference body change is indicated
Although the Cowell method does not require rectification
as in the Encke method, the state transition matrix employed in
either case is the two-body STM. Therefore, a two-body subroutine
(KEPLER) is employed. Since the accuracy of this FTM is propor-
tional to the closeness o£ the %wo body trajectory to the N-body,
tests for the deviation between the two are made at appropriate
intervals. When this test indicates a significant deviation has
developed, the two-body model and the STM are =updated" by the
rectification process.)
47.2.5 Minimum Variance Main Control Section
This section controls calls to the minimum variance statistics
subroutine =STATB1 u and to the trajectory print routine. It sets
up special flags depending upon the reason for calling STATB1.
47.2.6 Minimum Variance End Control Section
This section provides the logic for terminal procedures when
required.
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47.2.7 Bayes Main Control Section
This section has two main functions. First, it controls the
writing of data on a scratch tape. These data include the satellite
ephemeris, observation _ata, the state transition matrix, and
certain planet ephemeris information. A second function is to
properly terminate the Bayes procedure both when convergence has
and has not been achieved
47.3 Proqram References
47.3.1 MAINB1 is called by=
EXECBI
47.3.2 MA INB1 calls=
BAYSBI, CITGRA, DDOT, DMTML, EITGRA, FIX, KEPLER, NUTPRE,
PASMBI, PBIA, PDUMP , PFINIT, RECT, STACUL, STATB]
47.4 I/O Data
47.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
ALAMI, COMB, CPOS, DELTP, DTK, DTL, GAMM, ORM, PFPAR,
PREVTN, RC, RDC, RDI, RDTB, RI, RTI, RT2, RTB, SMAT,
STALN, STALT, T, TD, TMAX, TMAX2, TPRELM, TSPAN, TSUBN,
TX, TZHRS, YOBSNU
AMIJD, C2TAB, C3TAB, CEPID, CLUE, CNT, FDOWN, FIRST, FPK,
[=UP, ID, IMODE, IPFT, IPS, IRT, ISTAT, ISUMRY, ITER2,
KOMP, KSTA, KTC, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MPLUS4, NA,
NPFSET, NUMDAT, ONE, PASF, PASS, PFLAG, SLUE, SPADD (9),
SUMCOM, TDELAY, TWO, TYPE
47.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
ALAMI, DELTP, FRQ, ORM, PREVTN, RDI, RI, TD, TIN, TK,
TKRAW, TL, TMAX, TMAXX, TP, TSUBM, TSUBN, TX, TY, YOBS
CLUE, CNT, DATTYP, FI, F2, FIRST, FPIP, IMODE, IMODES,
IPFT, IPS, IRT, ITER2, ITERS, IXADD (16), KLAST, KOMP,
KSTA, KTAB, LSFLAG, MBATCH, MFLAG, NA, NPASS, NT, NUM,
NUMDAT, NUT, PASF, PASS, PFLAG, PFON, TDELAY, USETYP,
VMASS
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47.4.3 Other Inputs
From tape 9-blnary
TKRAW, LTEMP, TEMP (1-4), LTEMP1, ICOUNT
47.4.4 Other inputs
47.4.4.1 Least Squares - truncated binary data set on tape 11
I) T, RC, RDC, MWR_F,((STAT (I, 3), 3 = i, 6), I . I, 2)
2) ((STAT (I, 3), J = 1, 6), I - 3, 6)
47.4.4.2 Least Squares - complete data set on tape 11
i) ICOUNT, T, RC, RDC, ICOUNT, TKRAW, LTEMP, DATA,
LTEMP1, MWRFF, (CPOS (I, IPLNT), I = 1, 6)
2) ((STAT (I t J), J = 1, 6), I = 1, 2), (CVEL (I, IPLNT),
I- l, 6)
3) ((STAT (I, J), J. 1, 6), I = 3, 6)
47.4.4.3 T for "START OF BURN" and "END OF BURN"
47.5 Symbols Used
47.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT5, TPMTIO
47.5.2 Other Symbo] s
DATA (4) -Temporary storage of observation from data type
FPN - Floating point value indtcatinq whether T is at 0
or at TMA X
IDUM - Number of powered £11ght burn period just completed
IFACTR -The integer factor used tn building up the new
packed Indicator word durlng rejection testtnq
IFPK -+ or -i, dependlng on dlrectlon of integratlon
(used in burn phase)
IT - An index used for picking up the proper value In
se veral tabular arrays
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IRRDOT (4) - unpacked LTHMPl
ISCONT - saved ICOUNT
J - Temporary storage of the data type code number
KTEMP - saved KSNAP
LLL -A flag, when set non-zero, which specifies if a
vaiid observation exists within a data set
LM - Temporary storage at the data type code ncmber
M -An indicator derived from the unpacked LTFMP], which,
when non zero, indicates that a data point from the
Goddard R/_ system is to be rejected,
t
MFB - Indicator used to determine which time in powered
flight array, PFPAR, is finish of burn
MSB - same as MFB, except indicates start of burn
NNN - an index used for picking up the proper value
from a tabular array
NUMVAL (4) - unpacked NUM (KSTA)
TA - The period of the lowest range tone used in ambiauity
resolution
TRY - The correct (unambiguousl round trip propagation time
XK - The bias frequency to be used with the current data set
XN- The cycle count to be used with the current data set
47.6 "RECORD" Subsection
47.6.1 Purpose
The purpose of the RECORD portion of the MAIN program is to
continually provide the proper set of observation data for statistical
processing.
• 47.6.2 Method
First, the program reads sets of observation data until the
first raw time of observation which is less than or equal to current
47-6
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time in the program is reached. This set Is then subjected to a
series of tests against various criteria to determine whether some
or all of the observations within a set are to be rejected. If all
are rejected, the data tape is re-read until a set is obtained with
one or more acceptable observations.
If the acceptable data set is within an allowable time
interval of curren_ time, and the time correction option has been
specified, the raw observation time will be modified. This modified
time is then used by the program to determine when the observation
set is to be prdcessed.
With data from the Goddard Range and Range Rate System,
ambiguities in the observed data must be resolved.
47.6.3 Program References
The SIMPLE RECORD is itself a block of coding contained in
the MAIN program.
Subroutines called ares
EPHEM , FIX, KEPLER, NUTPRE
47.6.4 I/O Data
The following variables are read from the data tape=
(logical tape 9)
TKRAW - the raw time, in hours, of the data set, referenced
to 0 hours, January i, 1960.
LTEMP - A packed word, consisting of station number and
observation types for the data set.
TEMP (I_, I = 1, 4 - the observation values, for which at
least the first must be non-zero.
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LTEMP1 -A paCked word, consisting of a data rejection indicator
and four flags for use in time correction and ambiguity
resolution.
ICOUNT - The record number of the observation set on the data
tape.
47.7 Equations Used
47.7.1 Ambiguity Resolution in the Goddard R/R System
c/s.
converted to pick up the proper frequency from C1TAB.
Ranqe
The table (C1TAB) contains 3 frequencies: 8, 32 and 160
The first number in the unpacked data word LTEMPI must be
The
algorithm used is:
I = K - INT I__3 _
where K is the data word and I is the proper
tabular entry in CITAB
The data word corresponding to range _s a time, in seconds,
between zero crossings of the low frequency modulation on the CW
carrier. The frequency of modulation _s defined by the unpacked
LTEMPl data word.
The wavelengths of these three modulation frequencies
are approximately 22,000, 5,500 and i,i00 statute miles. Thus,
in many cases, the vehicl#s range is such that several complete
cycles of the modulation frequency are completed during the round
trip transmission time. The instrumentation measures the difference
between zero crossings, but is unable to measure the number of
completed cycles. The orbit determination program must compute the
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number of complete cycles, then add the measured difference to
determine the range.
This ambiguity resolution capability is implemented by
the foltowing equations=
K = INT ' _(S n - Sd} x FR + ._
Where Sn is the nominal round trip time in seconds
Sd is the data time, in seconds "
FR is the modulation frequency, in c/s
Thus, S n - Sd is the approximate round trip time of the
signal, in seconds. (S n - Sd) x FR converts this to the number
of cycles of the modulation frequency in the round trip path.
The added constant, 0.5, assuxes that round-off error
does. not cause the ambiguity resolver to be off by one complete
cycle.
The time (in seconds) of the round trip signal is then
found from=
T = K/FR + S d
Where K (found above) is the integer number o£ cycles
' in the path
FR is the frequency of the signal
Sd is the data
K/FR is the number of seconds in the computed integer
number of cycles. Added to this is the data, Sd, which is the
amount of time of the remalnlng fraction of a cycle.
The range is computed by multiplying the round trip time
by the velocity of light.
47- .c,
Ranq_ Rote
The data in the range rate system is the number of seconds
required to count a pre-selected number of Doppler (plus bias) cycles.
The conversion from the units of the data (seconds) to
units of range rate (ER/HR) is given by the equation=
- c (K-
Where C'is the velocity of light
f is the up frequency (defined by C3TAB)
K is the bias frequency (defined by C3TABI
N is the preselected cycle count (defined by C2TAB)
_t is the data.
47.7.2 Yime Correction in the Goddard R/R System
Range
The time assigned to the range data is the time that the
measured signal leaves the satellite. The time on the data tape is
the time the measurement at the ground station is started. Thus,
Td _- TK + AT - TR____T
2
Where Td is the time assigned to the data
TK is the time of the data as defined by the data tape
_T is the measured data
TRT is the round trip transmission time.
Range Rate
The time assigned to the range rate data is the time
that the measured signal leaves the satellite. The time on the
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data tape is the time the measurement at the r ground station is
started:
T d = T K + _T - TRT
47.7.3 Translation of the State Transition Matrix Across a
Reference Body Change
The state transition matrix is modified when the trajectory
is referenced to a new body.
-!
Where A is the state transition matrix in the first
'_ reference system
St 1
-1
St 2
reference system at the rectification time,
tr
is the S -1 matrix evaluated tn the second
reference system at the rectification time,
tr
A is the state transition matrix tn the second
¢_rj_reference system.
o_
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48. Subroutine MATINV (AMATRX, II, J3, M}
48.1 Purpose
This subroutine inverts a non-singular matrix. The inverted
matrix may overwrite the input matrix or be stored in a new array,
depending on the calling sequence.
48°2 Method
The Gauss-Jordan elimination method is used to invert the
Matrix.
The program first stores the A matrix into %he B matrix and
then performs the inversion on the latter matrix.
48.3
..gr oq r am References
MATINV is called by-
B1 - BAYSBI, INPTBI, STATBI
B2 - B2INPT, BYSB2, STTB2
48.4
m8o4.1
48.4.2
I/0 Data
Inputs
AMATRX - double precision matrix to be inverted
il - actual square dimension of AMATRX ( _'_,o26_
JJ - actual square dimension of BMATRX ( ._" 26)
M- square size of matrix to invert
Outputs
BMATRX - the double precision inverted matrix
This may also be AMATRX
48-i
48.5 Symbols Used
PIVOT - pivot element
SWAP - temporary storage
ICOL - current column
INDEX (26, 2) - saved row and column of each pivot
element
IROW - current row
TEMPI (26) - indicator for whether column has been
used as pivot element
48°6 Equations Used
See any standard numerical analysis text.
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49. Subroutine OBSRBI
49.1 Purpose
This subroutine computes the observables as seen from a ground
station. It applie_ corrections for refraction and assigns proper
time tags to the time of transmission and reception of the signal
at the ground station.
49.2 Method
The time, station number, data types and vehicle location are
transmitted to this s¢lbroutine. The observables are computed and
the refraction correction to each is computed, if requested. The
differences between the computed and observed data are principal
outputs.
49.3 Program References
49.3.1 OBSRBI is called by-
STATBI
49.3.2 OBSRBI calls:
DDOT, DMTML, DOMUD, FIX, FLORNG, MODELA, STAPOS
49.4 I/O Data
49.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
CDS, COMB, CPOS, CVEL, EMIN, EPSSQ, _RAD, FRO, OVB,
PRENUT,'°RC, RCMSC, RDC, STAC, STAHT, STALT, STAOR, T,
TK, TKRAW, TWOPI
DHI, DH2, EBRMLT, FI, F2, H2, H4, IGUESS, IMODF_, KRF,
LTEMP, LTEMPI, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MPLUS4, /
MWREF, ONq, _ RMEAN, STATYP, TEBAR, TWO
49.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
DELY, EBAR, OBSPLS, ORM, OVB, OVSB, RCMSC, T, TSSA, YCOM,
YOBS, YRTEMP, YTEMP
AMUD, ARE3, DATTYP, EBRVAL , IGUESS, KM, KSTA, NCDST,
NUMDAT, RNGFLG
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49.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
49.5 Symbols Used
49.5.1 COMMON SymSols
HACC, TPMATI, TPMAT2, TP_AT4, TPMATS, TPMAT9, XNNEW
49.5.2 Refraction Portion Symbols
See. OBSHRA (32.5.2)
49.5.3 Other Symbols
ALPNM (3, 3) - transformation matrix from station
topocentric coordinate to true topo-
centrlc coordinates
CA - cosine YCOM (1)
CE - cosine YCOM (2)
DEN - magnitude of the component of ORM projected onto
th_ h_rizontal plane
OREBD - east component of ORM in topocentrlc system
ORHSD -bp component of ORM In topocentrlc system
ORM2 - square of ORM
ORNSD - north component of ORM In topocentrlc system
SA - sine YCOM (I)
SE - sine YCOM (2)
TEMAL (8) - temporary allocation
VCMSC (3) - vector between reference body center and vehicle
VRM - magnitude of VCMSC vector
I - index
ISAVJ (4) - saved indices used in forming _BAR matrix
49-2
4906
IZY - flag word
K -tndex
KSTAT (5) - (Data)- statior| numbers of paired DSN stations
KTEMP - saved value of KSTA
KX - index used for observation types in STAOR array
M - temporary varlable
Equations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 6.2
See Ref. 1_ Appendtx C for Refraction Correction
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50. Subroutine OI_BS
50.1
This subroutine computes the on-board observations in the M_n4,,_ Variance
_Ik_ _.
50.2
The re!_tive location of the vehicle with respect to planets and stars is
used to c_ni_ute _he proper observation value.
50.3 Pro_Tam References
50.3.1 ONOBS is called by:
STATBI
50.3.2 ONOBS calls
DDOY, FIX, FIERNG, SER_CE, STAPOS
50.4 I/0 Data
50.4.1 Inputs fr_ COMMON
CPOS, PI, RC, STAC, STAOR, TWOPI
_RMLT_ IGUESS, IMDDE, ISTAR, LTEMP, MAXLUN_ MPL_SIp MPI/E2p MMEEF,
RCDST, ONE, POSLUN, RADII, RMEAN, STAR, STATYP, TEBAR, TWO
50.4.2 Outputs to CO_N
DE_, _AR, CBSPLS, STAI_, STALT, Y_OM, YCBS, YRTEMP,
NATTYP, _BRVAL, KM, KSTA, _AT
50.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
50.5 _:____
50.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, T}_f_
./ 50 - I
50.5.2 Other Symbols
KJ - flag
KP - flag
KX - index for _r__PR array
M - index for dat_ type
NU_OTT - saved N_OAT
RTEMP - temporary storage.
RTEMPI - temporary storage
50.6 Eauations Used
See Ref. I, Section 6.
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51. Subroutine ONFrL
51.1
This subroutine cnmputes the on-board partials of observations with respect
to vehicle position and velocity for the Minimum Variance link.
5 .I .2 _+_
_h,.'._._'ouof the M matrix (SAVELI) is done carrespomdiug to the type of
measurement in which the first 3 colt_ms c_respond to the positi_ vector az_
the seccmd 3 to the velocity vector.
52.3 _rozram References
51.3.10NFfl is called by:
STATBI
51.3.2 0NPTL calls :
DDOT, S_ICE
51.4 I/oData
51.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
CPOS, GBSPL$, RC, RDC, STAC, I_OM, YRT_P, YTEMP
IXADD(16), MPL_I, MPL_3, M_EF, NUMDAT, RADII, TWO
51.4.2 Outputs to COMMDN
SAVELI
NUMDAT
51.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
51.5
51.5.1 CO_N Symbols
TPM_T4, TPMAT6, TPMETT, TPMATS, TPMAT9
51-1
51.5.2
51.6
Other Symbols
ICOL- current column
]ROW - current row
_,current type - 16
KTYPE- index
Eouations Used
See Ref. I, Section 6.3.4.
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52. Su_o_lae _4BI (ZFLAG)
52.1
This subrc_tine computes the S, S"I
on IFLAG.
or state %ransitlcnm_-ix depeadiag
52,2
Whe_ IFIAG = I, compute S is SMAT
_ _AG = 2, compute_-I in S_
When IFLAG = 3, compute state transition
Matrix in _. If KOMP = 4, unity m_rix
In Bayes statistics, when KDMP = 0, the State Transition Matrix is stored
In STAT. It is the acc_ated m_ from tile O, rather than from the laa_
data point as is done in M1nimsm Variance.
52.3 _re_ram Referencm
52.3.1 PASMBI is called by:
BA_I, _I, STAll
52.3.2 PA_BI calls:
DDOT, DMrML, DOMe, SERVCE
•52 _.2
Inputs from CO_lql_
BETA, EFI, EF2, EF6, EFt, HMU, RC, P_, RDI, RDTB, RI, RTB, S_TMU, TBF,
TBFD, TBG, TB_, XFAC
]_TAT, KOMP, _, MPLOSl, _ , OE, TWO
Outputs to CO_N
AIAMI, RDTB, RTB, SMAT, STAT
52.4.3 Other Inputs
IFIAG
52.4.4 Other Outputs
None
52.5
52,5.1 CO_N _,_hols
TPMAT.:,TPMATI, TPMAT2, TPZ,gLT4,TPMAT5, TPMAT6, TPMATS, TPMrlO, TPMrll
52.5.2 Other Symbols
PART1 - BCD Word = PAS_I
SM_TI - BCU Word = SMATBI
52.6 E,ua_i_mm Used
•ee Ref. Ip Section 5.
52 - 2
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53. Subroutine PBIA (NON)
53.1 Purpose
This subroutine prints out pertinent trajectory information.
53.2 Method
Tf TMODC = 5 or 6, printing is automat!ca!ly carr!ed out.
r,_ _i] ether modes, the subroutine must determine whether it is
a print time. If so, it then checks the first 3 values in "the
IPSEC azr_y. For any non-zero values, the corresponding section
_s printed. If the value of NON is non-zero, and any of the rest
of the iPSEC array are non-zero, subroutine PTB1 is called to
print the other sections.
Vo determine whether it is a print time, the subroutine
first checks' to see whether the present time Is within the prln%
F,Oltion (DTPI) of the tota] print period (TAU). If not, no
printing occurs. If so, it next checks the value of the print
l,,%erval within DTPI (PRATE). If it is negative it automatically
prints. If positive and it is the first time into the present
print period, printing occurs. Otherwise, no printing Is done.
53.3 Proqram References
53_3ol PB1A is called by:
BAYSBI, MA INBI
53c3o2 PBIA callss
PTBI
53.4 I/O Data
53-1
53o4oi Inputs from COMMON
DTP, RC, RDC, SCALI:, T, TMAX, TP
DTPI, FPK, IMODE, IPSF. C, MPLUSI, MPLUS4, NUMT, NYF-ARP,
PRATE, PVALPH, SIXTY, TtU, TP, TWT4, TZ_RO
33_4,2 Outputs to COMMON
TP
FKPR, KPRINT, NUMT
53,4_3 Other Inputs
NON
53.4.4 Other Outputs
See Ref. 2, Section 3.2.1 for description of Ist 3 sections
of :_rintout.
t3,5 Cymbols Used
53,'_. _ COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT5
53.5.2 Other Symbols
FTAU - fractional part of the print period (TAU)
IPNT - indicator for current section
KPR - indicator to determine next print time
NUMTAU - number of print period being processed
POST -positive value of T
53.6 Equations Used
None
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54. Subroutine PRNTB1 (KOOK)
54.1 Purpose
This subroutine prints out statistical information.
54.2 Method
After determining that it is a print time from KPRINT, the
subroutine checks KSECPR (KOPT, KOOK). If the value is non-zero,
the corresponding section is printed.
54.3 Program References
PRNTB1 is called by=
BAYSB1, STATB1
54o4 I/O Date
54.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
ALAN1, ALMA'I, CONST, DI:LALP, DELX, DELY, I_BAR, SAVF.L1,
SCALE, SMAT, STAC, STAT, T, YCOM, YOBS
DATTYP, KOPT, KPRINT, KSECPR, KSTA, MFLAG, NUMDAT, PVALPH
54_4.2 Outputs ¢o COMMON
None
54.4.3 Other Inputs
KOOK
54.4o4 Other Output s
<
See Ref. 2, Section 3.2.2
54.5 Symbol@ U_d
54.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4
54-1
54.5.2 Other Symbois
DATYPE (4) - packed OBTYPE array
K - index for data type
OBTYPE (25) - BCD data array for the 25 types
OBUNIT (25) - BCD data array for the units of each of the
25 types
54.6 F-quat ions Used
None
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55.1 P_roose
This subroutine prints out pertinent trajectory information.
55.2 Method
Checking each of the 4th through lOth values of the IPS_ array, if any
is non-zero, the corresponding section is printed.
55.3 Program Re_er_nces
55.3.1 PTBI is called by:
PBIA -_
55.3.2 PTBI calls:
DDOT, DOMUD, SERVCE
55.4 I/O Data
55.4.1 Inputs from COM_:CN
CPOS, CRAD, C_EL, DYN, EPSSQ, GAMM, PRE:_T, RC, RAgX_,SCALE, T, TWOPI
CWLIN, MINUSI, F_i_SI, MPLUS2, MFLUS4, _g'aEF, ONE, PVALP_I, TWO
55.4.2 Outputs to CO_ON
_U, SQTMU
AMUD
55.4.3 Other Inputs
None
55.4.4 Other[htputs
See Reference 2, Section 3.2.1 for descriptions of sections 4 through i0.
55.5 Symbols Us_
55.5.1 COMe'ON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT6, TPMATT, TPMAT8, T_MAT9
55 - I
55.5.2 Other Symbols
ESPAL(4,7,2) - (Oata) - BCD words for use in printing Section 5
IPNT - Current print section being processed
IT - Temporary storage
MCODE - Index for CPOS and CVEL in printing Section 9.
OSCULI - BCD word = OSCULI
OSCUL2 - BCD word = 0SC_._2
PVAL(4,7) - (Data) - BCD words for use in printing Section 5.
55.6 Equations Used
Subsatellite point and osculating element computations follow standard
procedures.
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56. Subroutine FfISBI
56.1
This subroutine computes the ground station partials of the obeervatimm
with respect to the vehicle position and velocity.
56.2 Msth 
The matrix is stored in SAVELI.
56.3 Proeram References
PTISBI is called by:
STATBI
56. 
56.4.1 Inputs from CO_N
COMB, CPRT, DELY, FRQ, GHA, CSSPIS, CRM, (_B, RCMSC, YCOM, YQBS, YQBSNU
DATTYP, EBAR, EBRVAL, FUP, ESTA, MPLISBI, MPLTB4, NUMDAT, TWO
56./+.2 Outputs to CO_N
DELY, SAVELI, YOBS
AREJ, DATTYP, EBAR, EBRVAL, NUMDAT
56./+.3 Other Inputs or Outputs
None
56.5
56.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT8
56.5.2 Other Symbols
CA - cosine of computed all,ruth
CE - cosine of computed elcvation
56-1
56.6
CX - temporary storage
D_DA - temporary storage
D_E - temporary storage
_A - sine of azimuth
SE - sine of elevation angle
_EA - temporary storage
S_A - temporary storage
S_E - temporary storage
S_3X - temporary storage
TE - tangent of elevation angle
TRH2 - temporary storage
TCRM- temporary storage
X3YEMP - temporary storage
XK - temporary storage
_OL- current column
IR_ - current row
J- index
/TTPE- current data type being processed
KX - saved NU_AT
M- index of data type
NU_TT - saved NU_AT
F_uat _. Used
See Ref. _ Section 6.3
o L
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57. Subroutine REMIN
'_- This is a d_ subroutine which will cause the systeR to rewind the overlay
tape. It is called by the HLuimum Variance statistical program when it is a
print time with no observatic_s. When there are observations, the observation
programs will automatically rewind the tape.
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58. Subroutine SBSRBI
This subroutine computes the ground station observations. It is included
in the link for Least Squares statistical processing.
This subroutine is an e_ct duplicate of C_SI_I _for a complete writeup,
see 49. ), and has been put in due to the overlay structure.
SBSRBI is called by:
BAYSBI
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59. _sbroutiue S_
This subroutine cc_es the c_-bcard observations in the Least Squares
statistical processing llnk.
The subroutine is an emact duplicate of ON_ (far a camplete writeup
see 50. ), and has b_ put in due to the overlay structure.
This subroutine is called by:
BAYHBI
59-I
60. Suhrout£ue Sm_L
This subroutine computes +J_e oz_o_rd _lals of the otmerval;iom vil_
rupee_ '1;o the vehicle ]x_ition and veloci_. It is iz_ed in the llnk £_
Least S_ares s_at_stieal _-ooeBsi._.
This st_ou_e is an _c_ d=Flioate of OEP_ (for a oo._le_e write_
see 51. ), and has been put in due to the overlay s_sc_ure.
_NPTL is called by:
60-I
i (1. Subroutine STATB1
61.1 Purpose
This subroutine provides the major logic for solution of the
orbit determination problem by the use of the minimum variance
method.
6i.2 Method
This subroutine provides the logic for accruina informal:ion
at a data point. The covariance matrix before processinq of the
data is updated between points in MAINBI. Other logic is provided
for the miss coefficient and propagation of error modes.
See Section 2.0 of this manual for a descrlption of the flow
bet_,eorl the MAINB1, STATBI, SUMARY and EXECB1 routines.
61.3 Proqram References
ol.3.1 STATBI is called by-
MAINBI
,;_,I.3 2 STATB 1 calls-
DALFA, DMTML, DOMUD, MATINV, OBSRBI, ONOBS, ONPT2, PAS"B],
PRNTB1, PTLSBI, RF_WIN, SY_AMAT
61o4 I/O Data
61o4.1 Inputs from COMMON
ALAM1, DELX, DFLY, EBAR, QSAVF, SAVCL1, SMAT, STAT, YOBS,
YOBSNU
DATTYP, EBRVAL, IMnDF., IP_, IQZRRO, IRDATA, IRT, ISUMRY,
KSTA, M6, MFLAG, '_INUSI _ . KAPLUS], _PLUS2, MPLUS3, MPLUS4,
NUMDAT, ONe, PASS, PAST, PSpACE, REJCTI, RFJCT2, US_TYP
61.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
DELALP, DELX, DELY, EBAR, STAT
AREJ, BMAT, EBRVAL, ITER_, KOMP, KTAB, NUMDAT, NUT
61-1
61.4.3 Other Inputs
None
61.4.4 Other Outputs
61.4.4.1 R.ejection Information - print on L.T.3
II, BMAT (II, i), YCOM (If), DELY (N)
where II is the number of the observation type
and N is the index for the packed DELY
6!.4.4.2 Summary tape information- binary on L.T. 10
T, KSTA, ICOUNT, (BMAT (I, 2), I = 1, 25) (BMAT (I, i),
I : i, 25), AREJ
61.5_2
S v1_bol s Used
COM_ON Symbols
ALAMI, ALMAT, SAVELI, SMAT
Other Symbols
AMINVl - BCD word = STTBIA
AMINV2 - BCD word = STTBIB
FSGM - current multiplier for determining variance level
above which data is to be rejected.
II- flag
N- index
NUMDTT - saved value of NUMDAT
61.6 Equations Used
See Ref. i, Section 5
f
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62. Subroutine SYI_I
This subroutine ccs_ the ground s_a_ica ptrtlals of the observations
wi_h reepeot to the vehicle positic_ and velocity. It is included in _he link
for I_as_ Squares statistical prooessing.
This subroutine is an _¢t duplicate of PYIBBI (for a complete wri_eup,
see 56_ ), and has been put in due _o the overlay structure.
STISBI is c_11ed bY"
BA_I
62-I
63. Subroutine SUM_tY(E_AB )
63.1
This subroutine reads in the summary tape and prints information out in the
proper format.
63.2
The tape is read in 6 times to check for each of the following types."
I. X, Y, Range, Range rate.
2. Right ascension, _eclimation, I and m direction cosines.
3. Azimuth, Elevation, Range equivalent, Ramge rate equivalent.
4. Only doppler, Two-way coherent doppler, Two-way pseudo doppler.
5. Range angle, Planet-to-planet angle, Star-to-planet angle.
6. Star-to-landmark angle, landmark-to-landnmrk _ng3e, C_c_Italion.
Each of these types is printed c_t in proper units and format with 57 lines
am each page.
63.3 Prcm_ m References
SII_RY is called by:
BI - EX_BI
B2 - B2EXEC
63.4.1 Inputs from logical tape I0.
T - double precision time of data point
E_TA- station at which the observation is made
_OUNT - correct numbe_ of the data point on the tape
SCOM- the 25 cmaputed :i_ervatioms
SOBS - the 25 observed values
ARE_ - 25 BCD words far whe%he_ pt. has beem reJested
63 - I
63.4.2
63.4.3
63.5
63.6
Outputs
TEMPI(25) - root mean square of each type
Other Inputs
KTAB - the total number of data points on the tape
IA- index for first data observation in a group
IB - index for second data observatio_ in a group
_E - index for third data observation in a group
]D - index for fourth data observation in a group
IKTAB - flag for titles
IEDT - indicator for a new page within a group
IRTB - indicator for which group is being considered.
- index
NLINE - counter for lines on a page
PAST -BCD word = _ - for checking _EJ_ array
RACON - conversion factor
SUM - summation to check for printing
TEMP2(25) - summation of number of points in a type
F_uations Used
None
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64. Subroutine _T(ArN, M)
64.1 _=_ose
This subroutine symmetrises a matrix A.
64.2
See "Equations Used".
63.S Program Referenaes
SYMMAT is called by:
B1 - BA_EBIp STATBI
B2 - BNSB2p STTB2
_._
A - matrix to be symme%rized
N - actual square dimension of A
M- square dimensi_ of A to be symmetrized
64.4.2 Outputs
A - the input matrix symmetrized
64.5
None
64.6 Rmuaticms Used
AiJ = Aij + AJi
2
Ajl " Aij
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.. 65. Subrourtine B2BOB
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine ONOBS(50.).
The differences, mhich arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) It is used in the Least Squares link (see SNOBS(59).).
b) B2BOB is called by
BYSB2
c) B2BOB calls
STPSB2 rather than STAPOS.
66. Subroutine B2BTLS
This subroutine is essentially the sameas subroutine C_H_FL(51.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mcde, are:
a) It is used in the Least Squares link.
b) F_uations used for computing th_ partials are different in
form but equivalent in content.
c) Variable B2ONP- BCDword = BPTIS.
66-1
67. Subroutine B2EPHM
This subroutine is essentially the same as subzouttne
EPHEM (22.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode, are=
a_ It is called by CBCHRF, CB2DER, EBCHRF, EB2DER, B2OCUL
b) the variables TPMTII, and TABLE are contained In the
BLOCK COMMON - EPHEM
67-1
68. B2EXEC
68.1 Purpose
Thfs is the executive program for the B2 mode.
68.2 Method
Logtc is included in the routine for controlling the calls to
B2MAIN, SUMARY and B2INPT. The logtc includes control of both
the BAYES and STAT statistical routines especially when a summary
is requested.
68.3 P roqram References
B2EXEC calls,
B2INP_, B2MAIN, SUMARY
I
68.4 I/O Data'
68.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
AMUD, FIRST, INPERR, ISTAT, ISUMRY, KLAST, KTAB, MPLUSI,
NOFT, NT
68.4.2 Ou%puts %o COMMON
FIRST, IXADD (iI), NT
68.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
68.5 Symbols Used
None
68.6 Equations Used
None
68-I
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' 69. Subroutine B2INPT
69.1
This subroutine reads in all data neoessary for one run.
69.2 Meth_
The subroutine initializes necessary data and reads in sections desired.
Depending on the input quantity _TDP_, certain variables are either read in
or set up to nominal values within the program.
Due to the shortage of core storage, the array STAT(26,26) is placed
in a label_ed COMMDN block and used in a lower programming link. Cc®,,unication
between Input and statistics is therefore attained by use of tape II. For
stacked cases, after the first entry to B21NPT, the program reads in STAT
from the tape.
69.3 ProRrsm Refer_aeu
69.3.1 B2XNPT i8 oalled byt
B2EXEC
69.3.2 B2INPT calls
B2PASM, _MTML, DMUDE_, FIX, MATINV, SERVCE, XFRMB2
69.4
69.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
IXADD(II) - used for reading the matrix STAT frcB logical tape II
69.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
_u8 all initialised a_d in.ted da_a
69.4.3 Other Inputs
69.4.3.1 For a complete listing of the data deck, see Ref. 2, Section 2.3
69.4.3.2 The matrix Q is read from logical tape II in modes I, 2, and 3
from the previous run, (depending on IXADD(II) ).
(STAT(I,J), J = I, NBST ) - NBST records
69.4.4 Other Outputs
69.4.4.1 A printout is made of all input quantities
69.4.4.2 The matrix Q (Q-I in Least Squares Mode) is written on logical
tape II in modes I, 2p and 3
(STAT(I,J), J = I, NEST ) - NBST r_cords
69.5
69.5.1
69.5.2
COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT9
Other Symbols
DYNARR(60) - (Data) - nominal values of dynamic states
SCAL(3,7) - (Data) - the matrix from which the array SCALE
is chosen, depending on IUNIT
TZ - time from start of launch day
ALPHA(3,7) - (Data) -matrixfromwhich the array PVALPH is
chosen, depending on IUNIT
CDN(40) - (Data) - standard coefficient of drag table, from which
CDT is set up
69-2
DIYN - number of days from Janunry ], 1960 to s_rt of ]am, cb year
If_TN - index for correct C In the nYN array
ICalq[)- Inlt,_n3 l'.1_onsfor random m_ber generat,,r
IPR(8) - (Data) - array of n]phnmerl c Idtle._
IR - index to te _] how many records to skip In order to bring
Ephemeris tape up to current time
IR2 - temporary variable for printout of input
LqMN - index for correct S_ in the DYN array
ITITLE(12) - Array read in for title of run
IW - temporary variable for printout of _nput
PASTD - data word for setting P._T
PSPACD - data word for setting P_PACE
RECTI - BCD word = RECTI
XMACHN(40) - (Data) - s_ndard Mach nmber tables frem whieh
XM_CH de set up
6q.6 _q_ations Used
When P matrix _s read in, transformation to the Q matrix is as
follows :
Q = S-l p(S-l) T
69.7
See rgPWA(26.7)
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70o Subroutine B2KEP
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine
KEPLER (27o).
The difference, which artses from the fact that tt ts used
in a different program, is that it is called by EB2DER.
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71A, Subroutine B2 MAIN
This subroutine controls the flow between the integra-
tion and Minimum Variance statistical portions of the program. Its
flow is essentially the same as that for subroutine NAINB1, fol-
lowing the _inimum Variance blocks, with the exception that
a) No powered flight is included
b) Due to bias error inclusio_ matrix manipulation is
done by partitioning (see page 12).
11M-;
?lB. Subroutine B2MAIN
This subroutine controls the flow between the integra-
tion and Bayes Least Squares statistical portions of the program.
Its flow is essentially the same as that for subroutine MAINB1,
following the Least Squares blocks, with the exception thats
a) No powered flight is included
b) The procedure for writing a truncated data set on
tape 11 is8
WRITE (11) T,RC,RDC,MWREF
DO 300 1=1,6
WRITE (II) (SMAT(I,J),J:I,6)
300 WRITE (II) (SAVEL2(I,J),J:I, NDSVB
c) The procedure for writing a complete data set on
tape 11 is8
WRITE(ll) T,RC,RDC,MWREF,ICOUNT,LTEMP,LTEWPl,
IPLNT,TKRAW.DATA
DO 301 I:1,6
WRITE (11) (SMAT(I,J),J=I,6),CPOS(I,IPLNT),
CVEL(I,IPLNT)
3Ol WRITE (ll) (S^VEL2(I, ), =I,NDSW)
d) Due to bias error inclusion, matrix manipulation ts
done by partitioning (see page 12).
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72. Subroutine B2NUT(K)
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine NUTPRE(30_.
The differenoes, which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
B2NUT is called by
CHMNOB rather than CMNOBP
CBOBDG rather than COBDRG
EBMNOB rather than _NOBP
EBOBDG rather than _0BDP_
STPSR2 rather than STAPOS
B2MAIN - both versions
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73. Subroutine B2OBOS
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine ONOBS(50.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) B2OBOS is called by
STTB2
b) B2OBOS calls
STPSB2 rather than _TAPOS
7S - X
V4. Subroutine B2OCOL
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine STACUL(38.).
The differences, which arise frum the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) B20C_ is cs_led
B2MAIN (both versions)
b_ B2OCUL calls
B2EPHM rather than EPHEM
B2KEP rather than KEPLER
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75. Subroutine B2ONPL
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine ONPTL(51.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) Equations used for computing the partials are different in form
but equivalent in content.
b) Variable B2ONP - BCD word = B2ONPL.
76. Subroutine B2PASM(IFLAG)
purpose
This subroutine computes the 5, S -1 or State Transition
Matrix depending on IF[,AG.
76.2 Method
When IFLAG = 1, compute 5 in 5MAT
When IF[AG = 2, compute S -I in 5MAT
When ZFLAG = 3, compute State Transition Matrix
- Upper left 0 x 6 - in ALAM1
- Upper right 0 x (NDB) in ALAM2 (packed)
If KOMP = 4, ALAMI = I, ALAM2 = 0
In Bayes statistics, when KOMP = 0, the State Transition Matrix
is stored in SMAT (6,6) and SAVEL2f),NDB). It is the accumulated
matrix from time O, rather than from the last data point ss done
in Minimum Variance.
76.3 Proorom References
76.3.l B2PASM ts called by:
B2INPT, BYSR2, STTB2
76.3.2 B2PASM calls:
DDOT, DMTML, DMUDB2, SERVCE
76.4 I/O DATA
76.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
AtMAT, BETA. DYN, EF1, EF2, EF6. EFT, HMU, RA, RC, RDC, RI)],
RDTB, RI, RTB, SAVEL2, SQTMU, T, TBF, TBFD, TBG, TBGD,
TI, XFAC
I5TAT. KOMP. M6. M20, M26, MCOI.. MPLUS1, MPLUS3, MPLUS4,
MNREF. NCSB, NDB, NDSVB, OFFSET, ONE, THREE, TWO
7b-I
76.4.2
76.4.3
76.4.4
76.5.2
Outputs to COMMON
ALAM1, ALAM2. RDTB, RTB, SMAT
Other Inputs
IFIAG
Other Outputs
None
S.¥mbols Used
COMMON Symbols
SAVEJ1, SAVE[2, TPMAT4, TPMATS, TPMAT6, TPMATS, TYMAT9
Other Symbols
IMATCH - Index of current column being computed in ALAM2
INDEX - Column number of first dynamic bias
PARTS - BCD word = B2PASM
SMATI - BCD word = SMATB2
Equations Used
See Ref. 1, Section 5
76.6.2 ALAM2 (1,J) is the partial of X with respect to the J-th
dynamic bias considered. In program symbols, it is given by
_WLLN (1, J+_l)-CWLIN (ILl)
Offset (J)
76.6.3 When the bias type being considered 1| the grsvitation|l
constant of the reference body, the column of ALAM2 corresponding
to this bias is
position elements -
velocity elements -
o
/_x8(T) - R_(_. (T -TZ) - fl_ (z)
_Y_ (tdWaEF,_)
by_(mwAtF +_q)
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: '7'7. Subroutine B2PLST
'7'7.1
This subroutine ccRputes the ground station partials of the
observations with respect to the vehicle position and velocity and the
off-nominal states. It is included in the link for Least Squares statistical
pro ssing.
77.2 Metho_
The program first checks to see whether any further rejection is
necessary. It then proceeds to compute the appropriate partials of the
first type, storing them by columns in row I of SAVEZ2. If there are
additional data types, they are computed and stored in succeeding rows,
up to a _ of 4.
77.3 .Program References
77.3.1 B2PLST is called by:
BYSB2
77.3.2 B2PLST calls :
DDOT, DMTML, DMUDR2
77.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
COMB, FRQ, GAM, GHA, HMU, OBSPLS, ORM, OFB, RC, BCMHC, RDC,
STAC, STAOR, WE, XNCY, YCOM, YOBS, YOBSNU
ARFJ, DATTYP, FUP, KM, KSTA, M6, M26, MCOL, MPLUSI, MPLUS3,
MPL_S4, NEST, NCDST, NCMBI, NCOMB, NCSB, NSB, NUMDAT, ONE,
PSPACE, Tg0
77.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
DELY, EBA/_, SAVEL2
_, I)ATTYP, EBRVAi, NOMDAT
77.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
Nmme
77.5
77.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMATI, TPMAT2, TPMAT4, TPMAT5, TPMAT6, TPMAT7, TPMATS, TPMAT9
77.5.2 Other Symbols
CA, CB, CD, CE, CG, CX- cosine variables
CMAG - magnitude of position vector from center of earth
to station
DXDA - temporary variable
RRS - temporary variable
SA, SB, SE, SEA, SECA, SECE, SG, SX, SXCX - trigonometric variables
TE, TNH2, TOHM, TPHI, TRRS -temporary variables
TERMM- the current partial
VALCI, VALC2, VALDT, VALPD, VALPR, VALPRR, VALTT, VDA, VDE-
coefficients used in computing partial
BTLI - BCD word = B2PLST
16, ICODE, ISWTCH, NCODE - flags for current bias type
ICOL- current column number
IROW- current row number
JTYPE- current data type being processed
KX- saved NUMDAT
NUMCD - index
M - index of data type
l
- saved NUMDAT
PA_I_ - BCD word --$
77.6 Equations Used
See Ref. i, Section 6.3
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78. Subroutine B2RECT
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine RECT
The differences, whlch arise from the fact that it ts
used in a different program mode, ares
a) CWLIN ts not in BLANK COMMON in the B2 mode.
It is Initialized elsewhere.
b) B2RECT is called by
B2MA_N, EBITG
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79. Subroutine B2STOB
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine OBSRBI(49.).
The differences, wh_ ch arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) It is used in the Bayes Least Sc_ares link.
b) Refraction b_ases are Include_
The 6 nominal refraction states (STAOR) are stored in TI (1-6).
The nominal case is computed first, then each of the biases.
b.l) CO_ON Variables added
DELP, KCOM, MS, MCOL, NCOMB, NSB, PARTD, PARTR, PARTRR
b.2) Other Variables
IC - index for bias type for ICP
ICP(6) - flag for refraction biases = O, no bias
= I, want bias
KKT - counter of which bias being considered
KT - flag for whether the nominal or a bias is being
considered
c) B2STOB is called by
L_SB2
d) B2STOB calls
MDI_ rather than MODELA
STPSR2 rather than STAPOS.
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80. Subroutine BPRA2 (NON)
This program ts essentially the same as subroutine PBIA (53.).
The only differencemwhtch arises £rom the fact that it is
used in a dt£ferent program mode, is that it calls BPTA2 .rather
than PTB1.
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81. Subroutine BPRB(KDOK)
81.1
The subroutine prints out statistical informatlon.
81.2
After determining that it is a print time from KPRIRT, the subroutine
checks E_ECPR(KDPT, KOOK). If the value is non-sero, the corres_ing
section is printed.
81.3 Prouram Referenoes
BPRB is called by:
BYSE2, STTB2
_.4 _J_qSa_
81.4.1 Inputs froa COMMON
ALAMI, ALAP_, ALMAT, O0R_T, DELALP, DELX, D_Y, EBAR, SAVEL2, SCALE,
SMAT, STAC, STAT, T, YOOM, YOBS
DATTTP, ILDI_E, IFLRT, I_TAR, KOPT, KPRINT, KSECPR. KSTA,
MFLAG, NBST, NDB, NDSVB, NUMDAT, PVALPH, SPADD(8_, STANM
81.4.2 Outputs to CO_O_
None
81.4.3 Other Inl_S
KOOK
81.4.4 Other Outputs
See Ref. 2, Section 3.3.2.
81.5
81.5.1 COMMON Symbols
TPMAT4, TPMAT5
81-I
81.5.2 Other Symbols
DATYPE(4) - packed OBTYPE array
KJP - flag for on-board type
NPI - star number for printout (on-board system)
NP2 - station number for printout (on-board system)
OBTYPE(25) - BCD data array for the 25 types
OBUNIT(25) - BCD data array for the units of each of the 25 types
81.6 Equations Used
None
81.7 Flow Diagram
See PRNTBI (54.7).
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82. Subroutine BPTA2
Thls subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine
PTB1 (5_.).
The only difference (in the write-up), which arlses from
the fact that it ts used tn a different program mode, ls that
it is called by BPRA2 rather than PBIA.
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.. 83. Subroutine BPTLS
This subroutine computes the ground station partials of the
observations with respect to the vehicle position and velocity and the
off-nominal states. It is included in the link for Minimum Variance
statistical processing.
This subroutine is an exact duplicate of subroutine B2PLST(TT.),
and has been put in due to the overlay structure.
BPTI_ is called by:
STTB2
: _. Su_o_I_BYS_
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine BAYSBI(42).
The differences, which arise frcm the fact that it is used in a different
program mode, are:
a) bias e_rors are included in the calculations. Therefore, the variablee
defining these are needed as inputs to the program. Upon completio_
of the program, new nominals are stored in their respective locations
of the COMB, STAOR and/or DYN arrays.
b) BYSB2 is called by
B2MAIN
c) BYSB2 calls
DLFB2 rather than DALFA
B2PASM rather than PASMBI
BPRA2 rather than PBIA
BPRB rather than PRNTHI
B2STOB rather than SBSRBI
B2BOB rather than SNOBS
B2PIST rather than STLSBI
B2BTLS rather than SNPTL
d) The first record of the nominal tape, for both Preconvergence and Post
Convergence Modes is read and written as:
(STAT(I,J),J = i, NBST)- _SSTTEES
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e) The complete data set in the Preconvergence Mode is s
•.1)
e.2)
T, RC, RDC, M_REF, ICOUNT, LT_P, LT_PI, IPLNT,
TKRAW, DATA
(ALAMI(I,J), J = 1,6), CPOS(I, IPLNT), CVEL(I, IPLNT)
e.3) (ALAM2(I,J), J = I, NDSVB)
e.2 and e.3 are written and read in a DO loop for I = 1,6
f) The truncated data set in the Post Convergence Mode is read as:
f.l) T, PC, P_C, MWREF
f.2)
f.3)
(ALAm(I,J), J = 1,6) .-
(AIAM2(I,J3,J = I, NDSVB)
f.2 and f.3 are read in a _ loop for I = 1,6.
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q85. Subroutine CB2DER
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine CDERIV(3).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used in a different
program mode_ are:
a. CB2DER is called by:
CBNT
b. CB2DER calls
B2EPHH rather than EPH_4
CBMNOB " " CMNOBP
CHMVDG " " CMVDRG
CBOHDG " " CORDRG
c. When computing off-nominal accelerations (KCOMMI), the gravitational
constant is saved and offset by the corresponding variable input array
OFFSET. The acceleration terms are stored in the BLOCK CO_ON /CB[/
variable RAT(3,2,1) rather than RDDOT.
d. The following additional CO_0N variables are used:
OFFSET - the values of the dynamic biases to be offset
KCOM - the indicator of the set of accelerations h_ing considered
MCOL - _nput array of code words of bias types
NSB, NCOMB - number of statlon-oriented and combination-type
b_ase-, respect_ rely
NCODE - index of the gravitational constant being considered
e. The following addltional internal variables are used:
SVST - saved gravltat_onal constant
INN - index of which bias In the MCOL array
f. No powered flight acce]eratlons arm _nclud_d.
m5 - 1
86. Subroutine CBCHR F
This subroutine is essentfally the same as subroutine
CC.._F (2.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode, ares
a) CBCHRF is called by
CBITG
b) CBCHRF calls B2EPHM rather than EPHEN.
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._ 87. Subroutine CBITG
This subroutine ts essentially the same as subroutine
CITGRA (6.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode3ares
a) no powered fllght ls used
b) the V.artable PURP is eliminated
(In flow chart £ollow path for PURP = 1)
c) LML does not exist In B2 mode
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88. Subroutine CBM NOB
This subrout%ne ts essentially the same as subroutine
CMNOBP (7.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode, are-
a) CBMNOB is called by
CB2DER
b) CBMNOB calls B2NUT rather than NUTPRE.
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89. Subroutine CBMVDG
This subroutine ts essentially the same as subroutine
CMVDRG (8.).
The difference, which arises from the fact that it is
used in a different program mode, is that it is called by
CB2DER.
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90. Subroutine (B_r(IENT)
9o.1
This subroutine is the Cowell integrator. Rumge-Kutta integraticm
is used for short time integration and to start the Nordsieck long time
integratiom.
90.2 _thod
The method is the same as for subroutine CINT(4.2) with the exoeptlom
that besides computing the nominal position and velocity vectors, it also
computes those for each of the dynamic biases and stores them in AIMAT
for use by the statistical portion of the program.
90.3 Program References
90.3.1 CBNT is called by
CBITG
90.3.2 CBNT calls
CB2DER
9o.4
90.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
DTI, 0LDT, RAT, RC, RDC, T
IP, MPIUSI, MPLUS2, MPLVS4, NDBI, ONE, RTO, THREE
90.4.2 Outputs to COF_4ON
AI,NAT, RC, HDC, T
IP, KCCM
90.4.3 Other Inputs
90-1
00°4.4 Other Outputs
None
9o. 
90.5.1 COMMON Symbols
SAVEL2, TPMAT5
90.5.2 Other Symbols
BRG(6,6_21) - adjusted values of velocity and acceleration of
last six integration steps for nominal and dynamic
bias states.
H, RKA, RKB, RKC, RKFT, RKT, XK - see CINT (4.5)
BET, HETT, COEF, CTI, IGT, K_, KI - see CINT (4.5)
90.6 Eauations Used
Runge-Kutta Gill method of integration
Nordsieck method of integration
See Ref. I, Section 3.2.3
9o.7
See CINT (4.7).
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91. Subroutine CBOBDG
This subroutine is essentia]ly the same as subroutine
COBDRG.
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode, are=
a) CBOBDG is called by
CB2DER
b) CBOBDG calls B2NUT rather than NUTPR_
92. Subroutine DLFB2
This subroutine isessentially the same as subroutine
DALFA (43.).
The only difference (in the write-up), which arises from
the fact that it is used in a different program mode, is that
it is called by BYSB2 and STTB2.
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93. Subroutine DMUDB2 (TEST)
This subroutine is essentially the same as Subroutine
DOMUD (13.).
The only difference, which arises from the fact that it
is used in a dlfferent program mode, Is that it Is called by
many of the B2 mode subroutines.
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94. Subroutine EB2DER
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine EDERIV(15).
The differences which arise from the fact that it is used in a different
program mode, are:
a.
b. EB2D_R
Powered flight is not considered.
is called by:
EBNT
c. EB2DER calls
B2EPHM rather than EPH_
B2KEP " . KEPLER
EHMNOB " " EMNOBP
EHMVDG " "
EBORDG " " EOBDRG
d. When computing off-nominal perturbations (KCOM, I), the gravitational
constant is saved and offset by the corresponding value in the input
array OFFSET. The perturbation terms are stored in the BLOCK COMMON
/DI/ variable CNLIN(9,21) rather than CNLIN(9).
e. The following additional COMMON variables are used.
OFFSET - the values of the dynamic biases to be offset
KCOM - the indicator of the set of perturbations
MCOL - input array of code words of bias types
NSB, NCOMB - number of station-oriented and combination
type biases, respectively
NCODE - index of gravitational constant being considered.
f. The following additional internal variables are used:
SVST - saved gravitational constant
INN - index of which bias in MCOL array
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95. Subroutine EBCHRF
This subroutine ts essentially the same as subroutine
ECHREF (14.).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is used
in a different program mode, are=
a) EBCHRF ts called by
EB ITG
b) EBCHRF calls
B2EPHM rather than EPHEM, and
B2KEP rather than KEPLER
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96. Subroutine EBITG
96.1 Purpose
This subroutine serves as the sub-main program governing calls
to the Integration subroutines tn the Encke method.
96.2 Method
The program Checks to see whether to change reference.
Depending on position, the deltas of integration and prtnttng
are determined, and integration is performed up to T_ .
96.3 Proqram References
96.3.1 EBITG is called by:
B2MAIN
96.3.2 EBITG calls**
B2KEP, B2RECT, EBCHRF, _BNT
96.4 I/O Data
96.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
DT, DT3, OLDT, PRNT3, R1, R2, RC, RDTB, RT1, RT2, RTB,
T, TD
CNT, CWLIN, FPK, IDER, IP, IXADD (13), KOMP, KS2BY,
KSPLT, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MWREF, ONe, RTO, THR_E
96.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
DELTP, DTI, OLDT, RC, RDC, SAVD, T, TD
CNT, IDER, IP, KOMP, KSTA
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96.4.3 Other Inputs and Outputs
None
96.5 Svmbo_ _ Used
See CITGRA (6.).
96.6 Equations Used
None
96.7 Flow Dtaoram
See EITGRA (18.7) for PURP = 1 and no powered flight test.
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"" 97. Subroutine EBMNOB
Thls subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine
CMNOBP (7 .).
The differences, which arise from the fact that it is
used in a different program mode, ares
a) £BMNOB is called by
EB2DER
b) EBMNOB calls B2NUT rather than NUTPRE
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98. Subroutine EBMVDG
Thls subroutine ls essentially the same as subroutine
EMVDRG (20.).
The difference, whlch artses from the fact that It ls used
in a different program mode is that !t Is called by EB2DER.
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99. Subroutine EP_T(IENT)
99.1
This subroutine is the Encke integrator. Rumge-Kutta integrmtiom
is used for short time integration and to start the Nordsieek long time
integratiom.
99.2
The method is the same as for subroutine EINT(16.2_ with the excepti_
that bes4des computing the perturbations of the nominal position and
velocity vectors, it also computes those for each of the dynamio bias
states and stores all these vectors in A_AT for use b5- the statistics/
portion of the program.
99.3 l_o_ References
99.3.1 EHNT is called by:
EBITG
99.3.2 EBNT cml]ss
EB2D_
99.4.1 Inputs from COMMON
DTI, OLDT, RC, P_C, T
CWLIN, IP, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS4, NDBI, ONE, RTO, THREE
99.4.2 Outputs to CCMMU_N
AIMAT, RC, RDC, T
IP, KCOM
')9.4.3 Other lnputs
IE}_ - see C]NT(4.'2)
q9.4.4 Other Inputs
None
99.5 8_bols Usecl
99.5.1 COMMON Symbols
8AVEL2
BMAT
99.5.2 Other Symbols
H, RKA, RKB, RKC - see CINT(4.5)
BRG(6,6,21) - adjusted values of perturbations of velocity and
acceleration of last 6 integration steps for nominal and
dynamic bias states
BET, BETT, COEF, CTI, IGT, KB, KI, RKFT, RET, XK- see CINT(4.5)
99.6 Ecuations Used
Runge-Kutta-Gill method of integration
Nordsieck method of integration
See Ref. i, Section 3.2.3
99.7
See ClNT(4.7)
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I00. Subroutine EBOHDG
This subroutine is essentially the same as COHDRG (9.).
The differences, which arise _ the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are:
a) EBO_ is called
b) EBOBDG calls
B2NUT rather than NUT_
EINTRP rather than CI_
100 - I
lot. Subroutine MDLB2 (K)
This subroutine is essentially the same as MODELA (29).
The only difference, which arises from the fact that there
may be a refraction bias measurement, is th;at instead of using
the STAOR array, a temporary array T1 (dimensioned by 6) is
used which has been set up in the calling program.
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102. Subroutine OB_R
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine OBSRBI(49.).
The differencms, which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, are.
a) Refraction biases are incl_ded.
The 6 nc_Lnal refraction states (STAOR) are stored in the
array TI. The nominal case is computed first, then each of the
biases.
a.l) COMMONVariables added
DEEP, KCOM, M5, M00L, N00MB, NSB, PAP_D, PARTR, PARTRR
a.2) Other Variables
IC - index of bias type for ICP
ICP(6) - flag for each bias = O, no bias
= I, want bias
KXT - counter of which bias being considered
KT - flag for whether the nominal or a bias is being
considered.
b) OBESR is called by
STTB2
e) 0BBSR calls
HDLB2 rather than _DELA
STPSB2 rather than STAPOS
102 - 1
103. Subroutine STPS_
This subroutine is essentially the saRe as su_utine STAP_(39.).
The differencesj which arise from the fact that it is used in a
different program mode, ares
a) _ Is m_led _
B2STUB, CBBSR
b) STPSB2 calls
B2NUT rather than N_TPRE.
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• 104. S_broutine STrB2
104.1
link.
This subroutine is the main program for the Minimum Variance statistical
104.2
The subroutine provides the logic for accruing information at a data
point. The cOvariance (Q) matrix before processing of the data is updated
between points in B23,tAIN. Other logic is provided for the Miss Coefficient
and Propagation of Error modes.
Due to the shortage of core storage, the Q matrix (STAT(26,26)) was put
in labelled COMMON/_TAT/in a lower link. In order to communicate between
this program and Input, the matrix was stored on logical tape II.
Two Q matrices are saved on this tape - the inputted Q and the grown (_.
When beginning a new P_S, the inputted quantity IQZ_]RC is checked. If the
inputted Q is desired, that Q is placed as the second Q.
Upon e_t frmn the program the tape is positioned at the beginning of
the second Q matrix.
See Section 2.0 cf this manual for a description of the flow between the
MAIN, STAT, SUMARY and EXES routines.
104.3 Prod-ram References
104.3.1 STTB2 is called by:
B2MAIN (Minimum Variance)
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104.3.2 STTB2calls :
B20BOS,B2ONPL, B2PASM, BPRB, BPTLS, DLFB2, DMTML,
DMUDR2, MATINV, 0BBSR, REWIN, SYMMAT
l
io4.4 .Z/_Q_n..t, a
lo4.4.1 Inputs fro_u(:',
,!,. : ' ;,.r.',:l,2,SMAT, YOBSALAM3, _I.AM2, , .., ,
nAT'rYP, EBIRVAL, IM(DE, If-S, IC_ZI.,RO,IRDATA, I,q.UMRY,KSTA, M5,
M6, _6, MCOL, _LAG, MPLUSI, MPLUS2, MPLUS3, MPLUS4, NCOMB,
N_".._B,NDB, NDBI, NI_VB,_NSB, NUMDAT, ONE, PASS, PA_T, FSPACE,
IR_ITCT].,REJCT2
104.4.2 Outputs to COMMON
COMB, DELALP, DELX, DIN, EBAR, QSAVE, STAOR, STATE
AREJ, EBRVAI, ITEP_, NCMP, KTAB, NUMDAT, NUT
104.4.3 Other Inputs
The Q matrix is read in from logical tape II.
(STAT(I,J), ,]"= I, N_T) - NBST Pecords
104.4.4 Other Outputs
104.4.4. I The Q matrix is again written out. Logical tape II contains,
on the first NBST records, the value of Qo" The second NBST records contain
the updated Q. When beginning a new pass, the inputted quantity IQZERO is
tested to determine whether the new Q matrix will be the inputted Q or the
grown Q. This Q is written on the second NBST records. The tape is then positioned
at the beginning of the second set.
104.4.4.2 Rejection information - on L.T. 3
II, BMAT(II,I), YO£M(II), DELY(N)
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where II is the number of the observation t_
BMAT is the single-precision computed observation (YOOM)
and N is the index for the packed DELY
104.4.4.3 Sumamry tape information - binary on L.T. I0
T, KSTA, ICOURT, (R4AT(I,2), I = 1,25), (BMAT(I,I), I = 1,25), ARF_
104.5
104.5.1 COMMON Symbols
ALAMI, ALAM2, ALMAT, SAVELI, SAVEL2, SMAT, TPMAT4
BMAT, KOOM
104.5.2 Other Symbols
AMINVI -- BCD word = STTE2A
AMINV2 - BCD word = STT_B
FSGM - current multiplier for determining varianoe level above which
data is to be rejected
NUMDTT- saved RUMDAT
104.6 Esuatians Used
See Ref. I, Secti_ 5.
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105. Subroutine XFR_
This subroutine is essentially the same as subroutine XFORM(41.).
The differenoe, which arises i_ the fact that it is used in a
different program _xle, ia that it is called by _XNPT.
o
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